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PUFACE AND INTi.ODUCTION

Devaluation theory has been in and out of the economic spotlight for
.any years.

Scores of articles have been written by some of the best

theorists in econa.d.cs.

However, many unanswered questions have been

left for future theorists and empirists to solve.
Devaluation theory baa been out of the spotlight for the last ten
to cvelve years.
of inte.rest and

Bevertheless, twelve years ago it vas at the forefront
DU~~~erous

excellent articles vere written on the subject.

So.eday in the near future devaluation theory aight again occupy the
spotlight.
This dissertation examines the effectiveness of devaluation in the
hope. of indicating potentially important relationships previously un-

ilneatigatecl.

This d.issertation will break new ground in ita dlacuuion

of capital flows, the time period analysis, and the introduction of
dJ-ica.
This dissertation is purely theoretical and makes no reference to
.-pirical data.

Tbe .ala purpose of the dissertation is not to discover

ary aiaple device for determining whether a devaluation will be effect~.-.

Instead, the .a1a purpose ia to give a .are thorough discussion

oa the question of effectiveness.

Unfortunately, one .uat be selective

1D this eudeavor aDd therefore not every proble111 will be diacuaaed.

Chapter 1 will aive a survey of the literature .

In order to facil-

1tata d.iac:uaaiou, tlda survey will be divided i .n to three aection.a.

tbe literature oa the elasticity approach will be dealt with.

Firat,

This will

be folla..d by a pr. . . ntatlon of the literature on the absorption ap-

fCOBCb.

Thirdly, tbe literature written on the synthesis of the

el&aticity and absorption approach will be presented.

Wherever the

aoalyaia and results of previous articles seem questionable, it will be
.entioned in the survey.
Chapter 2 seta up tvo basic models.

One model is in terms of real

1Dca.e and real absorption, while the other model is in terms of money
1Dca.e and money absorption .

Models presented in future chapters will

refer to these tvo .odels.
The basic .odela, vhicb are presented in chapter 2, are not complete

.odels since the

~ct

are not apecified.

equational forms of the functional relationships

This is done because it will keep the mathematics

ablpler and, in addition, none of the basic relationships will be lost.
The dissertation 1a primarily interested in determining vhat is occurring
~bia

can be acca.plished without exact mathematical formulations.

This

technique is the sa.e one vhich is employed by Alexander in his absorption approach.

chana••

The dissertation is primarily interested in pointing out

and wherever possible the direction of change.

1D addition to the development of the tvo basic .adels, chapter 2
will enaage in a ccaparison of the real-term and money-term models in

order to ind.icate the iaportant differences and similarities.

The tvo

baaic .odela preaented are synthesis models, since substitution, price
aad incc.e effecta are all present .

A naval approach to devaluation theory ls introduced in chapter 3.
Chapter 3 exaainLB the long-run versus the short-run effects of devaluation.

l&ch indirtdual effect of devaluation is discussed in regarda to

bow it lli&ht cb.nge with time.

bold iA all

inat~

One time sequence of effects that will

cannot be derived.

.

The best that can be done ia

to indicate some of the usual tendencies.

A second approach would be to

specify all the different permutations of effects; this is not done in
chapter 3.
Chapter 3 baa three main purposes.

Firat, this chapter indicates a

probable aeque.n ce of effects occurring after a devaluation.

This analy-

sis points to the important conclusion that the effects of devaluation
will interact with one another setting <Xfchains of effects.

In addition,

it abova that price and substitution effects do not occur only in the
initial period after a devaluation, but may operate many periods into the
future.
A second main purpose of chapter 3 is to introduce a device which
allows both the marginal propenaities to absorb to differ for each effect and to differ for each period.

The breakdown of the analysis of

devaluation into a number of periods can be a useful teaching device for
illuatrating conceptually the complexity of the reactions and the interactiona occurrlng whenever a devaluation is undertaken.
The third purpose of chapter 3 is to derive a means of understanding hov the trade balance changes within the periods.

This will

enable one to understand both the trade balance change and the rate of

chana• in the trade ba.lance better.
.,at t.portance in

underatandin~

Both of these concepts are of ut-

specu.lative capital flova vhich are

1Dtroduced into the analysis in chapter 4.
The pattern of clange in the trade balance, vhich b

derived in

chapter 3 under fairly restrictive aasumptiona, is tied in with the
anelyaia of speculative c.a pital flova.

Using the pattern of change i .n

tha trade balance presented in chap tar 3, the reactiona of the specula-

·n.

I

u....

~

capital flov is examined in chapter 4.
Cb.pter 4 transforms basic model 2, which is in .oney-teras, froa a

. . lance of trade .odel into a balance of payments .odel.

t.J.oaal

re.l.at~ooshlp

~tLDD,
~

First, a func-

for net speculative capital inflows is derived.

In

changes in speculative capital inflovs are examined in order

be able to determine the possible influence vhich changes in the ex-

cllaa&e rate aight have on
Ia

~~n

speculative capital flows.

to examining speculative capital inflovs, chapter 4

ai.o «K-Ines net transactional capital inflows.

capital inflows and an equation for transactional capital

~tiooal

oaLflov. are developed in chapter 4.

CLD.. the

Both an equation for

~flov

In order to determine the net in-

of transactional capital is subtracted from transac-

t.J.oaal capital out flovs •

4

~tar

_...._p

~area

and contrasts the influence vhicb changes in the

rate and the change 1o the trade balance have on speculative

capital fl.ovs as compared vith the effects that they have on transecUoaal capital flovs.
~tar

~

-

tal

5 expands the discussion on capital flavs by exaaining the

1a loo&-tera capital flows.

Chapter 5 builds on the saae .adel

1.8 ull.i%ed in chapter 4, the only difference 1a that long-tera capi-

n-

are allowed to vary.

llodl cbaptera 4 and 5
~ ~

....u-

whether the introduction of capital

stAbility easier or harder to achieve vheo a country de-

ita currency.

~tara

c-r..

~ne

6 and 7 are quite different fro• the previoua five chap-

VithiD these tvo chaptera dynaaic analyst. 1a exaai.ned aa opposed

YU

to the co.parative static analysis of the previous chapters.

These two

chapters exa.ine the pattern of the income stream over time.

In parti-

cular, the chapters are pri.llarily interested in whether the income
a t r e - are stable or unstable.

ActUAlly the stability of both countrtea

actina toaether ia examined, rather than the stability of either country
actina by itself.

International trade ties two countries together so

that the .are adequate stability for inspection is the stabi1ity of the
two-country aystea.
Chapter 6 does not deal directly vith devaluation theory, instead
it develops a .adel which suggests a .adel applicable to devaluation
theory.

The .adel, which is developed in chapter 6, is a two-country

iDvu~nt

accelerator .OOel.

This .adel examines the influence which

iaduced iuveao.ent bas on stability within a two-country aystea •

• The conau.er accelerator model 1s derived in chapter 7.

This

IIOdel ia the first .adel which atteapta to ex"Presa Alexander's price
azpectationa effect.

The price expectations effect deals vith specula-

tiYe buyin& reaultin& from the fear of devaluation.

Speculative con-

..-pt:ion 1a abovn to depend on the alz.e of the deficit.

The

infl~ce

of apecu1ative conau.ption on the stability of the two-country syatea ia
gwf._t.
Clll

Tbia effect is shown to

wbatber devaluation vill have to

~

a potentially important influence

~

undertaken.

loth c:hapte.ra 6 and 7 eJUIIII.ine the influence which all the para- t e n have for the stability of the
Chapter
MrtaU.oa.

a concludes

tvo-o~untry

aystea.

vith a ·~ of the. i.llplicationa of tbe d.ia-

lD -.dditlon, this cbapte.r

~rhea

what differentiate.•

tb. .aalyaia of thia d.iasertatioa froa previous analyaea of devaluation.

'rill

Tbe chapter conclude.s vith some ideas for future re.earch on both the

e.pirical and theoretical level.
Before the dissertation gets under way, it ia necessary to indicate
a couple of the practices used in this dissertation.

First, a two-

country model vill be employed in which one country represents the devaluing country, while the other country represents the rest of the
vorld.

The devaluing country vill be called country 0, unless otherwise

indicated, whereas the non-devaluing country vill be called country N.
Also, aany references to the devaluing country are in terms of the
dalles tic economy, whereas the non-devaluing country 1a referred to as
tbe foreign economy.

b

CHAPTER

I

THE SURVEY

Biatorically, the question of the effectiveness of a devaluation
bad been analyzed in terma of the Marshall-Lerner or elasticity ap-

proach.
c~ty

Later, the emphasis of analysis shifted away from the elasti-

approach, which examined the substitution effect involved with a

deYaluation, to the absorption approach, which examined aggregate
chan&es in income and expenditure.
Kany theorists felt that neither the elasticity nor the absorption
approach fully analyzed the process and result of devaluation.

What

waa required vas an analysis which allowed for both substitution effects aDd income changes.

In order to accomplish this purpose, some

t.beoriats have developed a synthesis of the above
~

approaches.

survey, which vill be presented in this chapter, will be

broken down into three parts.
tM elaaticity
~

tvo

First, the various articles written on

approach will be analyzed.

This will be followed by

ao&lysia of the absorption approach literature.

The last section

wlll an.alyze literature which has synthesized these two approaches.
~

follovi.n g survey vill be a critical survey; where possible

errors aDd ahortcOirlngs in the literature occur they will be analyzed.
Ia addition, any problema that the dissertation will deal with later

will be explicitly mentioned in the forthcoming survey.

2
I.

The Elasticity Approach

The firat statement of the elasticity approach was derived both by
M&raha11 aDd Abba Lerner.

In their formula e

1

stands for the devaluing

country'• el.&aticity of demand for imports, while e

2

stands for the non-

devaluing country'• elasticity of demand for exports of the devaluing
country.

They derived the simple formula that e

1

+ e

2

must be greater

than one for the trade balance to improve with a devaluation.

1

If the

au. of the two deaand elasticities is less than one, then a devaluation
vill deteriorate the trade balance.

A sum of exactly one will produce

oo change.

The elasticity approach of the Karshall-Lerner type assumed that
~

real

in~

Yaluation.

level of the economy remained constant after the de-

In addition, it was assumed that both the elasticity of

foreign supply for imports and the elasticity of domestic supply for
azporta vere infinitely elastic.

Also, prior to devaluation, trade is

aa._d balanced.
Much of t .b e literature which followed the original presentation
of

~

Karah&ll-Lerner approach simply IIIOdified some of the assumptions

preaented above.

Both Joan Robinson

2

and Gottfried Haberler

further reft.n.e-Dta of the elasticity approach.
both the dca.nd and supply elasticities.
that the
1

~.

~atic

3

discussed

Joan Robinson examined

Also, she no longer assumed

supply elasticity of uq10rta and the foreign supply

P. LarDer, The Economics of Control,New York, MacMillan, 1944, p. 378.

2
JoaD Jlobin.aon, "'The Foreign Exchanges," reprinted in Readings In the
Tbaory of International Trade, AEA, Philadelphia, 1949, pp. 83-103.

3~. Baberler, "The Market for Foreign Exchange and the Stability of the
lalclce of Pa,.eou," J:ykloa, Faac. 2, 1949, pp. 193-218.

3
alaaticity of imports were infinitely elastic.

Hence imports and ex-

porta were no longer assumed to be produced under conditions of con.stant
coata.

Her analysis showed that the Harshall-Lerner stability condition,

which required the sum of the demand elasticities to be greater than one.
would be modified when supply was not perfectly elastic.

W.L. Smith also examined the influence of the supply elasticities.
In his article, Smith aakea the following statement:

The greater the elasticity of foreign demand for exporta and the elasticity of domestic demand for imports, the more favorable is the effect of depreciation. On the supply side, an increased elasticity
of domestic supply of exports makes the effect of
depreciation (a) more favorable if the elasticity of
forei&n demand is greater than unity and (b) less
favorable if the elasticity of foreign demand is less
than unity. Similarly, an increased foreign elasticity of supply of imports is (a) favorable if
domestic demand is elastic and (b) unfavorable 1f
do.eatic demand ia inelastic.4
The above statement indicates that if the sum of the demand elaaticitiea is leas than one, then a low supply elasticity can still produce
a atable situation.
Gottfried Haberler took the analysis one step further by aaauaing
that the trade balance was initially unbalanced.

Haberler stated that

i f the trade balance was initially unbalanced then the new Ha.r ahall-

Lamar conditions for stability would be (M/X) e

1

+ e2

>

1.

5

The M and

X ataad for the value of imports and exports respectively, while e 1 ia
the do.eatic demand elaaticity for imports and e

2

is the forei&n deaand

alaaticity for exports.

4
w.L. Saith, "Effects of Exchange Rate Adjustment on the Standard of
Livina," American Economic Review, December 1954, pp. 815-816.

~rlar,

Op. Cit., p. 209-212.

4

The above foraula for the atability condition in the unbalance case
ia in terma of foreign currency.

The greater the initial deficit, the

. .a.ller the sum of the tvo demand elasticities will have to be for
atability to be achieved.
than one.

If • deficit exists, then H/X will be greater

Since H/X is greater than one, then {H/X)e

1

will be greater

than the value of the do.estic demand elasticity for imports taken by
itaelf.

Renee, e

areater than one.
e

1

is 2/5 and e

2

1

+ e 2 can be less than one, yet {H/X)e + e can be
1
2
This can be seen with the example in which H/X is 2,

is 2/5.

Bence, the greater the initial deficit the easier it is to do so.ethin& about it.

The stability condition for the unbalance case assuaes

both supply curves are infinitely

elastic and that real

inco~

reaains

conatant.

Dr. A. 0. Birscbaan took the analysis one step forward by axpres•ina the unbalanced situation in terms of both domestic and
currency.

6

fore~gn

His fol"lallas vere derived by assuming that imports in the

clevaluina country are a function of the foreign exchange rate, vb.l le exporta are a function of the reciprocal of the foreign exchange rate.
Binct.an vent on to take the derivative of both the import and export
fwlctions with respect to the exchange rate.

Next, the derlvatiYea were

ezpreaaed in teras of the elasticity of demand for imports and e.xporta
napectively.

"For the foreian balance to improve upon devaluation, the

certain decreaae in f.Joports aat be larger than the pouible decrease in
'atracbaan, "Devaluation aDd the Trade Balance: A Note," Review of
lconoaica and Statistics, February 1949, pp. SQ-53.

5
ezporu:

dM/d(l/r) > 0../d(l/r); while the domestic balance will improve

apou devaluat:iou as lona aa the certain increase in exports is greater
~the

poaaible increase in U.ports: dX/dr > dK'/dr."

7

The Hand X

ezpreaaions are in te~ of foreign exchange, while the H' and X' expres~tic

aiOILS are in tet:aS of

IIUIIber of units of

~tic

currenc7.

The exchange rate (r) is the

curre.n cy per unit of forei gn currency .

The

da.eatic balaDce refers to the value of the trade balance expressed in
ter.a of oo-stic currenq .
B1.rachaan t-ranslated the expressions for dX/d(l/r), dH/d(l/r),
clX'/dr, aDd dH'/dr i .n to an expression in terms of the elasticity of de-

.-ud.

a

Kanipulatioa of

tt~se

nev expressions will yield the following

twO equatiooa:

(1)

O!/I)e

(2)

~

~ioa

+

1

+ e

(X/K)e

2
2

> 1

1

>

(1) a:ivea the condition for trade balance improvement in

tar.. of foreign currenc"J, while equation (2) gives the condition for
trade balance t.proveaent in

1a Cl&Ctly tbe -

te~

of domestic currency.

Equation (1)

aa Hoaberler's fonalia.

lqaatioa (2) 1a quite interesting since it shows that in terms of
. _ . t i c currency, tbe
aaat be the -

to blprova.

7Bncl.aa,
.11»111. Ibid.

ar~ter

the initial deficit, then the greater

of tbe two deaaDd elasticities, if the trade balance is

U

the deficit 1a very large then the X/H fraction will ba

Op. Ci.t. • p. 52.

6
..aller than 1.

plied

by a uuaber less than 1.

,...ad

Hence, the value of e

2

will be multi-

Thus, the sum of the tva elasticities of

auat be auch areater than one, if e

1

+ e 2 (X/M) is to be greater

cbaD 1.
fbarefore, in terms of the condition for improvement in the trade
b&laDCe, an initial deficit will make it easier to improve in terms of
forelan currency but harder to improve in terms of domestic currency.

ODe abauld realize from this that the final effects of a devaluation can
be quite different vben expressed in foreign currency terms as compared
with the fiDal effect expressed in domestic currency terms.
In later years aore complex expressions of the elasticity formula

were presented.

ln Karch 1959, S.S. Alexander presented in his article

oo the synthesis of the elasticity and absorption approach the complete

elaaticity foraula.

( 3)

9

Jr.

•3 (e2 -1)

1f ll~ If e

J

el (e4 +1)
+ e -(l-K) +!i f e + e (1-K)
1
4
2
3

The If 1D the above equation represents the change in the value of

the trade balance -asured in terms of the foreign currency.

The Xf and

)If represent tbe value of imports and exports before devalu.a tion in
teraa of foreign currency.

Other symbols are as follows:

~ t. the devaluation proportion measured in terms of
foreign currency
~ t. tbe domestic demand elasticity for imports
e 1e tbe foreign demand elasticity for exports
e 2 1e tbe doweatic supply elasticity of exports
e 3 1e the foreign supply elasticity of imports
4

9 S.S. Al.x&Dder, "Effects of a Devaluation: A Simplified Synthesis of
llaaticities and Absorption Approaches," American Economic Re vi ew, March
1959, p. 22. Ple. .e note that Alexander was not the first to derive
thia foraula. This paper refers to his article because his appendix aivas
a atep by step deriYation, vhera other vritera have just stated the reault.

7

.Alexander'• formula reducea dovn to the usual Harshall-Lerner
ooodition when the

~

supply elasticities become infinite.

equation 1a arrived at by assuming initial equilib rium .

Alexander's

Taldng a total

differential of the value of imports m.inus the value of exports will
aive an expression for the change in the trade balance.

Translation of

the change in the value of exports and imports into elasticity terms,
with the assumption of pr.ice equalization, vill g.ive equation (3) .
Although the elasticity approach had achieved mathematical sophiatication, many econom.ists still had serious doubts as to the usefulness
of the approach.
tiona.

The discussion of the elasticity split into two direc-

The first direction vas . on the path of statistical analysis.

Many econom.ists felt that the elasticities which were being measured
vera inappropriate to the analysis.

The statistical measures of demand

end aupply of imports and exports were for the ..ost part very low, low
eoougb that the sum of the

~o

demand elasticities of many countries

.t&ht be less than 1.

Dr. T. C. Chang ran multiple regression measurements on the value
of the pr.ice elastic.i ty of demand for imports in a number of countriea.
Be found the follov.ing values for the price elasticity of demand for

:Iaporta:

10

Ulliud Ungdoa

-.28

C:.~y

-.37

Switzerand

-.26

Italy

-.27

Japca

-.47

rr-ce

-.32

.,rw.,

- . 86

C.ec:boal.av aida

-.23

lDy.. Chun Chang, "International Comparison of Demand for Import a," R.eviev
of lconoaic Studies, 1945-1946, pp. 53-67.

8
The aecond direction which the elasticity approach took vaa the

brin&in& of income changes into the analysia.

In fact, t he earl ies t

writera on the elasticity approach, such as Gottfried Haberler and Joan
JDbinaon, mentioned that the approach s hould allow real income to ch ange
because devAluation will cause real income to change since resource util iaation and the terms-of-trade will change.
Dr. A.J . Brown vas one of the first to include income analysia
within the elasticity approach.

16 The initial effects of devalua tion were

analyzed in the usual confines of the elas ticity approach.

The initial

effecta vere then modified by a multiplier, which incorporated both the
inco.e change and the elasticity of income .

Dr . Brown felt that bringing

inca.. changes into the analysis would lessen the initial improvement
of the trade balance.

Hence, income effects would make improvements in

the trade balance harder to achieve through a devaluation.
Others such as Polak and Chang

17 and Dr. W. Allen 18 took up similar

cli.acuasions which pushed the elasticity approach onto the doors tep of the
abaorption approach .

Still later, further refinements of including the

e.laaticity approach within a setting where income vas allowed to change

lad to co.plex models in which the
one.

tvo

approaches vere synthes ized into

Before these ayntheses are diacussed, one must first look at the

abaorption approach and its development.

This vill be done in the next

HCtiOD.

16

A. J. llrovn, "Trade Balance and Exchange Stability," Oxford Economic
Papara, April 1942, pp. 57-75.

17

Polalt, Chang, "Effect of Exchange Depreciation on a Country' a l!x'p ort
Price Level," International Monetary Fund St a ff Papers, Februa ,ry 1950,
pp. 49-70.

lily. a.

Allen, "A Note on Money

raac. 3, 1956, pp. 372-383.

IncD~M Effect a of Devaluation," l:yklos,
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In an excellent article Guy H. Orcutt raised two main criticism
about the statistical elasticity tes ting of export and import curves. 11
first, Dr. Orcutt mentioned the''identification problem."

Since both

.upply and demand curves have been shifting over time, statistically
fitted curves must adjust for these shifts in order to get an unbiased
estimate of either the demand or the supply curve.

Dr. Orcutt argued

that the tendency for supply and demand curves for imports to shift up
toaether had a tendency to underestimate the measured demand elasticities.

12

In addition to the identification problem, Dr. Orcutt also

-ntioned the problem of simultaneous equation bias.

Simultaneous

equation bias can be corrected either by employing indirect least squares
or tvo-atage least square estimating procedures.

13

Alan, Dr. Orcutt objected to the astt.ation of short-run elasticitiea vhen be felt that long-run elasticities vere more pertinent to the
question of devaluation.

14

All in all, Or. Orcutt felt that many econo-

aieta vere becoming unduly pessimistic about devaluation because the
etatiatical eatiaates of the demand elasticities vere quite lov.
Other a au.c b as Fritz Machlup took up the

same

argument.

15

Bence, a

eaal1 body of literature evolved within the elasticity approach vhich vas

c:oncarned with the empirical testing and e.ploy.ent of the elasticity
rule aa a policy tool.
11
euy Orcutt, ''Measurement of Price Elasticities in International Trade,"

l.eviev of Economics and Statistics, May 1950, pp. 122-23.

12
Guy

Orcutt,~·

Cit,, p. 123.

13J. Johnston, Econometric Methods, Nev York, Mc-Graw-Hill, 1963, pp.
252-260.

14 Guy

! 5r.

Orcutt,~·

Cit., pp. 123-24.

Hachlup, "!laat icity PesaimiBII in Intern&tional Trade," !conomia
Internazionale, February 1950, pp. 118-137.
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Before the development of the absorption approach is traced out, e
fev words of criticism are in order.

Firat, the elasticity approach al-

loww devaluation to change the relative price of exports as compared to
the price of imports but nothing is ever mentioned about the prices of
other sooda.

Even if devaluation held income constant, the shifts in de-

aand between imports and exports will also influence the demand and sup-

ply schedules and hence the prices of domestic goods.

19

The absorption

approach which allows the general price level to change will partially
correct for this, yet full correction still has not been achieved since
thia would require an analysis which accounts for demand and supply elasticitiea of all the sectors of the economy.

The closest anyone has come

to correcting for this problem is Dr. Brems, who breaks dovn the analysis

iato an Leontief input-output matrix.

20

A second difficulty of the elasticity analysis arises from ita
atatic aature.

No

allowances have been made for shifts over time of the

curv .. , or for changes in the elasticities of the curves.

Chapter 3 of

ttu. dissertation will discuss a way of allowing in a nlllllber of periods
for the affects of devaluation to work themselves out.
A third difficulty of the elasticity approach arises froa ita
failure to an.alyze changes of i.Dca.e and the resulting chanses in upenditure.

Any ch&nge in income and/or expenditure will shift the curves and

eauae new chAnges in prices and nev substitution effecta.
of the later articles such u

Althou&h ao . .

Dr. Brown' a did allow for chanaes in

inCC~M,

19 Cl~ts, International Monetary Theory, Nev Jersey, Princeton University,
1967, p. 287.
2 0,r_., "Devaluation: A Marriage of the Eluticity and the Absorption
Approach.. ," !conomic Journal, Karch 1957, pp. 49-64.
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bu analyai.a never spelled out the possibility of an interaction between

tbe substitution and income effects, where the inco.e effects set off
oev relative prices which in turn set off new substitution effects.
Chapter 3 of the dissertation will also discuss possible interaction pattarot~.

In addition, the elasticity approach never examined the effects of

devaluation on the general price level and the effects of the general price
laval on expenditure.

This was thoroughly discussed by the absorption

approach.
Aaother difficulty of the elasticity approach was highlighted by Dr.
Orcutt's analysis.

This difficulty arises from the problema involved in

aatting adequate statistical estimates of the elasticities so that the
approach can be used as a policy tool.
A last difficulty to be mentioned of the elasticity approach is also
shared by the absorption approach; both the elasticity and the absorption
approaches are too static.

Expectations and/or accelerators are never

eotared into the analysis; chapters 6 and 7 of this dissertation will att.-pt to remedy this situation.
U.

The Absorption Approach
The absorption approach really grew out of the elasticity approach.

The absorption approach examined the changes in real income and real axpeDdituraa resulting from devaluation.

Absorption is defined as the

purc:haaad conaumpti011, investment and government goods of an economy.

Ill tbe attempt to allow the auumpti011 of a c011stant inco- laval to
be dropped fra. the elasticity analysis, the absorption approach avolvad.

u
Tbe abaorption approach simply derived the statement that tbe change in

tba trade balance was equal to the change in income lllin.a tbe change in
absorption.

In order to get the above statement, the theoriat reaaooa

from definitional equations.
The first theorist to derive the absorption approach vas S. S.

Alexander.
definition:

Alexander derived his equations by stating the inco.e

21
(4)

Y • C

+

I

+

C

+

X - H

Equation four states that real income is equal to real consu.ption
plua real investment plus real government expenditure plus real exports
ainua real imports.

Dr. Ale.xander went on to define absorption of

domestic goods as A, which he said was equal to C + I + C.

lo addition,

the trade balance (B) was equal by definition to X-H.
Substituting A and B into equation (4) gives equation (5).
(5)

Y • A+ B

Taltina a total differential of equation (5) and rearraD3ing teraa
aivea equation (6).
(6)

ell - dY - dA

In order to aet the final equation which Alexander works vitb, one

.uat break down the dA term into ita price effect component (Pe) and the
income affect component (adY, where a 1a the marginal prope.naity to

abaorb).
(7)

ell • elY - adY - Pa

lquation (7) expreaaea the final equation which Ale:xaoder vorb vit.h.
21 S. S. Alexander, "Effects of a Devaluation on the Trade Balance,"
International Monetary Fund Staff Papers, April 1952, pp. 265-266.
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YJie -rginal propensity to absorb is equal to the marginal propensity to
~

plu. the marginal propensities to invest and spend publicly.

It

1a quite likely that the marginal propensity to absorb is greater than
oga.

Before the individual effects of the absorption approach are dis-

cgaaed, a slightly different way of looking at the absorption approach
will be presented .
equation 8.

Reasoning from the income equations one can derive

22
(8)

X+ I • H + S

In equation 8, S represents savings.

Equation 8 can be rearranged

to yield equation 9.

(9)

X- H• S - I

Equation 9 shova that if a country is to have a trade surplus, then
.-vinga .uat be greater than investment.
Lattin& B represent X - H in equation 9 and taking the change of

both aides givea equation 10.

(10)

dB • dS - di

Tbe change in the trade balance is equal to the difference between
the

~·

in aavi.nga and investment.

Bence, if the trade balance is to

t.prove, then aavinga arust increase to a gre.ater extent ths.n investment.
Tbe azceaa ..aunt of aavings over investment is known as hoarding when
.aaay 1a aaau.ed constant.

u
the

22

Bence, equation 10 can also be represented

equ.atioo 11, aince the difference betveen the change in saving lllinu.
~·

in inveac.ent h

the change in hoa.r di.ng.

J. Black, "A Saving and Invut~~~ent Approach to Devalu.tion," Econolllic
Journal, June 1959, pp. 268-70.

14

nu

dB- da

Vhere B is hoarding

lquation 11 succ.inctly sums up the absorption approach.

If the

balance of trade is to improve, then there must be net hoarding; if the
trade balance is to deteriorate, then there must be dishoarding.
leturnina to Alexander's formulation, which is equation 7, one must
break Alexander's analysis into a number of income effects and price effacta in order to see what is occurring,
Al•x•nder breaks down his analysis into two income effects in which
devaluation chanaes the real output level of the economy and the real
expenditure level.
aDd

two

Also, Alexander analyzes three major price effects

ainor price effects.

The price effects result from changes in

absorption caused by the changed price level.
Tba first inco.e effect discussed
~urce

effect.

23

by Dr. Alexander was the idle

Devaluation lowers the price of exports of the devalu-

iD& COUDtry by lowering the amount of foreign currency equivale.n t
ooa unit of domestic currency.

to

In essence devaluation lowers the ex-

port's prices of the devaluing country and hence makes these exports
.ore co.petitive.

Tbia loweri.ng of export prices in terma of foreign

curr&DC)' vill increaae foreign demand for exports.

If the export sector

S.. to _.t the inc.r eaae in demand, then the export sector will require

raaourc:u in order to allow an e.xpanaion.

He.n ce, previously i.dle re-

aourcea (vben .,rllable) vill be shifted to the expanding export sector.
lllrplo~nt

of .ore resources vill first increase income.

The recipients

~ intarpretat1on of all of Alexander' a effects is that of this vriter.
All the affects .eot1oned are those of Alexander's, although a footnote
.ao't be aiven for each effect separately.

1.5
of the iDcrease d income will t ake t h eir income and spend aoar.e or all of
it

011

absorption of goods and serv i ces .

Whe t .h e r the idle resource ef-

feet iaprovea the real trade balance or not depends on whether the
change in income more than covers the change in absorption.
. - n by equation 6.

This can be

The change in ab s orption induced by the income

change vill be equal to the margina l propensu y to absorb t!.ea the

chan&• 1n 1Dcoae.

As equation 7 indicates, 1f the marginal propensity to

ab80rb 1a greater than one, then the real trade balance vill deteriorate
becauae tbe increase 1n absorpt1on will outwe i gh the 1ncrease to income.
YbeD the aarginal propensity to absorb is less than 1, then tbe trade
balance

~1

improve.

Tbe ae.c:ood 1ncome effect of Al.exander' s absorption approach is the
ter.a of trade effect.

To best see the terms of trade effect, one must

l.Dok at Ugure 1 which re.p resents the import market and figure 2 which
represents the export market.

~
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In figure 1 the price of importe are measured on the vertical axis,
while the quantity of imports are measured on the horizontal axis.

The

predevaluation domestic demand for imports is Dm, whereas Sm represents
the predevaluation foreign supply schedule for imports .
of these

two

The intersection

curves gives the predevaluation equilibrium quantity and

price of imports, which is

~·

Pal' respectively.

The price of imports

is measured in terms of the currency of the devaluing country.

After

the devaluation, the supply of imports curve shifts to the left to

s.'•

because foreign suppliers nov get a higher price in terms of the devaluin& country's currency for a siven amount of imports.

The post-

devaluation price is Pal.
Ftsure

2 illustrates the situation in the export market.

The

horizontal axis measures the quantity of exports , while the vertical axis
. . aaures the price of exports in terms of the currency of the devaluing
country.

The pre-devaluation price and quantity is P

ltl

are determined by the intersection of Sx and Dx .

, and 0

"'xl

, which

The foreign demand for

exports ie the Dx curve, while Sx is the domestic supply of exports
curve.

After devaluation the foreign demand curve shifts up to a Dx'

because lese of the foreign currency must be given for an export of the
d.valui.ng country.

The post-devaluation price is Pxl, whHe the post-

d.valuation quantity is
tbe teraa of

tr~e

the price of importa.

~·

i .e defi.ned as the price of exports divided by
Tbe pre-devaluation terms of trade 1a Px /Pal,
1

whereas the post-devaluation terms of trade ia Px /P. .
2
2

Aa the

two

fiaurea are dravn Pxl/Pal 1s sreater than Px /Pa2, hence the terms of trade
2
~

deteriorated.
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It ia important to remember that a deterioration of the teras of
trade ia not a necessity.

In fact, if the domestic demand for imports

ia very elastic, then the terms of trade will probably improve.

To be

able to predict the direction of the movement of the terms of trade one
.uat know the elasticities of all four curves.
In hia analysis of the terms of trade effect, Alexander
that the terms of trade would deteriorate with a devaluation.

ass~.ned

Alexander

expresses his reason in the following excerpt:
It ia usually presumed, frequently with justification, that a
devaluation will result in a decline of export prices in foreign
currency greater than the decline of import prices in foreign
currency. This presumption is based on the fact that a country's
exports are usually more s pecialized than its imports, so that
the price of exports will be much more subject to the influence
of devaluation than will the price of imports . 24

Tba above quote may appear different than the analysis presented
above because Alexander mentions prices falling whereas only price increaaea are mentioned above.

The difference is quickly resolved when

one realizes that figures 1 and 2 have been analyzing devaluation in
tar.a of domestic currency, while Alexander is an.a lyzing devaluation in
teras of foreign currency.
It vill be ahown later in the chapter that a whole body of work
vaa vritten by other theorists on the terms of trade change and the terms
of trade effect.

Some of the analysis was touched off by Alexander'•

aaau.ption of a deterioration in the terms of trade.

Bow that the aroundworlt has been laid, the terms of trade effect
e&n be diacuaaed quite quickly.

24 s.s.

If the terms of trade deterioratea, then

Almnder, "Effecta of a Devaluation on the Trade Balance,"
International Monetary Fund Staff Papers, April 1952, p. 268 .
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a aiven amount of exports in the devaluing country will be able to buy a
..-ller amount of imports after the devaluation.

If a given amount of

exporta exchange for a smaller amount of imports, then the quantity of
aoode and services enjoyed will decline, i.e., real income falls .

The

fall of real income will induce a fall in absorption, since absorption
ia a function of real income.

Whether the trade balance improves de-

panda on whether the fall in absorption outweighs the fall in income .
Given a marginal propensity to ab s orb of greater than 1, the real trade
balance will improve.
Addition of the tvo income effects will give the total income effeet.

The final result cannot be ascertained without prior knowledge of

the aarginal propensities involved, the amount of idle resources, the
.avement of the terms of trade and many other things.
In order to ascertain the final result to devaluation Alexander
added the price effects to the income effects.
five price effects of devaluation.
changing absorption.

The price effects operated on

The change in the price level caused by a devalu-

at ion changes absorption.
tba trade balance.

Dr. Alexander specified

The change in absorption causes a change in

"The direct effect on absorption is any influence

toward lower real expenditure as money income and money prices rise toaetber u

a result of the devaluation. "

25

The firat price effect which will be discussed is called the real

c:a.ab balance effect .

Devaluation will raise the domestic price level

because t.porta, import substitutes and exports will all rise in price

25

S. S. Alex&Dder, "Effects of a Devaluation on the Trade Balance,"
International Monetary Staff Papers, April 1952, p. 270.
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after a devaluation.

The real cash balance effect assumes that s0111e

people of every country save up in order to purchase something in the
future or else to aeet unexpected contingencies.

If the price level

rises, then the real value of these past savings will have diainished.
Alexander assuaed that aany people will try to replenish a0111e of their
lost savings by saving aore after a devaluation.

The increase in savings

or boarding will decrease absorption by an equal amount.

The decreaae

iD absorption vill improve the trade balance.

The aoney illusion effect is the second price effect.

Devaluation

will not only raise the price level, but also, after a lag will raise
the aoney inc0111e of the people.

If the people respond to the higher

price level and feel poorer, then absorption will probably fall.

How-

ever, if the people respond to the increase in money income and feel
richer • then absorption w1.ll increase.

To ascertain the final result of

the aoney illusion effect one would have to determine the net result of
thoee vho responded to the higher price level as compared to those who
r-pond to the higher aoney income level.
Another price effect of devaluation is the redistribution of inc0111e
effect.

The redistribution effect results because the higher price level

will cause certain incoae groups to benefit at the expense of others.
Pint • there vtil be a redistribution from creditors to debtors.

Second,

there vill be a rediatribution fr0111 fixed income recipients to the rest
of the econa.y.

Third, i f aoney wages lag behind prices, then profit

recipients -Y initially &•in at the expense of waae earners.

Lastly,

the hi&har level of pric . . and aoney income will cause a hi&her leval of

20

taxation which will redistribute incoae fr0111 taxpayers to government.
U the gainers of the redistribution of inc0111e have a lower IIUlrginal

propensity to absorb than the losers. then the absorption amount will
decrease.

The decrease in absorption will improve the trade balance.

aeedleas to say, there can be very little specified about this effect
oa.! priori grounds.
The high cost of investment is the fourth price effect of devaluation.

Alexander felt that many people would cut their purchase of in-

Yeataent goods produced abroad after the devaluation.

The devaluation

would raise the price to the citizens of the devaluing country.
higher price will certainly discourage some of the purchases.

The
In addi-

tion. purchases of imported raw aaterials will be cut somewhat because
of the higher prices.
for substitutes.

Many producers will look to the domestic economy

A more careful analysis of this effect would require

a diacuasion of the elasticity of substitution of the isoquanta; this
will be touched on in Chapter 3.
Tbe last price effect is the dynaaic price expectation effect.

If

the people of the devaluing country either expect another devaluation or
-

increase in the price level, then they will spend their available

ca.h now before their money is less valuable.

This effect will operate

to increase absorption and therefore will deteriorate the trade balance.
Ill thia vriter's estimation this i.a the single most important effect of
d.,aluation.

This effect can single-handedly cause devaluation to fail.

10 explicit foraulation of this effect has been given to date; Chapter 7
wi.l l att.-pt to derive an equation for thia effect.

21

Adding up all of the effects of devaluation will give one the total
~e

in real income and real absorption .

The difference between the

chmge in real income and absorption will give the change in the trade
balmce.
Alexander specified that the income effects would take some time
to vorlr. theuelvea out and would only do so with a lag.

Alexander vent

oo to specify that the price effects would be of a transitory nature
operating only in the initial periods.

This statement of Alexander 'a

vill be ahCNil later to be questionable.

A more correct analysis IIIUSt

allov inc:oae effects to shift the demand and supply curves changing
relative prices and causing additional price effects.

Therefore, the

price effects vill not disappear immediately, but operate many periods
into the future.
Alez.mde.r 's absorption approach set off both a wave of criticism

ad a v.ve of praise.

The wave of criticism stemmed fr0111 Alexander 'a

failu.re to include aubstituti011 effects.

Although Ale.xander examined

chmges in expenditure resulting from changes in the price level, he
did not ex.a!De changes in the composition of e.xpenditure resulting from
chmgea in relative prices.

This criticism atilllUlated the school of

thought vhich tried to synthesize the elasticity approach vit.h the abaorpti011 approach.

This school of thought vill be analyzed in the next

aectioa of thia chapter.
AD article by Pritz Machlup

26

vbich c-e out shortly after the

.llamdar abaorptioa a.r ticle, vaa very inatrumental in atartin& the W>di-

26

P. Machlup, '"lalative Prices and Aggregate Spending in the Analysia of
O..aluatioo" -'-rican Ec011omic Review, June 1955, pp. 255-78.
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fication of the absorption approach which ensue.

Fritz Machlup brought

out a number of important criticisms . First, Machlup

criticiz~

Alexander' 1 approach for using real magnitudes when value magnitude.s are
really more important in a discussion of the stability of a currency and
the question of devaluation.

u

Machlup asks the pertinent question: "What

a real trade balance." 27 The change in the real trade balance can be

quite different from the change in the money trade balance, which is the
real trade balance multiplied by the price level.

Machlup is pointi.n g

out that one should deal with equation (12) below.
(12)

db - dY -

ciA

Equation (12) states that the change in the value of the trade
balance is equal to the difference between the change in money income (Y)
aDd the change in money expenditure (A).

The change in money income can

be broken down to both a real income influence and a price influence.

Articles such as the one by Laursen and Hetzler

28

refonnulated the

Alexander model in terms of value instead of real magnitudes.

The basic

.odela, which will be presented in the next chapter of this dissertation,
vill be in both value terms and real terms.

A comparison of tbe tvo

basic IIOdela presented will give an analysis of the differences arising
ill the tvo models.

Others who for111U.lated models similar to Alexander' a

but ill value terms were R.'W. Jones 29 , J.E. Meade 30 , and S.C. Tsiana. 31
27

Ibid •• p. 269.

~r .. n

and Metzler, "Flexible Exchange Rates and the Theory of
Jaployaent," Review of Economics and Statistics, November 1950, pp.281-99.
29
a.w. Jones, "Depreciation and the Dampeni.ng Effect of loco- C'h&n&ea,"
1av1- of Economics and Statistics, February 1960, pp. 74-80.
lO
J.E. Meade, The Balance of Payments, London, Oxford Universi~ Preas,
1951, pp. 1-262.
ll
S.C. Taiact, Op. Cit., pp. 912-35.
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In the process of criticizing Alexander, Dr. Machlup added a new
income effect of some importance. 32 The effect is the reallocation of
reeources effect.

Machlup vent on to point out that the increased demand

for exports of the devaluing country vill not only induce idle resources
to move to the export sector, but it vill also cause employed resources to
.ave.

The possibility of higher remuneration vill induce employed re-

sources to move to the expanding export sector.

To the extent that re-

allocated resources are utilized more efficiently, this vill induce an
increase in real income.

The expanding export sector can employ the

latest technology since it vill have to build new plants and machines in
order to meet the increase in demand.

Many of the reallocated resources

will come from industries locked in with older technology because of the
huge fixed costa involved in changing a production proces s.

One can

look at the reallocation of re s ourc es effect as a shifting out of the
production possibility frontier, whereas the idle resource e ffect is a
.ovement from a point inside the frontier to a point on the frontier.
Kacblup also criticized Alexander for his failure to specify substitution effects as caused by the change in relative prices.

In addition,

Kachlup criticized Alexander's approach for failing to account explicitly
for the influence of the money supply and the lnterest rate on absorption.

Dr. Teiang corrects this fault in an artlcle which vill be discussed in
the next section.
Alexander's failure to spell out the effects in the non-devaluing
country vas also severely rebuked by Machlup.

Dr. H. Brema vorklng vith-

in a Laontief input-output matrix vas one of the first to express the

32 r, Kacblup, "ielative Prices and Aggregate Spending in the Analysis of
Devaluation," American Economlc Review, June 1955, p. 265.
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affects in both countries.
Even before Alexander formulated his absorption approach, many theori•ts had specifically analyzed the terms of trade effect. Gottfried
Raberler

33

and Joan Robinson

34

were among the first to discuss the terms

of trade changing with a devaluation and the resulting change in real in-

come.
Joan Robinson vas among the first to predict that the terms of trade
would usually deteriorate with a devaluation, since usually a country is

80ra specialized in ita exports and production than in its consumption
and imports. 35 It should be evident that Joan Robinson's article strongly
influenced Alexander.
After the publication of the Alexander article, Paul Streeten,
Warren L. Smith, George Kleiner and Fritz Machlup, to name a few, all
vrote articles about the terms of trade movement and effect.
Paul Streeten argued along similar lines as Joan Robin s on.

He con-

eluded that usually the terms of trade moved adversely for the devaluing
country.

36

Warren L. Smith developed a formula for the terms of trade movement
vbich vas very similar to the formula of Alexander' a expression of the
ala8ticity approach in his synthesis article.

He argued that if both

countriaa were at full employment,then the supply elaaticitiea would be
33c. Babarler, "The Choice of Exchange Rates After the War," American
Economic Review, June 1945, pp. 308, 317.
34 J. IDbio.aon, "Beggar-My-Neighbour Remedie s for Unemploytnent," reprinted
1D lleadinga in the Theory of Internat tonal Trade, Philadelphia,Rlal<eatoa
1949, p. 400 .

35 Ibid., Ibid.
36 r. Stra:;.-:, "Elasticity OptimiBlll and Peuiaiam in International Trade,"
lcon011ia Interna.zionale, January 1954, p. 5.
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low enough
pected.

that a favorable wnreme.n t of the terms of trade can be ex-

37

A year later, George Uetner

38

wrote an article in the same journal

severely criticizing tbe results of Smith.

Dr. Kleiner argued that even

though both countries vere at full employment, the terms of trade need
DOt be expected to 1.8prove vi.th a devaluation.

Kleiner pointed out that

although the devaluing country vi.11 be experiencing a depreciation and
hence an impetus to increase real income, the opposite will be occurring
iD the non-devaluing country.

The non-devaluing country will be experi-

ancing an appreciation and a stimulus for real income to decrease. Hence,
Ueiner argued that although the domestic export supply elasticity is
likely to be lov, tbe t.port supply curve will have a fairly high elasticity.

Ueiner felt that the t..port supply elasticity would be high

enough to cauae the ter.s of trade to deteriorate.
Kachlup

39

wrote tbe definitive article on the terms of trade effect .

Kachlup showed with the use of some simple examples that the terms of
trade can either deteriorate or improve with a devaluation.
he .entioned that it vould be hard to predict on

~

In addition,

priori grounds

whether the ter.a of trade would .:>ve favorably or unfavorably.
Kachlup argued the folloving :
(1) .,e.n i f ve Jrnev in vbat direction snd by how much the net
teras of trade vi.l1 change as a result of a devaluation, this

37W.

Saith, Op. Cit.,pp. 808, 820.
38c. Uainar, "Exchange bte Adjustments and Living Standards," American
lconoaic Review, Deceaber 1955, p. 944.
39 r. Kachlup, "Tbe Ter.s of Trade Effects of Devaluation Upon Real
lAcGII8 and The Balance of T·nde," Jc:yklos, Fasc. 4 1956, p. 420.
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would oot be enough for us to infer by hov much and in what
direction these changes in the terms of trade will affect real
national income; and
(2) even if we knew in what direction and by how much real
national income will change as a result of a change in the
terms of trade due to devaluation, this would not be enough
for ua to infer by how much and in what direction these
changes in real income will affect the balance of trade, even
if the marginal propensities to spend and import could be , asaumed to be lmovn.40
Dr. Kachlup argues his first point along the lines that the wrong
tat'lll8 of trade concept is being used.

Kachlup felt that the "single

factor" tet'lll8 of trade or the "double factor" tet'lll8 of trade, both of
vbich allow for productivity increases, will give a better measure of
tba change in real income.

Since devaluation can cause a reallocation

of resources and an increased efficiency, one must use a measure which
allova for productivity

~hange.

The aecond point of Machlup haa to do with not only the terms of

trade effect but also the idle resource and reallocation of resource
affecta.

Kachlup argued that even if one knew the terms of trade effect

on real income, one would also have to lmov the other two i.ncome effects
aa ve.l l i.n order to determine the total change in real income.
thia vu also stated in

Al~ander's

Actually,

article and therefore Dr. Kachlup

vaan' t adding anything new to the analyais.
So.eti8e after the controversy of the terms of trade effect, some
ec:ouoaiata criticized Alexander on hie carefree aaaumption of the 1110ney
aupply.

Only i.n hill discussion of the real cuh balance effect doea

Al-.ander apecify
COil&tant.

40

!!!.!!. •

that he 1a aasua1ng that the .aney aupply ia kept

B.a carries through bia analyais of the cub balance effect

lb i.d ••
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aaauain& that the increased desire for real cash aavinga will cauae people
to liquidate assets.

41

The liquidation of assets will lover the price of

Aa the price of assets such as bonds fall, because of the in-

asseta.

creaaed aelling of bonds, this will raise the interest rate.

The rising

iDterest rate can check investment and therefore absorption which is
~rised

of investment and consumption.

Hence, the real cash balance

affect can influence the trade balance indirectly through the interest
rata.

However, Alexander failed to deal with the effect that changes in

inca.e can have on transactional money balances and the interest rate.
loth Fritz Kachlup

42

and S.C. Tsiang

4)

raised an objection against

Alexander for his .oney supply assumption.
Dr. Taiang did more than raise the objection since he created a
~rehenaive

.odel in which money absorption depended on ..aney income,

tba exchange rate and the interest rate.

Dr. Tsiang'a conclusion vas

that the addition of the interest rate and the money market into the
an.alyaia vould increase the stability of a given s i tuation.

Dr. Taiang

araued that the rate of interest would increase with a devaluation when
the .oney aupply 1a held constant because the increased money income
~

increase transactional demand.

The increase in the interest rate

will decrease absorption which helps iaprove the trade balance.
Otbera auch as Dr. H.G. Johnson
with a

~tant

44

also traced through the analysis

.aney supply aas1Dption.

Dr. H. Johnson did not derive

41 s. Alax.ander, "Effects of a Devaluation on the Trade Balance,"
International Monetary Fund Staff Pa pers, April 1952, p. 272 .
42
F. Kachlup, "hlative Prices and Aggregate Spending in the Analysis of
o.valuation," American Economic Rev·iev, June 1955, pp. 255-278.

43 s. Taiana, Qp. Cit., pp. 912-935.
44

a. JolmAon, "Tovarda a General Theory of the Balance of P.,._nta,"
lntaruatiooal Trade and Growth, C&lllbridge, Harvard Univeraity Preaa 1958,
PP• 153-168.
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~

conclu.ion with a comprehensive model as did !siang .
koaoaiats such as Svend Laursen, Becker.an and Stolper pre-

•atted IIOdela in which a dynamic absorption approach was presented.

loeb Laursen and Beckerma n objected to the failure of the absorption
..,proacb to allow income effects to change prices and hence cause
additional price effects.

Dr. Beckerman presented a systea of dif-

ference equations which would allow for some time period ana.lysls. 4 5
Ia the aode.l of Dr. Beckerman th e stability of income was examined.

Although Dr. Beckerman did allow for prices to influence income over
~tae.

be did not specify what these influences might be and specifi-

c:ally bow the various effects of devaluation may be changed.
~loa,

In addi-

Dr. Beckenaan did not allow for money illusion and similar

reaction., since all his effects are in one direction.

His analysis

dealt with a stable marginal prop e nsity to spend, but a aore realistic

.aalyaia would allow the marginal propensity to spend to also react to
price changes.
I a - article, which is very similar to the Beckenaan's article,

Dr. Stolper presented a dynamic model which was to ex-.ine income reac~ioo8

purpo.e.
-

over time.

46

However, the article does not accomplish this

With the use of difference equations Dr. Stolper derives both

iDe- equatioo for country D and country N.

Rather thaD solvin&

the baaoaeneous parts of the two difference equation systems, Dr.

oaly •olvea for the equilibrium solution.
45

Stolp~r

The equilibrium solution is

hderaan, ''Price Changes and the Stability of the Balance of Trade,"
konc.ia, November 1952, pp. 408-4ll .

~.

Stolper, "The Hult iplier, Flexible Exchanges, and International
lquilibriua," Quarterly Journal of Economics, November 19.50, pp. 559-580.

29
referred to as the particular solution and it does not describe the moveaent of income towards or away from equilibrium.
What 1a lacking is a system of difference equations vh.ich vould
allow both expectational consumption and investment to enter into the
malyais.

The introduction of both a consumption and an investaent ac-

celerator vould allow expect at ions to enter in a setting of internationa.l
trade.

Chapters 6 and 7 of this dissertation will present such a •odel.

The consumption accelerator would allow for speculative consuaption,
vhich vould occur when the country was in danger of a devaluation.
Tbe absorption approach has also been criticized by Or. Sparos.

Dr. Sparos argued that the marginal propensity to absorb associated
with the idle resource effect vould not be the same as the one associated vith the terms of trade effect.

47

This follows because the

iDeo. . recipients affected by a change in the terms of trade won't
aecesaarily be the same ones that are affected by changes in idle resources.

The third chapter will argue that this is a valid point.

Ia addition, it will argue that the marginal propensities to absorb

will change from one period to another since within each period differa t individuals will be influenced by each effect.
Tbia bringa to a close the survey on the absorption approach.
tber• are a lot of other investigators who were of lesser significance
thaD the onea mentioned.

Theae investigators were not aentioned be-

c:..e their vork closely paralleled another' a.
47

lparoe, "Cons\llDers' Behaviour and the Conditions for Exchange
Stability" !conom.i ca, Hay 1955, pp. 137-47.
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The next section will deal with those wbo tried to synthesize
the tvo approaches.
III.

The Synthesizers
The first synthesizers were theorists who tried to show that

vitb special assumptions the two approaches yield the same answers.
These investigators were synthesizers because they showed that each
approach could encompass the other under special circumstances.

Dr. Franz Gehrels showed that the elasticity approach of Polak
could, under certain circumstances, act like the Alexander approach. 48
Equation 13 through 15 express the initial equations of Dr.
Polak. 49

+

(13)

1 - a

(14)

a • ay + a 0

(1.5)

• - ~

xP - •

+ c:iDP

1 1a real national income ; a is domes tic absorption; a
1a the marginal propensity to abs orb; ~. th e ma rginal
propensity to import, and E , th e price el asticity of
a:lbstitution betw ee n i mports and home goods . m is real
iap.....:ta while x is real export s. a 0 is a constant; P
1a the ratio of both home goods and export good's prices
to iaport prices, wher e as
is the initial import level.

m

Substituting within the above three equations will give the followina expression for real imports. ~
(16)

·-~

xP - c:m!>

+ c:iP +

~0

48
Gahrela, ''Multiplier and Elasticities in Foreign Trade Adjustments"
Journal of Political Economy, February 1957, p.76.

49
Ibid, p. 77.
50-~.

pp. 76-78, ThU ia all shown in Gdlrel 's article.
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taltiua a partial derivative of impons vith respect to the price

ratio gives equation 17.
(17) ila/aP •

px

+ c • (1 -

p)

From the chain rule of derivatives of an equation of more than one
yariable we know that the total derivative of imports vith respect to
Lbe price ratio is the following:

(18) dm/ dP •

am/ ap

+

aa/ax

dx/dP

Since the partial derivative of imports vith respect to exports is
aiaply

p, substituting equation 17 into 18 gives us an expression into

the trade balance derivative with respect to P gives Polak's final for.Uation.
(19) dl!/dP

x+

dx

-

dP

- -dm

dP

• x

+dx
dP

1

- Lpx

+

ca
(1 - p)

+

dxd
dP

p -

Dr. Gehrels also derived through a complicated process the follow-

ina formula of the absorption approach.
(20) dB/dP • dy/dP (1 - a)
lquation 20 is slightly different than the usual formulation of the
abaorption approach because it is expressed above as a total derivative
with respect to the price ratio, vhere&a u.s ually it ia e.xpressed as a
total differential or c.h ange.
Dr. Cebrel' s aa.1n points hinge aroUDd the aatheaatical fact that as
tbe -rain.al propensity to absorb beca.ea close to the value of one, both

equations 19 and 20 are equal to zero.

This is obvioua in equation 20.

32
.but it 1a not obvious in equation 19 unt 11 one realizes, if a is equal
to 1, then p will be also 1.
following

\1

1-a+ll

Thia is true because p 1a equal to the

Hence, Gehrel states that if the aargi.nal pro-

penalty is very close to one, then Alell:ander could ignore the aubstitution effect without serious repercussions.
Michael Michaely show ed in a very siailar article that under aiail.ar
. . aumptioos as those above, the results of the tvo aodels could be the

•-e.51
The real question which arises, is what happens to the tvo approaches
if the assWIIptions aren't the on es stated above?

The obvious answer is

that the results of the tvo approaches diverge with neither giving the
correct answer.
The rest of thia chapter will cover tvo of the earlier synthesizers,
n . .ely A. J. Brown and Metzler-Laursen .

Although Gottfried Haberler and

Meade had aodela of the combination type they will not be ell:plicitly described because of their works being similar to the ones which will be
dncribed.

Also four of the more recent synthes izera will be discussed;

these include BrelliS, Alaander, !siang and Yeager.

Dr. Brown 'a article vas far advanced for ita tiae.
-

alaaticity approach similar to the others of the day.

Dr. Brown derives
Dr. Brown aodi-

fted the elasticity approach solution result by aultiplying it by a
p11er vbich waa less than 1.

52

~ti-

"It also confirws the fact, obvious oo

'1

M. Mtchaely, "Relative-Prices and Income-Absorption Approaches to
Devaluation: A Partial R~conci Uat ion, "ADler ican Economic Rev iev,
March 1960, p. 144.

'2A.

J. Brown, ..Irade Balances and Exchange Stability", Oxford Econ..tc
Papers, April 1942, pp. 64-66.
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aaneral arounds, that the operation of the trade balance upon real inco-as throuah the multiplier decreases the sensitivity of the trade
balance to alterations in the exchange rates ••. " 53 One way of explaining
the adverse effect that increases in income has on the trade balance is
to realize that an increase in income will increase imports.

Also, as

income increases at home, it will be decreasing abroad because of an
appreciation of foreign currency as compared to the devaluing country's
currency.

Hence, the decreased income abroad will cause a decreased

amount of export demand, and therefore it will caus e the devaluing
country's export quantity to fall.

The combination of falling exports

and riain& imports will hurt the initial improvement in the trade balance.
An excellent article written by Laursen and Me tzler attempted a

synthesis

even before the absorption approach had been written.

This

80del asiJWIIes an initial balance in trade , and the model is in value
ter.a.

54

The expenditure function depends on money income and the exchange
rate aa does the import function.

55

a

(21) yl • vl (yl,w) + al

1

is an autonomous
influence

(22) y2 • v2 (y2'

1

'•

1

(23) ( /w) v (y , •) • v (y ,
1 1
2
2

1

/w)

lquationa 21 - 23 represent Laursen and Hetzler's original syatem
of equations, in which subscript 1 refers to the devaluing country, while

53 Ibid., p. 66.

54--

Lauraan-Hetzler, .Q2_. Cit., pp. 293-95.

55 Ibid., p. 293.
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subscript 2 refers to the non-<ievaluing country.

The v functions a re ex-

penditure functions, vhile the v functions are import or export f unctions.
• represents the exchange rate in the devaluing country,
presents the exchange rate in the non-<ievaluing country.
indicates that trade is initially balanced.

vb~e

1/• re-

Equation 23

Taking a total derivative of

each of the three equations vith respect to a , vhich is the autonomous
1
change, gives equation system 24. 56
(24) (1 -

l/ay )
1

(1 _'iv2/ay

-3Y

ely

i)v

l/3y

(Y1 -

2

>

ely
1

3Y

1/da

ely2/da

1/da +
1

2/a(1/•) -

)V

(avl/aw)

1

1

d 11 /d~ - 1

+ (av2/a( 1 /w)) d•/da

av

2/ay

1/aw)

2

dy2/da

dw/ dal

1

1

- 0

+
• 0

By setting up equation system 24 into a three by three aatrix in

-

elyl/do , dy2/da ,
1
1
/da 1 , one can solve by Cramer's rule for these three variables.

wbich the variables in the multiplicative vector are
aod

Tbeae three variables vill express changes in income and the exchange
rate vith respect to an autonomous change.

Laursen and Hetzler expand

their analyst. to in.c lude dynamic results by allowing deaand and supply
to diverge.

ln their dynamic section they examine the stability of the

ayat- in a truly

d~c

context.

Solution of their systea gave the

tt.. paths of the two inca.es and the exchange rate.
Tbi.a .adel is conaidered a ayuthesis becauae not only -re there
1D~

effect terms such aa (1 -

to Alexander's
~

<lv

ltay )
1

dy

l/cta , vhich 1a Yery aiailar
1

(1 - a) dy term, but alao there vere tenas such aa

Laursen-Hetzler, Op· Cit., pp. 293-95.
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(

avl/3w)

cb

/da1 which represents the change in e.x penditure when the rela-

tive prlcea of imports and exports change .

Dr. lreaa also tried to synthesize the absorption and elasticity
Dr. Brems sets up a tva country model vbere each country produced

.adel.
only one

~ity.

57

The model employed a Leontief input-output table.

Tbere vere sii sectors analyzed vbich vere domestic firms, households,
aovern~~~ent

aod foreign firms, households and government.

distinguished between ex ante and ex post concepts.

The model

The specific rela-

tionahips between ex ante and ex post concepts are spelled out in the
article. 57
Vitb the use of both the ex ante and ex post variables, Dr. Brems

seta d01111 thirty-ei&ht unknowns.
laa1cally, Dr. Brems is allowing in.c ome to change within a context
of -

elasticity model.

Each change in income vill cause nev price

chan&ea vhJ..c h vill in turn set up nev substitution effects.

Dr. Brems

1a 1D eaaence expressing the effects of devaluation as a series of
aubaUtutf..on effects instead of just one substitution effect.

The aai.n

deterainant of the final result is still the price elasticities.

As

Ire.. baa h1a .adel set up, be has inco.e elasticities as the sum of tvo
price elasticities which be states vill be equal to one.

58

Actaally lreaa baa improved upon the old elasticity approach becauae
be b&a al..loved 1Dc0111e to enter in and set up secondary substitution effecta.

!be

~r.

~

does Dr. Brems really synthesize the tva approaches?

1a probably not, because inco.e changes can i.n.fluence expe.ndi-

57 1~, !!!_. Cit., pp. 49-50.

saIbid. •

p. 51.
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ture through the aarginal propensity to absorb .
cloea Br-a

~ntion

Nowhere in his analysis

the aarginal propensity to absorb or import.

Nowhere

cloea llr-.s allow people to increase boarding or to start to disboard.
lire.. haa really accomplished a further refinement of the elasticity

approach ao as to allov for secondary substitution effects induced by
iaca.e changes.

Just by analyzing income changes in terms of elasticities

cloea oot -an that one baa synthesized the two approaches.

Brems needed

to ao further and show the interaction of the substitution effect on in~.

aod atill further to bring expenditure and hoarding explicitly into

the picture.

Dr • .&.le.xaoder, the aan who bad created the absorption approach vas
the next to try to synthesize the

two

approaches.

Dr. Alexander assumed

that the trade balance vas initially balanced, however, in his appendix
tbe reaults are .adified so tha t initial balance is no longer assumed.

59

Dr. Alexaoder derived equation 25 in his article.
(25) . ,

• {

e (e -1)
3
2
X
f e + e (1-K)

3

2

+

e (e + 1)
1 4
H ~-=-----''-----.,.
f e + e (1-K)

1

4

Equatioo 25 represents the change in the trade balance in terms of
the elasticitiea.

This term is the substitution effect in terms of the

currency of the foreig.n currency.

The individual symbols vere u:plained

wbeo th1a equation vas presented aa equation 3 at the beginning of the
chapter.

kcordina to Alexaoder this equation repreae.n ta the initial effect
of devaluatioa.

60

.59

In order to find out the final results of devaluation

S. Alexauder, "EI fecta of a Devaluation: A Simplified Synthesis of
I!Aaticitiea and Absorption Approachea," Am.e rican Economic Reviev, March
19.59, pp. 34-36.

60

Ibid., pp. 24-25.
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one must take into account the income effects.

Alexander considers

that the increase in income can lead to an increase in hoarding and to a
deterioration of the foreign trade balance.

The symbol h represents

country one's (devaluing country's) marginal propensity to hoard, whereas
f represents country one's marginal propensity for the trade balance to

deteriorate.

The marginal propensity for the trade balance to deteriorate

arises because some of the increase in money income will be used to buy
Iaporta and export substitutes so as to hurt the trade balance.
With the use of what Alexander calls reversal factors, a multiplier
ia developed which when applied to Ef above, which is the initial change
in the trade balance, will give the final change in the trade balance. A
key assumption in Alexander's analysis is that "any change in exports

and imports is matched by the money value of corresponding changes in ex-

penditure on domestic output ••• The principal content of this assumption
ia that the reduction of money demand for imports repre s ents a shift of
80Day demand from imports to domestic goods, and not from imports into
boarding."

61

Alexander derives by the multiplier analysis that total money income
1
in the devaluing country will increase by h + f , while hoarding will
1
1
hl
increaae by h + f aDd the induced de~ioration of the foreign trade
1
1
fl
62
balance will be h + f
• F •
1

1

1

lD order to derive his ault!plier, Alexander has the initial improve-

61AlaJt&nder, "Effects of e Devaluation :

A Simplified Synthesis of
ll&aticities and Absorption Approaches," American Economic Review, March

1959, p. 28.
6

ln,id •• p. 29.
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. .nt (Ef) in the trade balance modified by subtracting out F Ef' which
1
represents the income induced trade balance deteriorating spending.
Bence, after round one the trade balance is Ef - F Ef.
1

Country two vill

then experience an induced increase in income because of country one's
increase in income.
foreign trade of F •
2

Hence, country two will have a deterioration in the
This deterioration in country two's balance will

t.prove country one's balance slightly to F F Ef"
1 2

r 1 r 2 Ef vill

"The improvement of

lead to additional deterioration of F times F F Ec"
1
1 2

The

ide& is that whole series of actions and reactions are set up so that
tbe final trade balance change is equation 26.
(26)

dBf •

63

~B2Ef

1 - F F
1 2

Substituting the marginal propensities into equation 26 gives
equation 27.

64
Ef
(27)

dBf

1

+ fl/bl + f2/h2

Equation 27 ahows that in order to determine the final change in
tbe trade balance one IIIWit .W.tiply the initial change, which is deter aiDed by tbe elasticity approach (Ef), by a multiplier which is deter-

aiDed by the aarginal propensities to hoard and for the trade balance to
deteriorate.

Tba f /h term ia the ratio of the marginal propensity for the
1 1

63.U.eunder, "Effects of a Devaluation: A Simplified Synthesis of
llaaticities and Absorption Approaches," American Economic Review, Karch
1959, p. 28.
64
~·• Ibid.
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trade balance to deteriorate over tbe aarginal propensity to hoard
country 1.

The other ratio represents thJ.s ratio

in country 2.

in
There-

fore. i f the marginal propensity to hoa.r d in country 1 is zero then f /h
1 1

t. infinJ.te and the final trade balance change is zero.
It ia interesting to note that in a little known article written by
William R. Allen, three
been developed .

prior to Alexander, the same result had

y~ars

Allen also felt that the inJ.tial effect of devaluation

would be the substitution effect.
co~

65

In order to determine the final out-

of devaluation, the following aultiplier had to be used: 66
1

(28) k •

•a•

~

C+a/s + ~~~
a

a

are the marginal propensities to import in country a
aDd b,respectively

•a• ab are the marginal propensities to save or hoard in
country a and b,respectively.
Allen'• aarginal propensity to aport 1s analogous to Alexander's
aarainal propensity for the trade balance to deteriorate whereas Allen's
aarginal propensity to save is analogous to Alexander's marginal propenalty to board.

Actually. Alexander's and Allen's synthesis was far from complete.
Jeither analyais allowed for secondary substitution and price effects
'tlbich would arise froa tbe changes in incc.e.

chana••

Also, one must allow for

in the income effects induced by the secondary substitution

affecta ad infinitua.

In additJ.on. Alexander did not allow for secondary

price affacta and the aeries of effecta vhJ.ch they vill set off.

6SW.

Allen, "A Note on the Honey Iocc.e Effecta of Devaluation," l.ylr.loa,

raac. 3. 1956. pp. 375-76.
66

~·•

Ibid.
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Dr. Taiang'a model which vill be presented shortly will solve the first
of these problems because he will allow for secondary substitution effecta generated by the income change.

"DT. Tsiang will accomplish this

by asking imports a function of expenditure instead of income and by
including a variable which allows for substitution response of import
deaand with respect to the price ratio of imports to domestic goo d s. "67
Before the Tsiang model is examined it is noteworthy that the
.ultiplier of Alexander's analysis vas determined by the absorption approach, while his multiplicand vas determined by the elasticity
approach.
!.proving upon the Meade model, Dr. Tsiang presented the best attempt to aynthesi.z:e the tvo models.

Tsiang uses an expenditure function

vbich baa expenditure as a function of money inaa.e, the terms of trade
and the interest rate.

68

the influence of money.

Within his model Dr. Tsiang explicitly examines
Both the situation of a J[eynesian neutral

IIODeY supply and the situation of an orthodox neutral .aney supply are
A J[eynesian neutral money supply

~ed.

ass~s

that the IDOnetary

authorities increase the money >1upply so as to keep the interest
cou.atant.

69

This 1a usually the implicit assumpUDn of those devaluation

.adele vbich ignore the IDOney supply.

The orthodox neutral .aney supply

keeps the .aney supply constant, causing the interest rate to adjust with
chana•• in 110ney deaand.
~ch

Devaluation will cause .aney

in~

to increase

1n turn vi.ll increase the domestic tran.actioual deaand for money.

67 Cl-nu, Q2_. Cit., p. 331,
68S. Taiang, Q2_. Cit., p. 918.

69 Ibid., p. 928.
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Vitb a conatant supply of money an increase in the transactional demand
for .oney will raise the interest rates.

A rise in the i .n terest rate

will lower expenditure because investment and consumption expenditure
will decline.

70

Hence, when the money supply is held constant an 1m-

provement in the balance of trade is easier to achieve.

Dr. Taiang tries to synthesize the two models by including the
teraa of trade in the expenditure function.
~rt

In addition, he bas an

function which is a function of expenditure rather than income.

This aasumption allows income changes and expenditure changes to change
the terms of trade which in turn will change imports and expenditure.

Vbereaa Alexander only allows substitution effects to occur during the
first period, Tsiang's model allows for substitution effects at any
tiae.

Therefore, Tsiang has allowed for the income effect to set off

aeeondary subtititution effects.

In order to obtain a complete synthesis

ODe .uat also allow substitution effects to cause secondary income effecta.

In addition, one must allow for price effects such as the cash

balance effect.

One must also allow for price effects to interact with

the other two categories of effects.

The .oat recent attempt of reconciliation and synthesis of the
approaches vaa by Leland Yeager in Econamica in February

1970. n

Jeqer auaa up hia contribution in the follovi.n g statement:
larliar attempts to reconcile the two kinds of analysis vent
astray in looking only for ways in which an exchange-rate adjua~nt alters propensities to absorb out of income.
They
o.erlooke4 the key point of the present reconciliation--divaraance between private and national views of the size of
~,or------

n

s.

TaianJ,

~·Cit.,

p. 930.

L. taaaar, "Absorption and Elasticity: A Fuller llecoocili.a tioo,"
lcODoaica, February 1970, pp. 68-77.

two

Dr.
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~he

real national income available to cover absorption. 72

Dr. Yeager deala with the fact that over-valuation of currency leads
~

!.port aubaidizing, while under-valuation will subsidize exporters.

However, when a currency is not valued correctly then there is a diver-

aence

between

l.nca.e.

p~ivate

and national points of view in regards to real

"On the export aide, currency over-valuation tends to raise

real iocome from the national point of view by raising export prices to

foreiaa buyera in foreign currency, while reducing incomes from the
prlvKe point of view of home exporters."

73

Just the opposite would be

true for imports, over-valuation would increase real income from the
prl.ate point of view by giving the people more imports for their cur-

reocy, vbile from the national point of view real incomes would decline
•iDee domestic production would be curtailed as more imports are brought.

lil1,tbout the use of fancy formulas Dr. Yeager pre.s ents a table of
Yari.oue elasticities showing how they would strengthen or weaken the
·~"

tendency of cur·rency over-valuation to cause over-absorption.

Aa a aynthesia DOdel Dr. Yeager' a 1110del is fa.r from satisfactory.
Fire~.

Me "revolutionary key" of tbe differences in the national and

prlYKe points of vi.ew has always been recognized although not in the

explic1t form that be uses.
~heir

Moat of the theories of devaluation derive

coo.clusioo both in tenas of foreign curreo.c y and in terms of

~tLc

currency.

The foreign currency terms represent the national

po1Dt of Yiev wbereaa tbe doaestic currency tenas represent the private
poillt of rlev.

721hLl •• p. 68.
7ln.t••• p. 72.

Kachlup and othera have clearly expreued that these
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will uaually be different.
Secondly, aimply translating income effects in terms of the elasticities of imports and exports is not a aynthesia of the two approaches.

Aa baa been said a number of times, a ayntheaia requires a aeries of interactions between changes in relative prices, the price level and income.
Fever superfluous articles would have been published by others if
Alexander had specified how the various elasticities come into play within hia absorption approach.

Probably the reason he didn't was that he

wanted to differentiate his absorption approach from the elasticity approach aa much as he could.

Also, as the next chapter will show, by

dealina in real terms elasticities don't play such an all-important role

u

they do when value terms are employed.
Tbere.till remains the two biggest omissions of all.

First, the

capital flows must be added to the analysis so that one csn discuss the
balance of payments rather than the balance of trade.

The ba.l ance of

trade only covers the current account of the balance of payments.

Espe-

ei&lly vben one starts to manipulate the interest rate, capital flows
.uat be brought into the analysis, since a change in the interest rate
will chana• the interest rate differential and induce capital flows.
Alao, to the extent to which the balance of trade and changes in the
balance of trade determine short-term capital flows, there will be an interaction between the current account and the capital account.

Capital

flove will be diacuaaed in chapter 4 in terms of a number of modele.
Tbe aecond thin& that ia lacking from the models in the literature
1a ~-·

Except for Beckerman, Metzler and Laursen, and a few othera,

. . . rytbina ia put in tar-a of comparative atatica.

The ayatea muat be
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put in dynaaic terms so ss to determine whether the system converges
or diverges from equilibrium.

CHAPTER. II
TBE BASIC KlDEL

This chapter presents (in two forms) the basic 80del eaployed in
thia dissertation.

The first form is in real terms, while the second

fora is in money terms.

For the sake of simplicity of exposition, the

.adel in real terms is referred to as Model 1, whereas the 80del in
.aney terms is referred to as Model 2.
The two basic models are synthesis models, since the influence of
inca.e changes and substitution effects are analyzed.

Model 1 is aiai-

lar to the Alexander absorption model except for the addition of a term
which allows for substitution effects.

Model 2 is very aiailar to the

.adela of Tsiang 1 and Hetzler-Laursen. 2
In order to aalte the models presented in this chapter into tnae
-theJDatical models , in which the numer of unknowns and the nUIIber of
equations are equal, one would have to specify the exact fora of the
functional relationships presented in thi.s chapter.

Thi.s 1a not acco.-

3

pliahed here since Tsiang has a.lready accomplished thi.s in hia article the reader 1..s referred to his worlt for the complete aodel.

Instead of

pruentin& a complete model, the skeleton of the model 1a presented so

1

S. Tsiang,

·~e Role of Money in Trade Balance Stability: Synthesis of
the Elasticity and Absorption Approach", American Econa.ic Review,
Dacaber 1961, pp. 912-923.

2
MaUler & Laursen, "Flexible Exchange and the Theory of Emplor-ent",
Review of Economics and Statistics, November 19SO, pp. 292-97.

3
S. Taim&,

~Cit.,

pp. 912-923.
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that the relationships and the effects which are involved can be conceptually understood.
This chapter baa two aain purposes.

First, i t explains the actions

8Dd reactions of the balance of trade when a devaluation occurs.

In

order to achieve this, the basic relationships of a synthesis model are
explained.

This model is an augmentation of the Ale.x ander absorption

80del which was examined in the last chapter .

A clear understanding of

the reaction of the balance of trade must be realized before the model

c:.n be expanded in Otapters 4 and 5 to allow for capital flows.

The addi-

tion of capital flows means that the balance of payments will be analyzed
later in the dissertation.
The second purpose of this chapter is to clear up some of the confuaioo about whether any difference arises when the model is in real or
.aney tel'liiS.

This chapter compares and contrasts the basic synthesis

80del when expressed in real tel'lDS as opposed to the model expressed in
.aney tel"'IS.

This is an important contribution since no detailed com-

parison baa been written to date.
Before the chapter begins, two things must be established.
the

inco~

First,

effects dealt with in devaluation theory are not the usual

aicro-econoaic c011cepts.

Since one is dealing with macro-economic con-

capta when working with devaluation theory, the income effects discussed
eauaa shifts in the demand curves for imports and exports.
ec~c

cb-aea

In macro-

analyaia, changes in relative prices produce such great income
that it is necessary to ahift the demand curve, whereas in llicro-

ecooa.ic analyaia one would .ave along a a table deaand curve.
realhad that the

inc~

It abould be

a.f fecta of a devaluation are really income changes.
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The second thing which must be established is a matter of definition.
leal income is considered as the physical quantity of goods and services
produced by a nation.

Real income is exactly equal to output .

In addi-

tion, it is assumed that money income (Y) is a function of the price level
(P) and real income (y).
~

I.

If prices or real income rise, then money in-

will rise.

The Basic Models
This section is divid ed into two sub- sections; s e ction (i) presents

the basic model in real terms, whereas section (ii) deals with the basic

80del in money terms.

The assumptions employ e d are the same in both models .

B-ry, the money supply is adjust ed by the monetary authoriti e s so that
the lnterest rate remains constant, i.e. a Keynesian neutral monetary poli-

cy is assumed in both the devaluing and th e non- de valuing country.

A two

country model is employed in which the non- de valuing country represents
the rest of the world.
(1.)

Basic Hodel 1
This •odel examines how a real trade balance will change when there la

a devaluatlon .

There are two key variables to examine.

Firat, one must

a..i.ne real income, and second, one must examine real absorption of goods
.ad services.
This model employs the same definition for the trade balance in real
tar.. that waa employed by Alexander.

The trade balance is equal to the

dJ.fferenca between real income and real absorption.

The change in the

trade balmce ls equal to the difference between the change ln real

..S the chana• in real absorption (equation 1).

i.n~
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(1)

dB • dy - dA

To be able to separate out the effects of devaluation one must deter.toe the change in absorption.

The absorption of goods and services is

aaau.ed to be a function of the price level of the economy, real income
and the exchange rate (e).

As the price level changes, the physical

quantity of goods and services which the people of a country want to buy
alters.

This will result because of redistribution effects and the real

c:aah balance effect, to name two.

Many purchases of consumption and in-

vestaent goods are made with the price level in mind.

Hence, real ab-

sorption is assumed to be a function of the price level.

Usually the

partial derivative of absorption with respect to the price level (

CIA

I aP)

1a neaative; a rise in the price level will cause some people to cut down

ao real expenditure.
Real income ia slao an influence on absorption because as the physical
quantity of aoods and services produced in a country increases, there is
.are available to consume or invest domestically.

The partial derivative

of absorption vith respect to real income (aA;ay) will be positive.
The exchanae rate is defined as the number of units of the domestic
curr~c:y

which is equivalent to one unit of the foreign currency.

As

the -chaoae rate changes, this, in essence, changes the relative prices
of blporta and exports.

A change in the relative prices of i.-porta and

a;porta induc:.ea both a change in absorption and a change in the compoeitiao of absorption.

The changes in absorption, which the change in the

-ch&DI• rate causes, ia k.novn as the substitution effect.
c:.D

This change

be called a substitution effect because relative prices are allowed

to chana• while all other things are held constant.

The partial deriva-
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3
tive of abaorptioo vitb respect to the exchange rate ( A/ 3e) is negative.
The decreaae in the exchange rate will increase the price of imports
aa compared to tbe price of exports in terms of domestic currency.

Fritz

Machlup pointe out that as the relative price of imports increases, people of the devaluing country will substitute their purchases to the domestic aarltet.

4

Th.lB substitution of purchases will increase demand for

da-estic goods which will bid up the price level.

The bidding up of the

price level will lowe.r the quantity of goods which can be absorbed.
ADd the incre ased demand for impo r t - sub s titutes tog e th e r with
the reduced supply of domesti c goods from th e production of
vbich resources have be e n div e rt e d c annot but c a use relative
price movements which are apt to r e du ce the r e al value of agaregate absorption even if total mon e y expenditures should be
ac.evhat higher than before. 5
All of the above can be put together by writing real absorption as

a function of real income, the price level and the exchange rate.
(2)

A • A(y, P, e,)

Taking a total differential of t .h e absorption function gives an expression for all the influences on absorption.

Equation 3 expresses

thia differentlal.
(3)

dA • U;-,

dy

+ 'iJA/3pdP + 'iJA/ae de

The lut texw of equation 3 represents the important difference between the aynthesis aodel now being presented as compared with the Alex-

aDder 80del preseuted in the last chapter.

This term allows for changes

1D llbaorpt ioo result in& f roa the chanae in relative prices.

In order to

4
l. Macblup, '"Relative Prices and Aggregate Spending in the Analysis of
Devaluatioo", ADe.rican Economic Review, June 1955, p. 267.

5

r.

llachlup,

~Cit.,

p. 267 .
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aet a more exact representation for this term, it is necessary to know
the elasticities of domestic and foreign demand and supply for imports
and exports.

This substitution effect analyzes only the physical quan-

tity changes in absorption, since the model is in real terms.
By substituting equation J's expression for the change is absorption
into equation 1, an expression for the change in the balance of trade in
terms of real income change, the price level change and exchange rate
change is derived.
(4)

dB • dy -

3A

/3ydy -

3A

/apdP -

3A

/ae de

Equation 4 indicates that the influence of changes in real income,
changes in the price level and changes in the exchange rate must be accounted for in order to get a complete picture of how the real trade
balance changes with a devaluation.
A table of effects associated with Model 1 can be aade up, as illustrated below.
Table 1
1.

Income Effects--idle resources, terms of trade, reallocation of
reso=ces

2.

Price Effects--real cash balance, money illusion, redistribution
of inc0111e, dynamic pri c e expectation, high cost
of investment

J.

Substitution Effects
It 8U8t be . .pbaaiaed that all the effects llated in Table 1 deal with

pbyaical chenaee in quantity with respect to

in~

or absorption.

Herein,

11• the first iaportmt difference between the effects of Model 1 listed
1D Tabla 1 u
tabla 2.

ca.pared with the effects of Hodel 2 vhich will be lhted in

Many of the effects of Hodel 2 have the • - n.- aa those of
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Model 1, however, nhe effects of Hodel 2 are

in value terms.

This differ-

eoce requires a consideration of the demand elasticity of domestic goods
with respect to the price level in order to determine the direction of the
direct effects.
Model 1 has been derived in real income terms, which does not really
tell 8Ucb about what is going to happen to the stability of the currency.
lDDWfng what happens to the real balance of trade is of less concern than
the .aney balance of trade.

Alexander has been severely criticized be-

cause he expressed everything in real terms.

,1)

Basic Hodel 2
Model 2 examines the change in the money trade balance resulting from

devaluation of the domestic currency.
.xcept for a few minor differences.

Hodel 2 is analogous to Hodel 1
Instead of dealing with real income

8Dd real absorption, money income and money absorption are dealt with.
Although on the surface the switch from real to money terms will not change
the equations very much, in reality the underlying analysis will be aucb

.are complex and different.
The 80Dey trade balance is defined as the difference between aoney

iDa- and money absorption.

The change in the money trade balance (db)

t. equal to the change in mcmey inc0111e (dY) minus the change in aoney ab-

8orptioo (or domestic expenditure) (dX).

This relationship is expressed

1D equation 7 below.
(7)
M

clb • dY -

eli ·

in Hodel 1, the chanae in income and the change in absorption auat

. . .x..tned cloeely in order to determine the change in the trade balance.
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lloaey income depends on both changes in real
111 die price level.

inc~

and on changes

Hence, one can express aoney income as the follow-

ill& function:

(8)

T • Y (y, P).

By taking a total differential of money inco8e equation 9 is derived
tlllJ.ch shows that the change in money income has tvo c0111ponents.

The

fir.at ca.ponent ( 3Y/aydy) indicates that any change in output or real in-

co-e vill directly change money income.

There is a direct relationship

between aoney income and output whi ch means that aT I ay is positive .

In

-'dJ.tion, the second component ( 3y/ 3PdP) indicates that changes in the

price level will also affect money income.
80

As the price level rises,

will the money income level, i f output remains constant.

Thus,

3Y

/3P

wi.ll be positive.
(9)

dY • aY/aydy

+ ay/ 3PdP

Tba aoney absorption of the country is a function of both the aoney

1aco-e l.eve.l and the exchange rate.

Absorptioo still depends oo the price

t-el. but this does not need to be mentioned explicitly since aoney in-

co.e allows for both the influence of output and the price level on absorptt.aa.

The absorption can be written in the following fora.
(l.J)

A• A (Y,

e)

Taking a total differential of equation 10 gives an expression for the
da.m&e in aoney absorption .
(11)
The

chana•

dA •

al/3YdY

+ al/3e de

in aoney absorption depends on both the change in aooey in-

-

aDd the change in the a:change rate.

When aooey incoae increaaea,

~

.auey reaches the banda of conaUIIIers and i .n veeton.

Thu increaae in
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iDe~

allows for greater expenditure on consumption and investment.

Therefore, the

al /aY term is assumed positive.

With the devaluation, the relative price of imports rises, which
induces people to substitute into domestic goods.

The increased demand

for d0111estic goods raises the price level and lowers real absorption.
However, the final direction of movement of money absorption is anyone's

cues•

since the decrease in real absorption is offset by an increase in

the price level.

In order to calculate the substitution effect within

the .aney-term model, the values of the elasticities of supply and deamd for domestic goods, imports and exports must be known .
of aA/ae is indeterminate without further assumptions.

The sign

The second no-

tlceable difference between Model 1 and Model 2 is that the substitution
effect can go either way in Model 2, whereas it was positive in Model 1.
Substitution of equation 11 into equation 7 gives a more complete
ezpreasion for the change in the money trade balance.
(12)

db • dY - a~/aYdY - a~/ae de

Subatituting equation 9 into equation 12 gives equation 13.
(13)

db •

at

/~dy

+

aY

/apdP -

a~

/~

dy -

a~

/apdP -

Equation 13 1a the full statement of Model 2.

a~

/ae de

The -3AfapdP term rep-

r•enta the change in domestic expenditure resulting from the change in
the price level.

This term is similar to the price effect term in Model 1,

acept now the price level 1a influencing the money value of absorption
.ad not the phyaical quantity of absorption.
~tity

Both the decrease in the

of abaorption and the increased price level IIIWit be accounted

for in order to deteraine whether this effect vill be favorabla or
f-'"'orabla.

un~

lf the increaaed price level outveigha the decreaae in ab-

S4
~orption

quantity, then aoney absorption vill increase and the trade

balance viii deteriorate.

If, on the other hand , the decrease in real

absorption outweighs the increased price leve l, then money absorption
will fall, vbich vill improve the trade balance .

In order to be able

to deteraine vhich vay price effects vill go, more must be knovo about
the elasticities of demand and supply for imports, exports and domestic
aoods•

Bence, although the price effect term in Hodel 2 appears to be

like Hodel 1 'a price effect, in essence, they are quite different.
The 3Y/3ydy -

ai/ay

dy terms are very similar to the terms in Hodel

1 which expressed the real income effects.

The first term ( aY / 6ydy )

indicates that devaluation vill change output or real income.

The term

states further that a change in output vill change money income.

Output

will change aoney income because a different quantity of goods will have
to be valued at a constant price level to d e termine the new money income
level.

Notice that in Hodel 1 the analogous term was just (dy) which

stood for the change in real income.

The influence of changes in output

on aooey incoae and not just changes in output are of interest.

The

al/3ydy tera represents the change in absorption vhich is induced by the
change in real income.
tha follovina

il

Actually, a better expression for this term is

A/aY elY /aydy. The compound term indicates that a change

iD output vill change aooey incoae.
Oil

The change in money income vill go

to chanae .aney absorption, since as people have a change in income

racaived they viii change expenditure accordingly.

The final result of

tha real iDca.e effect in Hodel 2 ia arrived at by subtracting the change
1D

WJOS)'

absorption (induced by the output change) from the change in

~ inc~

(induced by the output change).

It output increases, then

ss
the induced increase in 110ney income IDWit outweigh the increase in 11100ey
absorption whenever the real income effect is to have a favorable effect
on the trade balance.

U output decreases, then the 1nduced decrease in

80ney inc011e 111U8t be outweighed by the decrease in JDOney absorption if
the trade balance is to iaprove.
Notice that although the real income effects lllight be called by the
a . .e name in both Hodel 1 and Hodel 2, they are not the same thing and
they can move in different directions.
The CIY/3pdP tera of equation 13 repre.s ents the one term of Model 2
which has no

counterp~

in Hodel 1.

The term represents the change in

80Dey inc01De resulting fro. the change in the price level.

Since every-

thing vaa in real terwJ in Model 1, this term did not arise.

Aa the price level rises, a fixed amount of output will be valued
at a hi&her price level.
80Dey income vill rise.

This •eaos that as the price level rises,
Therefore, 3Y /3pdP will indicate a favorable

iDfluence on the trade balance if the price level rises.

Since devalu-

ation leada to a rising price level, this term vil.l be a positive influence on the trade balance.

This term will be called the income-price

affect, to indicate that it is a type of effect vh.ich baa the price level
influencing .oney income.
The following table of effects of devaluation which vill occur in

llodel 2 can be made.

Tela 2
1.

Income Effects-idle resource, terwt of trade, reallocation of

r.ourcea
2.

Income-price effect
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3.

Price Effects-real cash balance, 11100ey illusion, redistribution
of incoae, dyn aai c pri ce expec tation , and h igh
coat of i .n vestaent effects--all effects work on
aaney absorption

4.

Substitution Effect-in

te~

of .oney absorption

Table 2 iB quite similar to Table 1, yet as has been sha.m, this
dJailarity is superficial.
ferent in mooey

te~

The effects of devaluation are quite dif-

as c0111pared to real terms.

ation can arise where in real
tera~

i t deteriorates.

ter.~

Therefore, the situ-

the balance improves while in money

The money trade balance is the more important

of the two, since it will tell what will be happening to the stability
of the currency.
The bulk of the dissertation will make reference to Hodel 2 rather
than Hodel 1.

This is because the stability of the currency is the

priaary question at hand .
III.

SUIIIIIIary and Conclusions
This chapter has presented bot.h of the basic models of devaluation

IDalysia to which the future chapten1 will make reference .

The two

80dela differ greatly from one another, alt.hough on the surface t.hey
appear to be qu.i te similar.
The real term .odel malyzea the real trade balance by examining
c:bangea in output and changes in

r~

absorption.

ter.. analyzes the trade balance in .oney

tera~

The 1110del i.n money

by analyzi.ng the changes

1D - e y inco- and aooey absorption.
The following brportant points have been aade.

1.

.Utbouah the two aodela appear to be quite alike, they vi.ll give different an.ven to the que.atioo of the effectiveness of devaluation.
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2.

The price and substitution effects are much more difficult to analyze
in the 110ney tei111 model, because one must account for both changes in
the price level and changes in quantity of absorption.

3.

The elasticities of demand and supply of import, export and domestic
aooda auat be known so that the price and substitution effects can be
fully analyzed in Model 2.

4.

Hodel 2's real income effect also differs from that of Hodel 1 since
11011ey income and money absorption are now being analyzed.

5.

Hodel 2 also adds in the extra income-price effect not found in
Hodel 1.
The next chapter deals with a separation of the basic model into a

aeries of time periods .

Thus, it will analyze the long and short-run ef-

fects of devaluation in order to determine whether they are different.

CHAPTER

III.

1BE LOOG AND SHORT-RUN EFFECTS OF DEVALUATION

When playing a slot-machine, a person decides whether or not to
drop his quarter into the slot.

Once the decision is made, the reat

is simply a aatter of pulling the l ever.

Instantly, the swirl of

cherries, lemons, and bells determines the final irreversible outcome.
Many of the models appearing in the literature of devaluation
theory behave in much the same manner as the slot machine.

Once the

decision to devalue is made, the formula grinds out the final result .
Reversals over time of the initial eff ec ts of devaluation are seldom
aentioned. 1

The reversals that are mentioned, usually take the form

of a aultiplier that is appli ed to an initial effect determined by
the el88ticlty approach.

2

The aodela previously employed in deali ng with the effectiveness
of devaluation do not fully explain what is happening.

The long-run

effecta of devaluation are much different than the short-run effects.

I.n fact, if the amount of time following a devaluation is broken into
a

n~er

of time periods, different post - devaluation effects for each

period vould be found.
1
Notable ~ceptions are S. C. !siang, S. 6 . Alexander reversal
equations. However, these do not give a complete analysis over

2

u-.

S. Alaxander, "Rffects of a Devaluation; A simplUiad ayntluulis
of alaaticities and ahsorption approa~, •<.. .A:ae.rican .Jtcan.osic
!!!!.!!_, Much 1959, pp, 22...42.
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Thia chapter will discuss each effect of devaluation in terms of
ita perfonnance in the short, aiddle and long-run.

The effecta which

are discussed are the ones derived in the basic aoodel presented in the
last chapter.
lD addition to the discussion of the perforaance of the various
effects over time, this chapter will discuss the influence of changes
in elasticities with time.

Also, lagged shifts in the export and im-

port curves, occurring because of lagged changes in absorption and in-

ca.e, will be discussed.
Basically, this chapter will show that devaluation does not set
up price effects, income effects and substitution effects alone.

In-

atead, devaluation sets up a whole series of price, income, and substitution effects which interact with each other causing new chains of
effects.
Tbia chapter first discusses the influence of the changes in the
elasticities for the supply and demand for imports and exports within
the different runa.

Also, the effect of delayed shifts in the curves

due to delayed income and absorption changes are discussed.
The aecond section presents a pictorial device for separating the
Yarioua effects within the different time periods.

The follov1ng sec-

tioa diacuases what the effects are expected to be like within the time
period&.

The fourth section

~itative

s~

up the resulta in order to give a

picture of what is happening.

Tbia chapter will be very important in what 1a to follow, since
thia chapter aivea a way of understanding the acceleration of the trade

ltalEca.

The accelerator of the trade balance will be of utiiOIJt impor-
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t.nce vben short-term speculative capital flows are discussed in the
a~

chapter.

Since changes in the trade balance and the level of

the trade balance are indicators of the stability of a currency, it

wi1l be assumed in the next chapter that speculative short-teilll capital flows are a function of these two va.riables.

C1anges in specula-

tive capital flows will result from changes in the trade bal.uce and
changes in the change in the trade balance (acceleration of the trade
balalce).

Hence, the acceleration in the trade balance will be in-

lltrullelltal in changing short-run speculative capital flows.
I.

Elasticity Changes and Shifts in the Curves
n - t a r y economic theory gives the nUIIber of substitutes and

the aUIIber of uses as two determinants of demand elasticity.

Two de-

terw:in.nta of supply elasticity are the nud>er of fixed factors and
the type of technology employed.

The greater the nud>er of fixed

facton, the sooner dimi.n ishing returns will set in.
returns set in quickly, then increasing
1D quickly.

marg~al

If diminishing

cost will also set

The marginal cost curve behaves exactly opposite to the

• ' I in which the marginal product curve behaves.

As the marginal

product curve is rising, the marginal cost curve is falling.

When the

-rainal product curve is falling, as a result of diminishing returns,

thea the aarginal cost curve is rising, because of increasing costs.
lfDce tbe -riinal cost curve is the supply curve in perfect competition,

.u.tnishina returns will determine the elasticity of the supply curve
aDder perfect competition.

Technology will alao detelllline the shape of

tlaa supply curve, since it deteraines the shape .u.d position of tha
total product curve.
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Lone-run aupply e.lasticities are usually larger than short-run
aupply e.lasticlties, because all factors of production are variable
1o the long-run.

The variability of all the factors of production

would -an less constraints in production.

In addition, a technology

-.y be - a i l.a ble in the long-nm vh.ich would forestall the onset of

clbliniJihing ret urns.
In addJ.tJ.on, long-run demand elasticities have a tendency to incre•e ave.r tt.e because of the greater m.mber of available substitutes
.ad the greater number of possible uses for the product.

TiDe allows

aer uses for a product to be discovered.
In -.oy places in the literature, e conomists have stated time
after

u.e that the demand and supply elasticities of imports and ex-

porta would increase in the long-run.

In his 1949 article in K.yUos 3 ,

Baberler stated that a longer reaction time allows for greater elasticiths.

Guy H. Orcutt emphasizes that both the short and long-nm

elastJ.clties aust be analyzed in order to achJ.eve a better answer to

the devaluation question.

In addition, Orcutt points out that short-

r.. e.t-Uclties tend to be saaller than long-run elasticJ.ties .

4

Austin

Peck alao indicated that the elasticity of demand would be greater in
the lone-run.

5

MacDougall also argues, in his book, The World Dollar

Probl-, th.a t there is a natural tendency for elaaticJ.tie.a to increase

l
C:. llaberler, '"The Market for Foreign Exchange and the Stability of the
llal8ac:e of Paywmta," ~yUoa, Faac. 3, 1949, pp. 208-{)9.

4

c:.

Orcuct, nn. Cit., pp. 123-26 .

L

.&.. Peck, International Econom.ca, New York, Crowell, 1957, pp. 126-27.
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over t:t.e,

6

These are a few examples of those wh.o believe that the

elasticity of the supply and demand for exports and imports will increase vith time.
In order to see what the influence of an increase in the elasti-

cities of the respective curves can be, the import and export diagrams
previously presented 11W1t be examined.
Pisure 1 represents

the market for imports, in wh.ich

devaluin& country's demand for imports 1 while
try'a supply of imports.

sm

~

is the foreign

is the
CO'Iln-

The price of imports is measured along the

vertical axis, while along the horizontal axis the quantity of imports

1a -asured.

The price of i .m ports is denominated in terms of the cur-

reacy of the devaluing country.

In figure 2, Dxl represents the

foreisn deaand for exports, while
of exports.

5xl

represents the domestic supply

As before, the vertical axis measures the price of ex-

porta in terws of the devaluing country's currency, while the horiaootal -1.a aeasures the quantity of exports.
Before the devaluation, the price of exports is PXl, while the
price of t.ports is PMl.

The quantity of imports sold is

the qu.otity of exports sold is

<q 1 .

~·while

The value of exports sold is

PnQxr, whereas the value of i.aports is PMl ~1·
A devaluation vill aalte exports more attractive to foreigners,
aillce ill te.r ws of their currency leas aoney IIIUSt be given for a par-

ticul&r czport than before tbe devaluation.

Since a &iven ..aunt of

th.ir currency vill buy a laraer ..aunt of the exports o.f the devaluing

6
D. MacDouaall, The World Dollar Problem, Landon, MacMillan, 1957, p.320.
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country after the devaluation, the foreign demand for exports will
•hift upwards to

Dx2

in figure 2.

Export prices will rise to PX2 with

m increased quantity of Qx2.
In the market for imports, the devaluation raises the price of

iaporta in terms of domestic currency.

Hence, suppliers in the non-

devaluing country are, in essence, asking a higher price for each
qumtity than before.
ports.

A devaluation can be compar ed to a tax on im-

Thus, devaluation shifts the supply curve up to the left in

fiaure 1 to 5M2·

New, the price of imports is rais e d to PM2• while

the quantity of imports is lowered

The final substitution

to~·

affect of devaluation, in terms of the value of exports and imports,
depends on the elasticities involved.
In order to see the influence that an increase in the elasticities

of the demand and supply curves can have on the equilibrium price and
quantity, one must focus on the possible changes in the equilibrium
•ituation in the import and export markets.
ooly the import market will be analyzed.

For the sake of brevity,

It will be noted that the

Ealyaia of the export market is analogous.

In addition, it is assumed

that the abort-run equilibrium is not coos is tent with the long-run
equilibriUII.

This is a necessary assumption, since without it a change

iD the eluticlty of supply would not change the long-run equilibrium

poeition •

coapared to the short-run equilibrium.

Figure 3 illustrates

the •ituation in which the long-run and ah.ort-run equilibriWIIII are conlietct with. each other.

In this case the equi.librium quantity and

price of iaporta doean' t ch.ange in the long-run u
lhort-run equilibriua.

compared with the
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Whether thia assu.ptioo.

u

realistic is a moot question.

However.

there are ti~s when the tvo equilibriums aren't consistent and it ia
theae

ti~

vhich this chapter is concerned with analyzing. since this

aituation will lead to secondary effects of devaluation.
Piaure 4 illustrates the situation in which the SM2 curve exper-ieocea au increase in elasticity in the long-run so as to beca.e

~·

The apparent shift downward in the supply curve arises because the long-

run equilibrlUJI is different than the short-run equilibriUIII.

This in-

crease in the elasticity of the supply of imports curve will have a
taudency to lower price md increase the quantity of imports • ceteris
paribus.
Piaure 5 illustrates the situation in which the import demand
curve

~

D)u.•

The increase in the demand elasticity will raise price and in-

increases its elasticity in the long-run so aa to become

crease the quantity of t.ports.
rilles to

Price rises to PM3• while quantity

Qx).

Piaur•

6 illustrates the situatioo in which both the uasticlty

of aupply aud the uasticity of demand increase in the long-run after
a dnalU&tion.

1\g.

intersect.

rilles

to~·

Hence. the new long-run equilibri1111 point ia where
~.

In figure 6 • price rises to PM) • while quantity

This ill not always the case.

U

price is to rise. then

the tmdency of the increase in the demand elasticity to raiae price
- t outveilh the tendency of th.e increase of the supply elaatidty

to l011er prica.
Whether the alMtidtiea increase or decrease with tt.e ia uni.portant.

The i.llportant point of the above analysis ia that any

ch.an.a•
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in the elasticities which changes the short-run equilibrium will cause
additional changes in the prices of imports and exports.

These secon-

dary changes will cause additional long-run substitution effects previously unaccounted for in past articles.

ln addition, the new change

in relative prices will set off new price and i.ncome effects i.n the
long-run.

Hence, the tendency for the elasticities to change can set

off a whole stri.ng of new effects.
The idle resource and the reallocation of resources income effects

operate wi.th a lag, si.nce resources need a certain amount of ti.me to
be~

aobile.

These i.ncome effects vill cha_nge the i.ncome level of

the devalui.ng country to such an extent as to cause a shift in the
daand md supply schedules for imports and exports.

These shilts will

. . tabli.sh a new equilibrium with a new set of relative prices.

Hence,

inco.e effects will cause lagged changes in relative prices, which 1.n
turn will set up secondary income, price and substitution effects.
l.&&aed i.ncome changes will change absorption.

The change in ab-

sorption will 1.n turn set up new relative prices, si.nce the demand and
supply curves will shift again.

ln fact, anythi.ng which causes a

secondary shift 1.n the supply or demand curves for i.mports and exports
will cause relative prices to change.
will set off

Dew

The change 1.n relative prices

price and substitution effects .

ln addition, the

chana• in relative prices will alao set off i.ncc.e effects becauae of
the r . . ulti.n& shift of resources.
Diqr- 1 illustrates the causation i.nvolved.

ln period one,

de-

Yaluatioo sets off the cha.i.n reaction by first changi.ng relative pricea.

the

ch~

in relative prices cauaea price effects, substitution effects

Diaara 1

Price lffacu
1

~

Cbaqe i l l / Subetitution
Effecu
- - - - -)
DeYelu&tioll--+ lalative --1
Inc0111e
Pric. .

~

Efhcu

~

Shift in
Abeorption

t:.

--')

t:. in ralatve __, Three

eun.. ---1

price•

~ !ffecte

~

2

Chana•
ill~
lluticity

t:.

1

Shifu dua
to lagged
abeorption/
and income
change•

Shift
t:.
_......., Three
Price Effect• ~
Income Effect
Abeorption--?
-? relative
Subetitution ·
1:.
Curve•
~
~
Effect
Price ~ Effecu
Price•~

lalativV
Shift ______~
Gurvee

.•
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m .d income effects.

The income effects will influence

absoq~tion

md

thus will shift the export and import curves and caus e further changes
in relative prices, which will further cause minor price, substitution
md income effects.

The price effects and substitution effects will also change absoq~tion.

Price effects alter

absoq~tion

or expenditure because aany

expenditure decisions are made with the price level in mind.

Ol.angea

in the price level will alter these decisions and therefore vill change
expenditure.
fects.

Substitution effects are quite different than price ef-

Substitution effects will not occur if both the price of

md exports rise by the same proportion.

i~orts

In other words, a change in

the general price level will not cause substitution effects.

Substi-

tution effects will cause expenditure shifts between goods whose relative prices have changed.

Hence, the price and substitution effects

rill also influence absorption, which will cause additional shifts in
the curves md secondary changes in relative prices.

Th.1a secondary

clulllge in relative prices will also cause additional secondary price
effects, substitution and income effects.
The .tlove causation occurs in period 1; if time is given for fur-

ther edjustaenta, then the effect of elasticity changes and t.be laued
m.ngea in .tlsorption and income IIIU8t be examined.
M ciiagr- 1 shova, i f the longer-run change in elasticity changes

tb.e d - d and supply for iaports and exports equilibriua poeiti.o n, then
thU will lead to a secondary change in relative prices.

~

secondary

change in relative prices will lead to further inca.e, price and sub-

•Utution effects.

These effects will all change .!!sorption and hence
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cauae additional shifts in the curves.

These shifts in the curves will

induce further effects and so on.
Since aany income effects of devaluation, such as the reallocation
of resources effect, operate with a lag, there will be lagged shifts
in the demand and supply curves for !.ports and exports that will need
to be examined .

These lagged changes in income will lead to additional

lqged changes in absorption.

As diagram 1 indicates in the second

row, lagged changes in absorption and income will shift the curves.
These shifts in the curves will change relative prices, which will in
turn set up another chain reaction.
The t.portant point of the analysis is to indicate that devaluation effects interact with one another aaking it difficult to separate
aach effect individually.

Each lagged effect of devaluation is capable

of setting up a whole chain reaction.
Therefore, my analysis of devaluation which analyzes only the
~iate

effects of devaluation is inadequate .

What is required is

a flexible system of equations, which would allow for changes that

would occur over time.

One cannot talk about just an idle resource

affect, but one IIIU8t refer to the period in which the idle resource
affect would be occurring.

As will be shown shortly, tb.e idE resource

affect in period 1 is quite different froa the idle resource effect in
period 2.

In fact, it is conceivable that initially no idle resou.r ces

ara avait.bla, however, in sa.e later period they come into existence.

The tha idle resource effect vould occur, but it vould be lagged by
a nUIIbar of periods.
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Tha nu:t aecti011 vill auggeat a device vhich could be used to

aive • better time analysis.
II.

Time Analysis
Olapter 2 presented tvo basic models-a money-tei'lll model and a

real-term model.

These models indicated that there were certain ef-

fecta resulting froa devaluation.

These effects do not all occur at

the a8111e time • but are spread over a number of periods.

In addition •

aa.e effects occur more than once because they interact setting off
new effects.

The following pictorial device allows for a series of

effects over time.
AI • (1-a )t.y + {1-a )4y
+ (1-a )t.y
+ M + ... + M + t.S
1
11
11
12
12
l3
13
11
l5
1
AI

(U
'

2

• (1-a )t.y + (1-a )t.y
+ (1-a )Ay
+ M +
21
21
22
22
23
23
21

+M +t.S
25
2

.

+ •.• + M + t.S
AI • (1-a 4Y ) + (1-a )Ay
+ (1-anJ) AynJ+A.A
1l
D1 D1
n2
D2
n1
n5
5
6bl • (l-a

11

)AY

+ (1-a )t.Y
+ (1-a ) AY +t.YP +A.A + ••• +A.A +t.s
1
1
12
13
13
11
15
11
12
(l-a22)AY22 + (1-a23) AY23+AYP2+AA21+ • • •+~5+AS2

6b1l • (1-onl)t.Yul+ (1-4n2)t.Yn2 + (1-onJ) t.Yn3+4YP3+4An1+ ••• +t.A"nS+t.Sn
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The firat subscript in the two equation systems represents the time
period of the change examined.

Hence, a subscript 2 would indicate the

change occurring between period 2 and period 1.
refers to the effect being measured.

The second subscript

The delta sign indicates change.

The a tera is the marginal propensity to absorb.

In equation system 1,

the aarginal propensity to absorb is the change in real absorption resulting fraa a change in real income, while in equation system 2, the
aarginal propensity to absorb is the change in money absorption resulting
f r - a change in .aney income.
M atcula for a price effect, which represents the change in absorptioo resulting from the influence of a change in the price level.

A bar

09er the A indicates the price effect in terms of money absorption.

Hence,

a M tera indicates the net effect of the influence of a price level
cb.nge on absorption from the beginning of one period to the end of that
period.

Each of the five price effects haa a different subscript asso-

ciated vith it, ao that the various price effects can be distinguished.
ID addition, AT represents the change in real income occurring from
Clae beginning of the period to the end of the period.

The coefficient

(1-a) indicates that the induced change in absorption resulting froa the
iaCDM effect -.wt be subtracted from the change in inc011e, so that one
. . a•t a - u r e of the net income effect influence on the trade balance.

the follc:wing table gives a list of the effects appearing in the two
-.utiona listed above.
~

Th.is list indicates exactly what effects the

aubacripta are referring to.
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L

Table 1

1.

(l-a 11> Ay 11 is the idle resource effect in real terms in period 1,
where a 11 is the marginal propensity to abso r b associated with the
idle resource effect in period 1, (l-al 1 )aY 11 would indicate this
effect in value terms in the first per od.

2.

(l-a 12 > Ay 12 is the reallocation of resource effect in period 1,
where an. is the marginal propens ity to absorb associated with this
effect, (l-a 12 )aY
would indicate this effect in value terms.
12

3.

(l-a ) Ay
is the terms of trade effect in period 1, where a13 is
13
13
the marginal propensity to absorb associated with this e ffect, (l-a13 )
AY13 vould indicate this effect in value terms in period 1.

Rote that (1-a} AY corresponds to ay/3ydy - 3A;aydy of equation 2; where
~is a.

4.

~l

is the real cash balance effect in real terms in period 1, while

AA11 is this effect in value terms in period 1 .

5.

~

6.

AA13 is th! redistribution of income effe ct in real terms in period
1, vhile AA13 is this effect in value terms in period 1.

2 is the money illusion effect in period 1, while AA12 is this
effect in value terms in period 1.

7. AA14 ia_the high cost of investment effect

in real terma in period 1,
vhlle AA14 is this effect in value terms in period 1.

••

!:ti effect
is the dynamic price expectation effect in period 1, vbile
in money terms
period

'·

41 18 the substitution effect in period 1, while AS is this effect in
value terms in period 1.

10.

in

l.

AA 15is

4YP is the change in 1110ney income resulting from the price level change

in peril! 1.
lquation ayatem 1 indicates that for each period of time there is a

c:baa•
~

in the real balance of trade, which 1a arrived at by adding all of

individual effects of devaluation occurring durin& that time period.

l4uation ayatem 2 indicates that the change in the money trade balance

within my period of ti.me 1a calculated by a\daf.na up the effects of deYaluation occurrin& durin& that tiae period.
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In order for equation systems 1 and 2 to be more than a pictorial

clevice, the functional relationahlp of each of the effecu
the system must be kn01om.

ap-~cified

in

AIJ of yet, no one haa worked out what the

exact functional relationship of Alexander's effects would b e..

However,

we do have equations for the substitution effect developed iJ::I the literature.

U there were equations for each of the effects, thea it might

cooceivably be possible to work out a system of difference equations,
which would show the pattern of each effect over time.

In addLtion,

these equations would show the pattern of the trade balance o v er time
resulting from a devaluation.
In order to get the acceleration of the money trade ba.lan-ce within

•1 time period, all one has to do is subtract the change in Cibe 111011ey
trade balance for tvo conaecuti ve periods.

Hence, the acceleration of

tha trade balance is equal to the following:
(S)

A2bt • A(Abt) • A(bt+l - bt)

(6)

A~t

• Abt+l -

Abt

..,.

tba acceleration of the real trade balance could be ilund in . . m1alogoua

Therefore, the acceleration of the trade balance in period 1 ia

equal to the difference between Ab 2 and llb1.

It will be !.por.tlm.t later

to have a -an• for figuring out the acceleration in the trade oalmce.
SiDce the functional relationshlp of each of the effecU of devaluation c:alDOt be specified, the next beat thing would be to apec.i.fy how

they would be expected to behave.

The next section of the ch..,.Ler will

lpecify bow each of the ten effects are expected to behJive ewer tt.e.

'lla1a specification will allow for

•~

!

priori apecificatiaa au haw the
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acceleration in the trade balance will be behaving.
III.

The Effects Over Time
This section discusses what can happen to the individual effects

of devaluation over time .

The ten effects will be discussed under four

beadings which are income , income-price, price and substitution effects.
the effects associated with the model in 1100ey-terms will be analyzed,
although the effects of the basic model in real-terms will be mentioned
ODly in passing .
a.

The Income Effects
There are

thr~

income effects of devaluation.

These effects have

already been introduced in a previous chapter and need little further
1Dtroduction.
The idle resource effect will lead to an increase in output when
1111• reJIOurces are shifted to the expanding export sector.

Since money

1Dc:o-e is the aooey valuation of output, as the output level increases,
_

_, inc0111e will increase.

The idle resource effect can only operate

wbea t.he deva.lu.ing country's econ0111)' is at less than full employment.
IGwever, the aove.ent of idle resources to productive employment takes

t18e.

Therefore, t .b e initial idle resource effect is zero.

After a

period of t i - , output will respond, which in turn will increase both
_ . , inca.e and expenditure.

The increase in expenditure will have a

eliabt laa in regard to the increase in inca.e.

X., ecooc.iata believe that devaluation will lead to a wage-price
.,lral vhea vorlr.ers try to regain the buyt.q power which they lost aa a
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result of the devaluation.

KichAel Kich.aely 7 and Gottfried Haberler 8

are only tvo such economists.

U

a wage-price spiral does occur, thi.s

will lead to revers ala in the original idle resource effect, because
the rising price level vill aake

expc•~~

less

~ompetitive.

If exports

become leas competitive, th.e n the export sector vill contract.

Contrac-

tion of the export industry vill lead to more idle resources and hence
lesa output.
In addition, tmy changes in the long-run elssticitie.s of the curves

c:an

cause additional idle resource effects i f the

short~run

equilibri1.111

1a inconsistent with the long-run equilibrium.
The !.mediate idle resource effect will be zero.

The short-run

r•ulta will at first be favorable, because of the incresse in money
!Dcoae induced by the increase lo output.

This favorable influence will

be followed shortly by an expenditure locresse.

The net short-run affect

will be unfavorable, if the aarginal propensity to absorb is greater
••·

~han

In the loog-run, setae reversal of the short-run idle resource ef-

fact can be expected if the tendency for cost inflation is strong.

A

••tter prediction of the long-run idle resource effect can not be ventured
without specific inforaation on the economy.
The real-tera idle resource effect analysis follows analogously,
acept now one IIUIIt loolr. ooly at the change in output and not at the inna-ea of the chanae in output on aoney incOIDe.

7
lllchul. Michaely, "Devaluation, Cost, Inflation and the Supply of
bporta" EconOlllic Internazionale, February 1956, pp. 243-58 •

•

Cottfried Raberler, Op• Cit., pp. 208-209.
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The tt..e period analysis of the second income effect, which is the

reallocation of resources effect, follows closely that of the first.
Since resources vill reallocate to the expanding export sector because
of the favorable profit incentive, there vill be an expansion in output.
The

in~tial

reallocation of resources effect is probably nil because

of the lead time required for resources to relocate.

The short-run vill

be initially characterized by the favorable influence of an increase in
output, which in turn vill lead to an increase in money income.

After

a short lag the increase in money income vill induce an increase in upen~ture

vhich vill adversely affect the trade balance.

If the marginal

propensity to absorb is greater than one, then the net short to middlerun reallocation of resource effect vill be negative.
In the l011g-run, any tendency for cost inflation to develop vill

uke axport prices rise.

The rise in the export prices vill make exports

l•e c0111petitive on the international market.
~etitive,

the industry.

If exports become less

then less vill be sold, which vill cause resources to leave
Any movement of resources froa the e.xp o rt industry back

to m industry vhich uses an older technology vill set up a reversal to

the initial reallocation resource effect.

However, any technological

M9Ece . . de in the long-run vould make for an additional positive effect.
tba lMt inc:o.e effect is the

te~-of-trade

will beain to operate t-ediately, u soon •
~atio

hu been chanaed by the devaluation.

Tb.ia effect

the international price
Of all the real income effects,

tlaa tens-of-trade affect is the aoat dynaaic.

•ttua

effect.

Any ch&nge 1n th.e equili-

position of the t.port and export curves will immediately cause •

t--of-trade chanae and hence a tams-of-trade effect.
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!ven a prediction about the direction of the teras-of-trade effect
cannot be ventured vithout assumptions being made about the elasticities
of the curves involved.
Moat writers assume that the initial ch.ange in the
ia a deterioration.

The deterioration of the

t~-of-trade

terw~-of-trad.e

vill cause

an initial worsening of the trade balance, because reaJ. ina.e vill decline, causing .aney income to fall.

In a short

vhl~e.

react to the declining money income and decrease.

msorption

vi~~

The decrease in ab-

aorption vill outweigh the decrease in income vhen the 113Tgin.al propenaity to absorb is greater than one.
The longer-run effects will be anyone's guess.

'Ihe effect in real-

tar-s vill be the same as the money-term effect, except tll.at: only real
changes are exaained.

b.

Income-Price Effe ct
Thia effect appears only in the basic model which J..a in .aney teras.

Tile inca.e-price effect takes into account changes in .aoey
aultin& fro. chsnges in the price level.

in~

re-

Since devalua.tioo leads to an

isacre•e in the price level, this will mean that the p>ods .ad aervices

of the acona.y auat be vuued at a higher 11100ey level.

Thia increase in

80Datary "t'aluation of gooda and services of the devahdn& coomtry J..a the

SDc:o.a price effect.
Tba initial influence of the income-price effect vill be poaitive
HC:C.a of the rba in the price level after devaluation.

U

the de-

Yalllill& country uperiencea a degree of coat inflatioo p-eat enough to
offaat other influencu, then the long-run inc~ rica effea vill aho

H poe1tiva.

10

C.

The Price Effects
There are five price effects of devaluation that account for changes

in absorption resulting from changes in the price level.

The price ef-

fects analyzed in this section are those from basic model 2.

When analy-

sing price effects in basic model 2, it is important to realize that an
account auat be made both for the change in the physical quantity of
absorption and the influence of the price level.

We will assume in this

section that the price level influence does not outweigh the quantity
change.
The first price effect which will be discuss ed is the real cash
balance effect.

The initial results of the real cash balance is in the

direction of a cutback in the physical absorption of goods and services .
Tbia occurs so that the citizens of the devaluing country can replenish
their real saving balances.

With our assumption about the quanti ry and

price influences, the initial cash balance effect will be favorable.
Coat inflation will lead to a further rise in the price level and
heace a tendency for further cash balance effects in the middle and
loaa-run.

However, anything which changes the short-run equilibriua

position of the curves will cause additional effects in the long-run.
therefore, the long-run effects are quite uncertain.
ADother price effect of devaluation is the money illusion effect.
JAitlally, the money illusion effect will cause a decrease in the ..aunt

of apeaditure, because aany people will respond to the higher price

1nel. after the devaluation and feel poorer.

rtaina price U.el uusea aany to economize.

This

a~arenesa

of the
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The usual ctalysi.ll leaves out an illlportant point, which becomes

IPPareut only when the money illusion effect is analyzed over time.
Usually, the statement 1a made that the populace will respond either
to the increased price level and feel poorer or else it will respond
to the increase in money income and increase expenditure.
Hnt. the price level will be altered by a devaluation, but later

tJae vorlters will bid up the level of money income in order to replenish
tbeir old standard of living.

The initial .aney illusion e ffect will

JaaYe people responding to the price level acd cutting expenditure.
J,ater, in the short-run, people will respond to the increase in money

w.,

1Dcreasing expenditure .

Hence, any favorable initial effect will

to some extent in the short and aiddle-runs.

The longer-

are quite uncertain.
jootber price effect is the redistribution of income effect.

Of

tbe price effects, this 1a the most difficult to predict its direcID order to be able to predict its direction, the wage good of
the marginal propensities of the fixed income recipients,
and profit recipients .ust be known .
the direction of the redistribution effect ia unpredictable,
thia e.ffect over time em be malyzed.

U originally

effect froa wqe earners to profit recipients •
8t a later point 1n time, wqe earnera will try to bid up their
iD~

to replenish their standard of living.

Thia will reverae

the redistribution effect rlll c.han&e the income aMrea

The lona-run vill be characterized by the attempt to

12

ahi.ft tha ahares in favor of the ori.ainal loser:a.

U

the losers s .r e

..u:.c:-sful in th.e.ir atte.p t, th.en there rlll be a reverwala of the initial effect.
Another prlce effect of devaluation 1a the hJ.gh coet of investment
effect.
t~
~~~ported

~rted

This effect states that the ri.sing price of

r - aa-

.tgh.t induce investors to stop investing if the higher prlced
r - aaterial aak.ea the cost of investing prohibitively high.

U possible, an investor can substitute into a do.estic good provided
tbat the iaoquants per.it substitution.

The substitution into domestic

r • ..teriala vill increase their price and this increase in prlce may
_.te ~ginal investment projects tmprofitable.

U

this effect operates,

dMD the decrease in inves t aent expenditure vill also -.m a decrease

Ia awerall expenditure.

prtc::e of r - aateriala

Any further rise in the price level or in the
~

cause further decreases in

~sorption

and

Jlmce long-rtm i.-provementa in the real trade b&lance.

1'hia effect also depends directly on the elasticity of substitution

ef the iaoquants.

Anythina vhich vould increase the el.asticity of sub-

8titDtion to allow the devaluing cotmtry's industries to use leas 1..JOrtllll r - aaterials, vi.ll teapora.rily help th.e trade ballmc:e both in
_ , SDd in real terwa.

lbe longer the t t.e period allowed, the -.ore

et.tic vill be the production process .

Renee, there 1a

r~on

to be-

U... that thi.a effect c-. be of a positive aagnitude in the long run.
1lae l • t prlce effect to be discussed ia the dyn..tc price expec-

tl&t. effect.
~.

Tb.1a price effec:t vill operata prt.arily in the very

such u

peri.o d 1.

U the populace of th.a d..-.luing country

that a country vi.ll aeed to devalue again. th.ey r l l l spend a

SJ
larae ..aunt of money nov before their buying power

nu. u

the liiOSt

dyn-~c

dimin~sh es.

of all Alexander's effects and will be

cliacuased separately in a later chapter.
d.

Substitution Effect
Like the "price effects", the substitution effect is subject to

frequent variation.

Any change in the equilibrium position in the t.-

port md export lDBrkets vill change relative prices and set up a nev
substitution effect.
ID real terms, the substitution effect will always improve the
trade balance in the short-run because export quantity will increase
while t.rport quantity will decrease.

ID value terms, whether the sub-

stitution effect will improve the trade balance in the sh.o rt-nm depends
on tbe el.iticities involved.

U

the elasticities of the import and

axport deaand curves are quite large, while the elasticities of supply
are n.o t infinite, then the JDODey trade balance will improve.

The lone-run will involve shifts in the respective curves and
cbaaaes in the respective elasticities.

The final results and tenden-

c.ia an too uncertai.n , because they depend on

n~rous

things.

Bmc:e, the beat that em be said is that the abort-run substitution
effect. vill be favorable in real terms and probably favorable in money
ter..

ID the lon&-run, my tendency for prices of

d~atic

goods to

riae bec:aaae of a waae-price spiral will set off possible reveraal.a.
D.

Tt.e Analysis Revised

the pictorial device introduced in section 2 em now be incorporated
with the analysis of the last section, which expressed the probable
m-aes in the effects of devaluation froa the initial period to the

14

short~run

and from the short-run to the long-run.

The initial period

direction of movement of each effect vas based on certain assumptions.
Whether these assumptions are truly realistic is a moot question.
Tba aa1n purpoee of the time analysis of this chapter is to show that

certain reversals of initial period's effects can occur.

We are in-

terested in showing that the effec ts of devaluation can be quite different in the short-run as compared to other runs.
U one lets period 1 stand for the initial period after devaluation,

period 2 stand for the short-run and period 3 stand for the long-run,
then one can get table 2 which incorporates the analysis of the last
section with the two equation system presented in section 2.

The ef-

fects of the real-term model are presented in the top three rows,
vhile the effects of the money-term model are pres ented in the bottom
three rows.

The numbers along the vertical side of the table indicate

to vbich period the effects are referring.
lbe table is based on the assumption that the marginal propensity
to absorb is greater than one, that the elasticity of demand for imports
~d

exports is large and the elasticity of supply is such that there

will result a favorable substitution effect.

Also, it is assumed that

the decrease in the quantity of goods absorbed resulting from t .h e price
effects will initially outweigh the increase in prices.

This assumption

will allow the prediction of initlally favorable price effects in money
t•~,

However, as the price level risu in t .h e short-run, these price

effects will tend to hecoae negative aa the price level change starts
to outvei&h the quantity decrease.
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Ill t.ble 2, a zero ind.ie&tes that no effect 1a preaent, vh.ile a
ainua ind.ie&tes an adve.rse effect on the trade balance is present.

A

plue aisn indicates that a favorable effect on the trade balance ia
occ:urrin&• while a questioo aark indicates that an effect is present,
but ita d.i.r ection can not be predicted given our assumptions.

The

boxea with a plua dash llinus indicate a positive effect which is followed by an offsetting negative effect.
c~lete

or .are than

c~lete

This offset can be partial,

depending on the situation,

T.ble 2 shows that according to our assumptions almost all of the
price effects, both in real

ter~E

and money terms, are acting in a fa-

yorable aanner in the initial period after a devaluation.

In addition,

at the atart of the aecood period, the idle resources and reallocation
of reaourcea effects are also favorable.

Initially, the substitutioo

effect will also be a positive influence on the real trade balance.
M the previous aoalysls showed, the tendency for absorptioo to
catch up with the

in~

increase vill start to cause secondary negative

1Dcc.e effecta in the short-run .

Also, the substitution effect and the

-ey illusion effect will probably start to reverse th._elvea beC&JSe
of the vqe-prlce spiral.

Many of the price effects vill be f.vorable

•oth initially and in the short-run, but their degree of favorability
will atart to decline •

people become acOJstomed to the high price

1na1.
Subatitution of the poaitive and negative signa into equation 2
• . _ to augeat that the initial effect of devaluation, barrin& any
etrooa apectatioaal. effecta, will be fnorable aiven the above

ttoa..

USUIIp-

Later • there • • - to be a tendency for thia favorabil.i ty
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CO . .c:r.-e aa.ewh.at with

u..e,

or at

l~t

to decrease in tha next period

J,aaaed abaorption c.atches up vith inca.e.

aenoe, there

r~an

1a

to believe that the acceleration of the trade

As~

negative.

bal~ce

of the trade

be shown in the next chapter, if the accelis negative, this will lead to an adverse

speculation.
Tbe eoalysis

y.

~

I-elications and Conclusions

Tbe analysis of

rua

be exp<mded by the addition of more time periods .

th~

chapter illustrates that a devaluation's short-

effects can be quite different fro. its long-run effects.

If this

p true, a ca.parative static approach to devaluation might be of quescicmable value.
Tbe possibility of having short-run effects of devaluation which

are quite different froa the loog-nm effects of devaluation raises importmt policy t.plicatiooa.

U

tbe short-run effects of a devaluation

produce a very favorable response of the trade balance, then a country

uy need very little aupporting lkllletary and fiscal policy in the shortrum.

If the looc-rua effects of devaluation produce less favorable

cbaae• in tbe trade

b~ce,

then the long-run may require 1110re sup-

porting aooetary and fiscal policy.

The separation of the effects of

deYaluatioo into tt.e periods de.onatratea that in many ioatances the
supporting .aoetary and fi.ac.al policy asociated vith devaluation policy
aaat be fleJdble in order to give support ooly when needed.
application of a policy ..,. nee be necessary.

Constant
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Th1a conclusion has an important illopllcation for the model of Dr.

Tsiang.

The Tsiang model de.onstrated the illoportance that monetary

policy em have in allowing a country to achieve a successful devaluation.

The analysis of this chapter suggests that this monetary policy

.uat be applied to different degrees within the different periods.
The separation of the effects of devaluation into a number of
ti.a periods has important implications for a devaluation when the
balance of pay.ents is exalllined.

Examination of the balance of payments

•ana that capital flows are examined along vith the balance of trade.

The addition of capital flaws requires the examination of speculative
capital flows as vell as other capital flows.

l i speculative capital

flowa respond to the change in the balance of trade as many economists
hypothesize. then within each period after devaluation speculative capital flOW'S vill respond differently.

Renee, IIIODetary policy must account

DOt only for the different changes of income and the trade balance. but
it .ust also account for the differential change of capital flows. especially speculative capital flows.
Vi thin a t i - period analysis, the idle resource effect can now
aiat. even though there are no idle resources vhen a devaluation 1a
uodertalten.

This occurs whenever resources

a devaluation.

beeow~e

available soon after

Whenever this oc01n. th.e tt.e period snalysia givea a

d.iffanat theoretical result tlum the analysia which the Alexander and

the syDtheais .ode.ls gave.
ti8e period malysia allowa

TU greater degree of flexibility which the
-~r-ea

it possible to explain in greater de-

tail the processes behind a devaluation adjustaent.
leads itaalf •

The period analysis

a tsachina device which em explain conceptually the
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e011plex relationships involved with a devaluation.
There are two other i.Japortant implications which can be dr.rn from

thU chapter.

Firat, since there 1a an interaction between income,

price and substitution effects which arise whenever the assumption of
constant costs is dropped, it becomes do ubtful whether the effects of
devaluation can even be discussed as separate entitie8.

U

the effects

do not exist as separate entitie8, then empirical measurement of the
effecta would be difficult.

This raise8 serious questions about the

ueefulne8s of an approach such as Alexander's for policy implementation.
In .dd.ition, if the aarginal propensity to absorb changes within each
period when different individuals are affected, then policy implementation 1a aade rather difficult.

Policy implementation 1a also difficult

vbeoever a different aarginal propensity to absorb is associated with

aach of the income effects.
Secondly, since price effects do not die out immediately, policy
- t account for the presence of price effects beyond the abort-run.
I'Tevioua .adele such as Alexander's, suggests that the price effects
- t only be accounted for in the immediate pe riod after devaluation.

Tbe next two ch.a pters revert bac.k to comparative static analysis

tm.a capital flows are introduced.

liowever, the results can and should

be interpreted under a period analysis as well.
In

~cluaion,

the followin& aain point• have been presented in

thia dupter.
1.

n.

tandeocy for elaticitiea to increase with tiJie will aet off new

aubatitutioo, price and inccme effecta in the long-run, when the
abort-run

equilibri~

1a incooaiatent with the long-run equilibriua.
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2.

Laued income effects vill set off nev price and substitution
effects.

3.

There is an interaction between income, price and substitution
effects, which makes a separate analysis of each one quite difficult.

4.

Price effects don't die out immediately, but are present many
periods after devaluation.

S.

Price effects in the basic model in value

terw~

IIIUBt be analyzed

1D cCGjunction with elasticities in order to determine the effect
OD

6.

the .aney trade balance.

Price and substitution effects react acre quickly than income
effects.

7.

The effect of devaluation on the .aney trade balance might be quite
clifferent than the effect on the real trade balance.

8.

Given our assumptions, the initial short-nm effects of devaluation
vill be better than the later short-run effects of devaluation.
Bence, the acceleration of the trade balance is negative in period 2.

CBAP T

!

a

IV

SHORT-TERM CAPITAL FLOWS ADDED

The balance of payments must be exam.i ned if the international equilibrium of a country's currency is being studied.

The balance of payments

is comprised of both the balance of trade (the current account) and the
capital account.

Traditional devaluation theory bas examined only the

balance of trade, since investigators felt that the balance of trade would
aive a good indication of external equilibrium.
Thia chapter focuses on both the current and the capital account by
incorporating the analysis of the previous chapter with models that allow
capital to enter the picture.

This chapter discusses some potentially

t.portant relationships which must be discussed in an analysis of a devaluation.

These relationships have to do with the capital account.

The addition of capital flows into the analysis of devaluation
Jields some important policy implications which have been previously
laDDred.

These policy implications arise from the introduction of both

.,.culative and transactional capital flows into the analysis.

The analysis of thia chapter points to the iaportance of both the
Sllterut rate and the trade balance on ahort-terw capital flova.

The ad-

4!tion of capital flows demonstrates that monetary policy which supports
...aluation auat be very careful to account for interest rates and the

WJ 1D which interest rates affect both the current and capital account.
Th1a chapter exaainea only abort-term capital flova and the trade

Nl.uce.

Bade .adel 2 which is in money teru is a tended to allow for
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•bort-term capital flows.
chapter.

There are three models presented in this

The first two models

exam~ne

only the short-tera speculative

capital flow, and both models assume that transactional short-term
capital flows are a constant.

Although this assumption is unrealistic,

it 1e employed in order to isolate the speculative capital flows for a
careful analysis.

The third lllOdel allows transactional short-term capi-

tal flow. to vary also.
this chapter assumes that the monetary

a~ritiea

eupply in order to keep the interest rate constant.

vary the money

This assumption is

dropped towards the end of the chapter when extensions are examined. In
addition, it is assumed that long-term capital flows are constant.
last

This

assumption is admittedly unrealistic, and it will be dropped in the

DaSt chapter when long-term capital flows are analyzed.

However, long-

tera capital flows are assumed to be constant in order that attention
CID first be focused on the short-term flows.
I.

The First Capital Hodel

Tid. .odel vill be built upon basic model 2, which vas presented in

aa.pter 2.

In basic model 2, the balance of trade vas shown to be equal

t10->' incoae alnus money absorption. (equation 1)
(1)

b • T

-A

U Chapter 2 explained, aoney inc0111e depends upon both output and
~

price level, whereas money absorption depends upon 110ney income and

~

ezchana• rate (e).
a&pter 2 shoved that the change in the 110ney trade balance could

. . apreaaed eithar as equation 2 or as equati- 3.
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(2)

db • dY -

(3)

db •

ai'/at

dY -

a'A/ae

de

at/ap dP + at/3Y dy - aA./aY dY _ar./ap dP -

ai,

ae de

Tbeae equations have been fully explained in Chapter 2.

The only

41fference between equation 2 and equation 3 is that equation 3 breaks
4ovn the change in money income into both ita output component (

aad

at

/at dY)
.1 ~

3
ita price component ( t/3p dP).

I

Equation 2, which states that the change in the trade balance in
.alua terma is equal to the change in money income minus the induced
cbaale

in absorption (as caused by the change in income) and the change

ill absorption (resulting from the change in the exchange rate), will be
Cha starting point of the present .odel.
tbe balance of payments (P) is equal to the balance of trade plus

Cha net capital inflow (Cn).
(4)

r•

b

This can be expressed as equation 4.

+en

!be oet capital inflow is ca.priaed of the net short-term capital
In this chapter,
long-term capital inflow is assumed to be constant and indepenof the variables of the IDOdel.

Hence, equation 4 can be expanded

5.
(5)

A .arcl or
~

tvo

P•

b

+

Ca

+ Cl

to explain the rationale of the aa.thematical aani-

which follow is in order.

In order to examine devaluation in

the balance of payments, an expression for the change in the
of pay.enta .uat be derived.

This expression for the change in
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the balance of payments will represent the various readjustments which

result vhen the exchange rate is varied.

Therefore, the key to the anal-

Jaia 1a to derive an expression for the change in
8enta.

t~e

balance of pay-

Taking the change of both sides of equation 5 will give the

at-pleat expression for the change in the balance of payments.
(6)

dP •

db + dCs + dCl

Equation 6 states that the change in the balance of payments is

equal to the change in the balance of trade plus the change in net
abort-term and long-term capital inflows.

In order to really understand

equation 6, a close examination of the three terms on the right - hand
aide 1a required.

The first term (db) has already been fully examined

iD basic model 2.

All that has to be done is to subsitute either

equation 2 or equation 3 in for the change in the trade balance to get
a .ore detailed analysis.

Tbe last term of equation 6 is equal to zero because of our assumpUOD that long-term capital flows are constant.
te~.

Therefore, the remaining

which represents the change in short-term capital flows, is the

teEa which requires more analysis.

1D order to examine the change in the net short-term capital flow,
.,.eificationa about the functional relationship of the short-term capi-

tal flova IIU&t be made,

In this IIIOdel, only speculative short-term

capital flova will be analyzed, thua transactional short-term capital
~

vill be aaaumed constant for the present.
Speculative capital will flow to take advantage of interest rate

Wfarantiala and to take advantage of expected changes in the exchange
..C..

If tba interest rata ia hi&her abroad than it i.a at home, then a
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rational speculator can borrow money at a lover interest rate at ho.e and
iaveat it abroad at a higher interest rate.

Such a transaction vou.l d

yield a speculative profit, barring any other changes, to the speculator.
There tenda to be a flow of short-term capital from countries with a lov
interest rate to countries with a higher interest rate.
.ust be

Usually, there

a ainimum difference betveen two countries' interest rate before

a flow will atart.
anyone

1

A minimum differential of rates is needed so that

engaged in this activity can pay the brokerage fees involved in

tba transfer of funds froa one currency to another.
An increase in the interest rate differential will cause an even

areater inflow of capital to the country with the higher interest rate,
because the expected profits have increased.

As the interest rate dif -

farential declines, so will the capital flows used for speculating
qainat the interest rate start to subside.
Speculation a.l so arises as a result of expected changes in the ex-

cbana• rata.

2

If a country's currency is in danger of devaluation, then

a rational individual would exchange his holdings of that country' a
caarrency for another n.a tion' s currency.
~cb

If the currency of the country,

ia in danaer of devaluation, is the peso and the exchanae rate ia

... peao per dollar, then a ten percent devaluation of the peso will
-

that 1.1 peaoa .ust be given per dollar.

If an individual of the

...alllina country exchanaea one hundred pesos for one hundred dollars
Wore the devaluation, then after the devaluation he will be aiven llO
,._a for hi a hundred dollar a.

If. lioaia,

A Textbook on Foreign Exchange, Mev York, St. Hartin'• Preaa,

""· pp. 85-94.
I
PP• 95-104 •

'DY..

Speculative WJney will flow -ay froa a
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country with a large deficit, s i nce this country will
devaluat~

and a profit can be

~~~ade

~e

in danger of a

by buying another currency.

A rational individual would place his money in a strong currency .
A atrong currency is a currency which is not in danger of a devaluation.
In fact, a strong currency aay be in danger of an appreciation oving to

a continual surplus on the balance of payments.

When a currency appre-

ciates, then holders of that currency will gain a profit in terms of all
other currencies.
Bence, speculative flovs vill move from a weak currency to a
atronger currency (assuming that the gain or loss which can be reaped
fra. interest payments do not outweigh this tendency).

In order for

individuals to determine whether a currency is strong, they can look at
bow the balance of trade is changing.

If the balance of trade is deter-

iorating over time, then this is usually a good indication that the
atrength of the currency is diainishing.

If the trade balance has been

blproving over time, then this would indicate that the currency is getting
atronger.

Thua, the change in the trade balance can be a good signaling

an1.ca for abort-term speculative capital flows.

Negative changes in the

trade balaoce vould cause capital outflows from the country, while
poaitive cbangea in the trade bal.ance will cause capit.a l inflows.

Kaay vall known

ec~ta

have argued that ahort-tera speculative

capital flovs depend on bov the trade balance is changing and the
iDtaraat rata differential.
8bly true that iDterest rate

Alex.andre Lam.f aluasy atates, "It ia probdifferentials will have a detenain.ing ef-

face on c:.pital flova in the long run, but in the aborter run their
blpact

aay -u

be offaet by adverae apeculation.

Speculator• seea to
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attach as much importance to changes in the current account • • • " 3

Paul

linzig aentions that speculation will occur against devaluation-prone
currencies and that the behavior and the position of the trade balance
1a an important determinant of an impending devaluation.

r.

4

In addition,

Lutz mentions that short-te rm capital will flow into countries with

bigber short-run interest rates.

5

Recently E. Canterbery discussed

eapirical tests on the functional relationship of capital flows.

As the

paper points out, capital flows are dependent on both the interest rate
differential and on the expected change in the exchange rates.

6

It is assumed from the above analysis that short-term speculative
capital flows are a function of the change in the trade balance and the
iatarest rate differential between the devaluing country and the nan-

41nalllina country (r
(7)

D

N

- r )•

Cap • Cap (db, r

D

N

- r )

lquatiou 7 states that short-term speculative capital flows (Csp)

are a function of the change in the trade balance and the interest rate
differential.

The short-term capital flows are equal to the sum of the

lbort-tera speculative capital flow and the short-term transactions
capital flow (Ct).

For the purpose of this model, the transactional

capital flows are assumed constant.

Equation 8 expresses the statement

3~. IAafalussy, "Limitations of Monetary and Fiscal Policy," i.n Fellner,
et al, Maintaining and Res toring Bal a nc e in Interna tional Payments,
lriDcaton, Princeton University Press, 1966, p. 158.
\ . linaig,

~·

Cit., pp. 95-114.

S,.

Luta, The Problem of International Equilibrium, Amsterdam, North
IDUand Publishers, 1966, pp. 33-35.

'a.

Cantarbary, "Exchange Rates, Capital Flows and
June 1969, pp. 426-431.

~netary

Policy,"
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that the abort-term capital flows are equal to the

SUIII

of trans actional

aod apeculative capital flovs.
(8)

Ca • Cap (db. r 0 - rM) + Ct

The last atep of the analysis is to find an expression for the change
in abort-term capital flows.

Since transactional capital flows are as-

aumed constant. they vill have a zero change over time.

Speculative

abort-term capital flows vill be affected by changes in db and changes in
the interest-rate differential.
Taking a total differential of equation 8 gives an expression for the
change in short-term capital flows.
(9)

dCa • acap/3(db) d~ + acsp/a(r 0 - rN) d(r 0 - rN)

Equation 9 shows that a change in short-term capital flows is influaced both by changes in the change in the trade balance and by changes

iD the interest rate differential.

2

A change in the change in the trade balance (d b) vill be hence-

forth referred to as the acceleration of the trade balance.

The accel-

eration of the trade balance tells whether the trade balance is changing
et either an increasing or a decreasing speed.

This term vill be

cliacuaaed a10re fully a little later .

Aay chana• in the interest rate differential vill change the profit
opportunities on the international capital aarket and vill cause more
capital to flow.

The aCap /a(rD - r M) d(rD- r M) term ia equal to zero in the preaent
lllldel 0 bec:eu.e it 1e aull8ed that both countries engage in a lDDnetary
policy in which tbe intereat rate 1a held constant.

Therefore • the change

Ia the interest differential ia zero and the tera dropa out.

Renee.
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equation 9 becomes equation 10.
(10) dCs • acsp/3(db) •

Tbe

(l).

ac.p

d~

/3 (db) term will be referred to as the speculative propensity

Thia term represente the change in the short-term capital inflows

resulting from a change in the change in the trade balance. One can think
of l as shoving the reaction of speculators to

VS¥S

in which the change

in the trade balance is behaving .
In order to put the above analysis together, equation 10 must be
substituted into equation 6
(11)

dP •

this gives equation 11.

db+ acsp/a(db) d~ + dCl

Letting A equal acap/a(db), and remembering that the changes in long0

tera capital flows are assumed equal to zero, gives equation 12.
(12)

dP •

db +

.l.d~

Equation 12 explains the heart of the first capital model, which ve
are e18mining.

Once speculation has been added, no longer is the change

in the trade balance the only determinant of the change in the balance of
pay.ents.

In addition to the change in the trade balance, the accelera-

Cion in the trade balance is important in determining capital flows. The
speculative propensity will tell the exact influence that the acceleration of the trade balance will have on speculative capital flows.

Thia analysis should seem quite novel, since the acceleration of a

Yariable is usually not discussed.

When dealing with speculation, which

1e built on expectations, speculators will not only be responsive to

chaD&••
chaD&••

in variables, but they will also be i .n terested in how fast these
are occurring.

This is why it is fitting to have an accelerator

._ a .adel whkh deals with speculation.
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The last chapter aeparated the analysis of devaluation into a
finite number of time periods in order to be able to determine the change
1D the trade balance for each period (6Bt).

By taking the difference

between the change in the trade balance for two consecutive time periods,
2
one will get the aoceleration in the trade balance (6 Bt) which will ap-

proximate d ~ •
Aa chapter 3 showed, the trade balance change will be different in
~h

pariod, because differe.n t effects will be operating within the

periods.

If the change in the trade balance varies from period to period

after the devaluation, then so will the acceleration of the trade balance
.ary from period to period.

If initially the trade balance improves by a greater and greater
..aunt within the first few months after the devaluation, then the
acceleration of the trade balance will be positive.

The positive accel-

eration in the trade balance will induce favorable capital inflows, becau-e apeculatora see that the trade balance is improving at an in-

creaaing rate.

This will indicate to speculators that the currency is

becoaing atronger, since demand for the currency is growing faster than

eupply.

Bence, if the abort-run effects of devaluation are quite

fa.orable, then this can also help the stability of the currency in the
lbort-run by inducing capital inflows.

The balance of payments can show

illprov-nt both on the current account and the capital account.
lf,oo the other hand, later period effecta of devaluation atart to

lbDw a alovin& down of the improvement of tha trade balance, then the
Joaaer run capital flows will a tart to reverae.

Thia alowina down of the

illprov-nt of the trade balance will be caused by lagged absorption and

..,_raala of aa.e of the favorable price and aubstitution effecta.
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!apecially, if the trade balance starts to deteriorate at some futu.re
date, then capital flows will sta.r t to leave the devaluing country.
Chapter 3 indicated that the in.itial improvements in the trade
balance tend to be greater than the short and middle run t.provements.
This was true,because lagged absorption will start to reverse the positive
income effect.

In addition, the money illusion effect and the red.istri-

bution of income effect will experience reversals in the aiddle run.

If

the initial effect of devaluation is truly greater than the longer run
effects, then speculation will be favorable at first and will be less
favorable later.
The analysis of the first capital model points to an interaction

between the current account and the capital account vh.ich eust be
considered.

The analysis of devaluation must account for the reactions

aDd interactions of both accounts.

ly substituting equation (2) into equation 12, equation 13 is
derived.
(13)

dP •

dY - a'i/dY dY

a'i
2
/de de+ .\ do

Equation 13 simply expands the change in the IKlney trade balance so
U to explicitly ahov that both changes in income and changes in ahaorpCion are still present in the analysh.

Th.e only difference between the
and the basic .adel 2 is the last

13 vhich accounts for the additional speculative capi-

nov.
If -

JO o- step further and calculate the second differential of

trade balance in tenu of i.ncome changes and exchange rate chanaes,
equation 14.

f

llaaation 14 ia derived withln the appendix.

7
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(14)

dP •

-

ali

~ (de)

2 aYae dedY -

27

3A/3e de+ AJ d2y - 3 AtaY 2 (dY)2

dY - ai/3YdY

a2i

-

2

::J

Equation 14 illustrates that the acceleration in the trade balance
ia ca.prised of many different things.

First the acceleration of .oney

inca.e (d2y) is important, since the larger the rate of change of .oney
incoae, then the greater vill be the acceleration of the trade balance.

a2i

Also, cross partials such as

/3Y3e, which indicate the interaction of

.oney income and the exchange rate on ab s orption, are now important.
18t three terms (

2A

a

/aY

2

2

(dY)

+ 2

a A"/3YoededY
2

a A"/oe 2
2

+

The

2
(de) ) indicate

tbe rate of change in absorption and vbat it is equal to.
Tbe iaportant point of these equations can be succinctly stated by

dia&T- 1.
Diasr- 1

J)eoyaluation -

> AY ~ AA

)Ai

AB -

'\

AZ. -

Diagr. . 1 indicates the causation involved.

Ac/
Devaluation will change

mney in.c a.e and absorption through inco. . , price and substitution effecta.

The change in i.ncome and absorption will i.n turn lead to a change

1D trada balance.

The change in the trade balance sets off two reactiona.
the balance of pay.eota directly . Second, it cauaea
balance to alter, which in turn changes
flows.

The change in the ahort-tetlll capital

also chaoaea the balance of pay.enta.

Bence, the change in the

balance also influences the balance of payments indirectly through
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The an&lyaia can be expanded to a time analysis like that of chapter
3, by realizing that diagram 1 indicates what would happen in the first
period.

After the first period, the causation will start by having

aecondary lagged effects of devaluation change the trade balance and
at,a rt the process off.

The capital model examined in this section is very unstable in
CO-Pariaon vith the previous models in the literature, because even if
the trade balance improves there might still be instability.

This inst-

ability would arise if the trade balance was improving at a slower rate .
llo longer can one examine the sum of the demand elasticities and be able
to

aay anything about the stability of the system, because too much else

a111t be accounted for in the analysis.

The problem with the model presented above is that it is too unatable.

It is reasonableto believe that some speculative capital will

flow into a country even when the trade balance is improving at a dec:re&ai.ng rate.

Therefore the next model will try to remedy the situation

ali&htly by allowing for a more realistic assumption.
Before ve examine the next model, it aay be of interest to introduce
equation 15.

US)

ii •

aT/ady

-

- aA/aeda + ~

+ aT/apdP

L
ja2

aA/aY <aT/aydy + aT/apdP)
2

2

Y/ay 2 (dy) 2 + 2a T/apaydPdy +a T/ap 2 (dP) 2

atA/aT 2 ( 3T/aydy + aT/apdP) - 2 aXA/ay 2ede ( 3Y/aydy +

aY/ap~rj - ax.l/ae 2 (de)~
ThU co.plex

fo~ula

1a derived in the appeud,ix and 1a no di.fferent
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froa formula 14, except that nov the change 1n .aney income and money
abaorption have been expanded to explicitly ahov the influence of real
income and prices .

The interesting thing about equation 15 ia that it

abo¥. that there are also cross effects between prices and real income

on .aney absorption and money income.

Equation 15 starts to give the

true flavor of the complex workings behind the scenes of a devaluation .
The analysis shows that looking at simple partial derivatives is not
enough, second order partial de rivatives, both dire ct partials and cross
partials, must be examined.

More complicated functional relationships

allow for even more cross effects.

II.

The Second Capital Mode l
This model allows for more stability than the last model.

ua~mptions

The

of this model are, for the most part, the same as those of

the laat model.

Namely, a two country model is employed in which one of

the countries devalue their currency.

Long-term capital flows are

uauaed constant as well as short-term transactional capital flows.

The

80Detary authority varies the money supply to keep the interest rate

c:oaatant.

The atart of the analysis is exactly like the first capital model.
The change i.n the balance of payments is equal to the change 1n the trade
balance plua the change in the short-term capital flows plua the change
1D loD&-term capital flows.
(16)
There b

dP •

db + dCa + dCl

no problem vith the Hnt-tera of equation 16, eince thia

... analyzed in baai.c .odel 2 and b

equal to: dY -

ai/3TdY

-

ai/3ede.
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The chana• in the trade balance is composed of income, price and substitution effects.
The 1aat tera of equation 16 is equal to zero, since it is assumed

that lona-term capital flows remain constant.

The last term can be

dropped from equation 16 leaving equation 17.
(17)

D -

db

+

des

The dCa tera in equation 17 is the key variable in this model. This

tera expresses both the change in speculative short-term ca pital flows
(Cap) and the change io transactional capital flows.

Bence, the change

io abort-term capital flows is simply equa l to the change in speculative
flows plus the change in trans actional capital flows (dCt).
(18) dCa • dCsp + dCt
Since the change in transactional capital flows is as sumed constant,
the dCt term is equal to zero and drops out from the analysis.

The term

vbich .uat be fully analyzed is the change in speculative short-term
cepital flows.

So far, the analysis is exactly the same as the analysis

of the first capital W>del.

The differences arise when one ex.a mines the

speculative capital flow, because it will depend not only on the change
in the trade balance and the interest rate differential, but it will also

depend oo the value of the trade balance.

Aa waa discussed in the last section, the speculator tries to make
profits by predicti.o& exchange rate movements and by taking advantage of
1Dter.. t rate differential.
Currency will

.aYe

avay from countries with weak currencies to

COUDtriaa vith atronaer currencies.

Anythina which will alleviate tha

fear of a devaluatioo vill help ravarsa capital outflows that deteriorate
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the balance of payments.

Since tbe chai13e in the trade balance is a good

indicator of the stability of a country's currency, speculative shorttera capital flows are made a function of the change in the trade balance.
The change in the trade balance is not the only good proxy for

deteraining whether a currency is strong or weak.

The actual value of

the trade balance is also an indicator to speculators of the strength of
the currency.

A large positive trade balance would indicate that the

currency would not be in danger of devaluation, while a large negative
trade balance would indicate a weak currency.

The combination of speculators looking at both the trade balance and
the way it is changing will give a fairly good signal of the stability of
the currency.

Therefore, speculative capital flows are assumed to be a

function of the trade balance and the change in the trade balance, since
they will set off capital flows vbe.n they change.

Also, any change in

tbe interest rate differential vill change the profit opportunities and
hence will change capital flows.
The functional relationship of spe-culative capital flows can be expr.. eed by equation 19.
(19) Cap • Cap (b, db, r

D

-

If
r )

Taking a total differential of equation 19 gives a statement of the
apecific influ.e nces on speculative sbort-tena capital flows.
(20) dCep • ~Cep/~b db+ ~Csp/3(db) d 2 b

+ aeep /~(rD-

•

r )

d (r

D

If

- r )

lquation 20 shove the three influalcee which can change speculative
capital flove.

Firat, any chGige in tbe trade balance will change

epeculative abort-tera capital flows, becauee the proxy for determining
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the strength of the currency has changed.

Any increase of the trade bal-

.nce in the positive direction will increase speculative capital inflows,
becauae the demand for the currency has increased relative to supply.
Any decrease in the trade balance will cause a capital outflow, because
d...OO is decreasing relative to supply, which indicates that the currency
1a weakening.

The last two terms of equation (20) are exactly the same as in

capital model 1 and need no further exposition.

The last term drops out,

because the interest rate is assumed to be constant.
Substituting equation 20 into equation 18 and then substituting this
tara for dCs into equation 17 gives a statement of the change in the bal.nce of payments for this model.
(21)

dP • db+ acsp/ab db+ acsp/3(db) d 2b

Tbe difference between the change in the balance of payments in this

model as compared to the last model, centers around the term acsp/ab db.

Tbe tera represents the change in speculative capital flows resulting

chana••

froa~

in the trade balance.

This equaticn 1ndicates that speculative capital can oow flow into

a country even if the acceleration in the trade balance is adverse.

For

speculative capital to have a n.e t additional inflov, speculators would
~·

to be more responsive to the favorable change in the trade balance

than they are to the unfavorable acceleration of the trade balance. Renee,

...a tbou&h a trade balance is improving at a decreasing rate, speculators
maht be more responsive to the fact that the trade balance 1a t.proving
aDil tbere.f ore bold that country's currency.

If the trade balance 1a de-

creaai.na, then some speculators might st111 purchase that currency if tba
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rate of deterioration ia alowing.
Th1a model points to the important idea that to a speculator both

the change and the acceleration in the trade balance will affect h.i s
decisions.

Whether speculators are more responsive to the change in the

trade balance or to the acceleration of the trade balance raises a question.
Equation 21 can be expressed in terms of income and absorption
changes, by substituting into equation 21 what the change in the trade
balance is equal to in terms of income, absorption and exchange rate
changes.

(22) dP • dY

_ai/ ay

dY- aA/aede + acsp/aB

A)

(dY- aA/ay dY - aA/ae de) + acsp/a(db) (d 2Y - d 2

Equation 22 expresses the balance of payments in terms of income,
absorption and exchange rate changes .

8

Diagraa 2 indicates the new causation pattern which would exist in
arsy period of time.

Devaluation changes money income and absorption,

tlbich in turn changes the trade balance.

The change in the trade balance

aav affects the balance of payments directly through the current account.
Secoodly, u

the upper loop shows, i t affects the balance of payments in-

directly by c.a uaing a change in short-term capital flows.

Thirdly, it

affects the balance of payments indirectly by causing the acceleration
of tbe trade balance to alter, which influences speculative sbort-tera
capital flows.
tba intsrestin& point of the causation 1a ths interaction between

'nu.

equation 1a derived in the appendix.
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dae aarTent account (the balance of trade,) and
caus~ mar~

1Jtteract1oo can
ya~

of devaluation .

will burt
count.

th~

If the

balanc~

balance of pa}'lllents by

In addition, the

~culatioo

instability than
of

unfavorably by

low~riog

capital account.

iodicat~d

This

in the uaual anal-

trad~ det~riorat~s. th~o

adv~rsely

d~t~rioratioo

th~

this

affecting the current ac-

of the trade balance will

chang~

confidence in the currency.

DUana 2
Devaluation ___. t.Y ( 6A -

t.B

/t.Ca~ii
"""=t. 2a -t.ea

mar~

-.vertheleas, the moJel is

stable than the first model pre-

- t e d , aioce a trade balance which moves favorably will induce an in-

f!Dw of capital.
ja

tbe model stands now, it is still too unstable because it does

- t a1lov tranaactional short-term capital to change.
~teDtioo
~

w~

on speculation alone,

be quite

unstabl~.

lo

ord~r

By focusing our

have derived two capital

.ad~ls

which

to remedy this situation, our horizooa

- t be Cltpauded to admit changes in transactional short-tera capital
~ &Dd

changes in

long-t~ra

capital flows.

Th~

next section pre-

• .adel which allowa for changes in transactional short-term
tbe oe.xt chapter will allow for changes in

lona-t~ra

'lh1a capital aodd vill uae the lut tvo IIOdela . . buildina blocu.
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aa.~cally,

tMa .-odel will differ from the other tvo models by allowing

transactional demand for foreign currency to change within both the deYa11liua country aod the non-devaluing country.

In order for a country to

eoaaae in aellin& and buyi ng activities within another country, a certain
..aunt of the other count ry's currency is necessary.
Tbe amount of transactional currency ne eded by the devaluing country
within the ecooa.y of the non - devaluing country will depend on how much
~

the deva1uing country generates in the non-devaluing country. The

areater the amount of income generated by the devaluing country within
the economy of tbe non-devaluing country, the greater will be its transactlcmal currency needs.
A

aood iud.Lcator of the amount of income ge nerated by the devaluing

couatry within tbe economy of the non-devaluing country is the amount of

aoocb

tbe devalu.i.ng cot..mtry exports .

Exports will be paid in terms of

the --devaluina country's curren c y to the devaluing country's exporters.
~

of the 80neJ paid to the devaluing country's exporters will be ex-

cbaaaed for heme currency, vh ile a small proportion will be held in

ter.. of the otber country's currency for transactional purposes.

The

part vblch is hel4 ia the devalulng country's transactional demand for
foreip currency .
. . equ.al to

•~

This transactional demand for foreign currency will
proportional constant (v} times the amot..mt of export a.

!bllmore, the clevalu.i.n& country has a transactional demand for foreign
~y

of vX.

Ill order to express this quantity in term.a of the cur-

a.cy of the drtraluin& country, vX

rue (e).
(2.3) To • nX

~a~at

be multiplied by the exchanae
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Equation 23 simply expresses the transactional demand for . foreign
currency by the devaluing country as equal to the exchange rate times the
" transactional proportional constant times the value of exports in
of tbe non-devaluing currency .

te~

The symbol (To) represents the trans-

act.ional demand for foreign currency which is a capital outflov and an
adverse influence on the devaluing country's balance of pay.ents.

The non-devaluing country also generates income in the devaluing
country through exports.
devaluing

The non-devaluing country's exports are the

country's imports (M) .

The exports of the non-devaluing

country vill be termed imports since this model will be fro. the devalu-

iD& country's point of view.
The non-devaluing country will hold a proportion of the currency
&i•eu for the imports of the devaluing country, which the non-devaluing
country aold.

If the proportional constant is called v', then v'H will

. . be.ld in foreign currency by the non-de valuing country.

The aaount of

caneucy held by foreigners will be a favorable influence on the devalu-

iD& country's balance of payments.
(24) T1 • v'H

Equation 24 indicates that the devaluing country will M¥e a trana-

ectianal capital demand by the non-devaluing country of tbe .-aunt v'H .
!Ilia

-chana•

rate need not enter the analysis here, since the Yalue of

S.,Ona 1a in terma of the devaluin.a country's currency.
lD order to determine the net transactional capital inflow, the

apltal outflow .uat be subtracted fr0111 the capital inflow.

...,.Uoa 23 froa equation 24 gives tbe net inflow.

(25) Ct • v'K - evl

Subtracting
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Equation 25

~xpres s es

our net transa.c tlon&l capital inflows.

In

order to complete the analysis, thia express-ton a1st be substituted into
the balance of payments equation for Ct.
equal to the trade balance plus net

Tbe balance of payments is

sbor~-tera

speculative capital in-

flaws plus net short-term transactional capital inflows plus net longterm capital inflows .
(26)

Tlrl.s is expressed in equation form in equation 26.

P •

b

+

Csp

+ Ct + Cl

Substituting equation 25 into equation 26 gives equation 27.
(27)

P •

b + Cap + v 'K - ev:l + Cl

By taking the change of both sides of equation 27, an expression for
changes in the balance of payments is derived.

The change in the balance

of payments will indicate the influeoce a devaluation will have .
tion 28

~resses

Equa-

the total change in the trade balance, assuming that

tha speculative capital flows are a function of the trade balance, the
change in the trade balance and the interest rate differential.

In

addition, equation 28 assumes that the Long-tera capital flows are a
conatant and that the interest rate differential is constant.
(28)

dP •

db+ acap/3b db+ ~Cap/3(db)

d 2b +

, 'dK - evcl:l - 't':tde
Tbe first three terms were an.alyzed in the last w:>del and will not

be analyzed here again, except to say that db is the change in the trade
balance, vhila the next

t~

terms represent the changes in speculation.

Tbe a.xt three terms represent the influence on the balance of payments

by tba cbanaa in the transactional ahort-tera capital flows.
1'ba •'dK tera indicates that forei&nerw vill c.h ange their trans-

actional demand for the devaluin& COUDt.ry'a currency accordin& to how

w
!.porta change.

If imports decrease, then foreigners will generate leaa

1ncoae in the devaluing country's economy.

If the foreigners generate

leaa income, then this will cause them to hold less of the devaluing
country's currency for transactional purposes.

If a devaluation decreases

!.porta, this will lead to a smaller amount of short-tera capital floWing
in for transactional purposes.

This means that although an improvement

in the trade balance will induce c.a pital inflows through favorable specu-

lative flaws, it will induce transactional capital outflows.

This is

.,.n .ore apparent when the ne.x t two terms are studied.
The (evdX) term indicates that the devaluing country's transactional
deaand for foreign currency will change as its exports change.

An in-

cr ...e in exports will mean that the devaluing country will be generating
80re income in the economy of the non-devaluing country.

in& country

If the devalu-

1a generating IDOre income in the economy of the non-devalui.n g

country, then the devaluing country will need more of the non-devaluing
country's currency for transactional purposes.

Any increase in exports

will lead to a short-term transaction.a l capital outflow from the deyaluJ.ng country, which will be an adverse influence on the devaluing
country'• balance of payments.
The last tena of equation 28, namely vXde, indicates another influ-

eace on tran.a actional capital outflows of the devaluing country.

This

tam ind.i catea that the amount of transactional currency demanded by the
maluing country (vi) in the economy of the non-devaluing country,
. . .ultipliad by the change in the exchange rate.

u

If the exchange rate

d.valued, then .are currency of the devalu.ing country

for a unit of tha foreian currency.

a~at

a~at

be given

Hence, in order to have trans-

ll4
actional balances in the non-devaluing country's economy, the devaluing
ClOUD try

1111st give up more of its devalued currency.

This will be an

additional adverse influence of transactional capital flovs.
Since a devaluation will increase exports and decrease imports, this

will lead to an unfavorable change in net transactional short-term capital
lnflOVII.

Tbe adverse change in transactional short-term capital flovs is

an influence vh1c.h has been overlooked in the literature.

The change in

tran.sactional capital flovs tends to be a lllitigating effect.

Any un-

favorable cha.nge in the trade balance vill lead to a favorable net transactional capital inflov change, since the increased imports over exports

will lead to .ore transactional capital inflovs compared to transactional
capital outflov.

Hence, the transactional capital flovs tend to partial-

ly offset unfavorable change in the trade balance, while it vill also
offsat favorable changes in the trade balance.
The final aagnitude of the effect vill depend on the values of the

CWO proportional constants.

The strength of the effectwlll depend both

oo the value of the constants and on the value of one country's constant
. . co.pared to the other country's constant.

In addition, the change in

dae exchange and the changes in import's and export's value are important.

Table 1
~

.1
.2
.1
.1
.1

,.

de

.1
.1
.1
.2
.4

.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

X

nat inflow

dM

dX

-100

100

1000

-30

-100

100

1000

-200

100

1000

-50
-40

-100

100
200

1000

-40

1000

-70

-100

lU
Table 1 ia derived by assuming that the exchange rate is equal to 1
and that exports are initially equal to 1000 units of the devaluing
country'• currency.

The table shows various net transactional capital

inflova for different proportional constants and changes in the imports
aDd exports.

All the net inflows are negative indicating that they a.r e

uet outflows from the devaluing country.

All the situations depicted are

eaaes where the trade balance improves with imports decreas ing and exports
of the devaluing country increas ing .

The size of v, v', de, dM, dX, and

X all determine the size of the net capital inflow.
Diagram )_

t.Ct

llB~llCs
\.t.2 B ~ t.Cs

flY ~ llA

Devaluation

liP

Diagram 3 illustrates the new causation involved in this model.
Tbia diagram is quite similar to diagram 2.

Devaluation will change

.aney income and absorption, which in turn will change the trade balance.
Cbanaea in the trade balance will directly (and indirectly) affect the
balance of payments.

It will indirectly affect the balance of payments

by changing short-term speculative capital flovs and short-term trans-

actional capital flows.

IV.

Interest Rate As s umption Dropped
Th1a aection briefly discusses hov the three models presented in

tbi• chapter change if the interest rate is allowed to vary.

This can

be acco.pliahed by assuming that a constant money supply 1a a&intained

by the .anetary authorities.

'

9

If the interest rate is allowed to vary,

I. C. Taian&, .QE_. Cit., p. 924.
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in~rest-rate

thea a oev

differential vill exist after a devaluation.

n t . vill -.an a change in speculative capital flows, because of the

chana•

in the interest rate differential .

Since abort-tet'111 capital flows depend on the interest rate differen-

t.ial, the ac.p /a (rD -

rli)

d (rD - rN) tei'lll will no longer drop out as it

did previously.

S. C. Tai.aug worked out an elegant model which makes absorption a
function of the i.nterest rate.

10

fiDal results will be reiterated .
basic .adel 2.

lUther than repeat his IDOdel, only his
His model differs very slightly from

However, his IDOdel is quite different from the .adel

ued ill this chapter, because be does not have capital flows.
Tala~~&

only

eJU~a.ined

S. C.

the balance of trade .

Tatana reasoned that

ai/ar

would be negative .

In other words, an

tDc:reaae in the interest rate would decrease absorption, because the in..,,..._..t to save would be greater, while the inducement to invest and

c:ao- vould be smaller.
lD order to develop a .adel in which the interest rate i.s allowed

to cbaqe, the ..,ney market auJt be added in.

Hence, one al!lt have a

....._. for 110ney, which usually includes both a domestic speculative de-

.aDil and a

da~R.stic

tran.action&l deaand.

The transa.c tional d-.and will

M a fuDction of income, while the speculative demand will be a function

of tbe interest rate.
llfeC!flad.

ln addition, a supply of JDOney functi011 . a t be

Also, the deaand for 1100ey .u•t be equated with tbe supply of

- . y in order to derive th.e equilibriua condition.
S. C. TeiaD&'• -Jor result vu that if the trade bal&Dce t.provu

=---1~td •• pp.

917-19.
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aod if .aney income

ris~s,

then there vill be additional favorable influ-

ence on tbe 'bal.ance of trade produced by the aoney aarket.
quote of Or. Cleaents

SWIIS

The folloving

up the conclusion of Dr. Tsiang the best:

If, for example, the initial i mpact of a devaluation improves
tbe trade balance, and hence, raises money inco•e, a greater
a.>unt of 110ney is then demanded for transactions purposes.
Witb tbe supply of money he ld constant by the monet a ry authorities, fever funds are available to meet the s peculative demand
for 80Dey and the interes t rate to ri s e. If the hypothesis of
- inverse relationship between abs orption and the interest
rate is accepted, an increase in the int e r es t rate caus es
interest induced reduction in ab s orption and, presumably, an
iaproveaent in the trade balance.ll
Tbe aboYe statement gives a good indication of the causation in-

volved.

The question that this chapter will answer concerns the addi-

tiona! effect of introducing capital flows into the analysis.
U it is assWDed that the

short-ten~~

speculative capital flows

depend only on the interest rate differential, then, since the interest
rate tends to rise in the devaluing country, there is reason to believe
tbat the interest rate differential is widening in favor of the devaluing
eountry.

Bovever, whe.n one examines what i.s bappen.i ng in the non-

devaluing country, it is seen that there is a tendency for the trade
~e

to dete.rlorate and for the money inca.e to decrease.

The decre&ae

1D .aney ina.e, vbicb results from adverse in.c o.e effects, releases
- e y frca

~stic

transactional purposes, vbicb in turn lll&kes for idle

caab balances, causing a lowering of the interest rate.
U tbe trade balance did improve, as Or. Tsi.ana hypothesized, then
there v1ll be -

additional effect on the

cr-ti.DD of a laraer

inter~st

b~ce

of pa)'lllents thrnuah the

rate differential, vbich causes a abort-

11
C l - t , Theoretical Issues in International Ec.onow..ics, Princeton,
PriDcetoa University Preas, 1967, P. 338.

llS
tar. apeculative capital 1nflov.

Thia ahort-term speculative inflow will

be an additional favorable factor on the bala.n ce of payments, which can
be added on to the previous favorable factor mentioned by Or. Tsiang.

Bence, there is reason to believe that the addition of the money
. . rltet will add to the stability of the exchange rate on two accounts.
Firat, it will cut absorption and second, it will induce speculative
capital inflows because of the change in the interest r a te differential.
Therefore, if the balance of trade improves, this will induce an add!tiona! influence on the speculative capital account.
the .odel can be aade .ore complex by making short-te= capital flows

a function of the trade balance, the change in the trade balance, and the
1Dtereat rate differential, as vas done in capital model 2.
It abould be DOted that the addition of the money-market adds
croaa-effecta between the real side and the money side, which were preYiou8ly abaent.
A third possible .adel vould discuss foreign capital flows in terms
of a portfolio equilibriWD

conte~t.

Investment 1n foreign assets would

be one of 880J possible assets which foreigners or residents of the de~aluiJla

country could invest in.

Jiel4ed per dollar of all

One would balance the marginal utility

the assets of ones portfolio.

tbJa line haa been developed by John E. Floyd.

12

A model along

John Floyd developed

a c:o.plete tliO-country .adel dealina primarily with the capital side of

tbe balance of paymenta.

The whole model deala with the alternative

uaata nai.lable, both on the do-stic market and the foreign market,
12
J. Floyd, "Internatiotal ~pi tal Hov-enta and Monetary EquUibrillll,"
a..rtcan Economic Review, Septe.ber 1969, pp. 472-92.

U9
which people choose to spend their money on.
however. very complex.

The model ia very realiatic.

There would be room for a model which focused

both on the balance of trade and on the capital account with Floyd's
inveatment portfolio function.
V.

Implications and Conclus i ons
This chapter has added both short-term speculative capital flows and

abort-term transactional capital flows to the balance of trade so that
the balance of payments could be examined.

Causation diagrams illus-

trated the new causation flows tha t developed. The adding of the shorttara capital flow onto the analysis of the current account can give a
8Uch truer analysis of the effectiveness of a devaluation.
Tbia chapter has shown that the current account and the capital account interact with one another.

This interac tion of the two accounts

raises the question whether an analysis of devaluation can really
aeparate the two accounts and focus attention on only one of the accounts.
Monetary and fiscal policy which supports devaluation theory must
account for the current account and the capital account.
tary

Whenever mone-

policy changes the interest rate, then the interest rate differential

aiating between the two countries will change.

Thia change in the

interest rate differential will alter speculative capital flows.

In

addition, 1.f absorption is dependent on the interest rate, then a change
1.n tbe i.ntereat vill also change abaorption, which vill in turn alter the

trade balance.
A .odel auch aa Taiang'a can be of queationable value aince it only

-.-1naa the current account and tha relationahip of the intereat rata.
If tha change in the intereat rata reaulting from a devaluation aignifi-
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cantly chanaes speculative capital flows, then the devaluation's effect
Oil

the stability of the currency may be different than the effect pre-

dicted by the Tsian& model.
Ally balance of trade model of devaluation can give irrelevant
results whenever the capital account is a significant proportion of the
balance of payments.

Since both the capital and the current account

determines the stability of the currency, both accounts must be analyzed .
All empirical analysis of a country's balance of trade which is for
the purpose of predicting the effectiveness of a devaluation may be
failin& to examine an important factor.

Many empirical analyses of a

country's trade balance only examine the predicted changes in absorption
and inco-.

These studies fail to examine the possibility of adverse

.avements of speculative and transactional short-term capital flows.
Hance, a question is raised as to the usefulness of an empirical study
which examines only the balance of trade.

Tba analysis of speculative capital flows shoved that both the
cban&e in the trade balance and the acceleration of the trade balance
daterained speculative capital flows.

Knowing only the predicted change

in tba trade balance IIIAY tell little about speculative capital flows, if
speculative capital flows are more responsive to the acceleration of the
trade balance .
~ration

Hence, adequate policy may have to account both for the

of the trade balance and for a measure of the responsiveness

of speculative capital flows with respect to the acceleration in the
tnde balance.

Tba analysis of the transactional capital flows indicated another
1Dfluence which devaluation policy and theory a.1st account for.

The
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section on transactional capital flovs showed that these flova may be a
stabilizin& influence since they tend to .ave in an opposing direction to
speculative capital flova.

If transactional capital flova have a signi-

ficant influence on a country's balance of payaenta, then an analysis of
devaluation vhich fails to account for ita influence may be deficient.
In addition, if speculative capital flows and transactional capital flows
tend to 110ve in opposing directions, then policy vhich tries to correct
for adverse speculative capital flovs would have to account for the
aiti&ating effects of transactional capital flovs.
Tbe dropping of the consta.n t interest-rate assumption suggests that
supporting monetary policy can have significant effects on the success
of a devaluation.

The addition of the capital flows underscores the

possible importance of the interest rate vit.h in the analysis of a devaluation.

Dr. Tsiang vas among the first to

~ntion

the importance of

analyzin& the money supply and the i .n terest rate within devaluation
tbaory.
urkats.

Capital flows make it even more

i~erative

to analyze the money

Honey less models or .odela cast in real terms such as

Alexander's are of questionable value, since they fail to deal vith the
.,nay urket.

The naxt chapter continues the analysis of capital flova by
a-inin& long-term capital flows.
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APPENDIX -CHAPTER IV

I.

Derivation of equa tion 14
Money in~ depends both on real income and the price level.

(1)

Y • Y(y,P)

Takina a total differential will give:
(2)

+ aY/apdP

dY. aY/ay dy

Honey absorption will be a function of money income and the exchange
rate:
(3)

i

•

i

(Y. e)

The total differential of equation J is
(4)

iA •

3A/3YdY

+ aA/aede

The 110ney trade balance is equal to money income minus money
-.orption.
(5)

b • Y- A

Takina the total differential of equation 5 and substituting
equation 4 into 5 gives equation 6.
(6)

c1b

• dY -

'ilA/3YdY

+ aA/aede

Short-taB speculative capital flows depend on the change ln the
trade balance and the interest rate differentlal.
(7)

Cap

• Cap (db, r

D

I

- r )

Tba differential of equation 7 gives the following:
.a.p • aeap/3(db) d 2b + 'iJCsp/a(r0 - rN) d (rD - rK)
The d(r

0

1

- r ) tera ia zero since tbe interest rates are assumed

CIDIYtaDt.

(I)

•c.p - aeap /Hdb) d~
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Call the

iCsp

I'd (db) terw. which 1a the change in short:-ter. capital

flova resulting from a change in the change in the trade balance (l.) .
(9)

dCap •

l.d~

where

d~

is the second degree differen-

ti.al.

U

tbe balance of payments is defined as
(10)

P•

b + Ca + Cl then the change in the balance of

pay.ents is equal to equation 11.
(11)

dP •

db + dCa since dCl is ass.-.! to be zero.

Substitution of equation 6 and 9 into equation 11 g~ves

(12)

di •

dl- ii/aY dY - aA./ae de+ l.ct2b

liDding the second differential of the trade balance ~elda
(13) d 2 b • d (db) • d2Y - d2A
(14) d(dA) • dZA. •

__a
a.

3

3
/aY( A/aYdY + a'i/ae de) elY +

ai

<-n

where ct2A. is equal to

dl+

3A
ae

de ) de

Siaplifying

(lS) dXA-

aZA/aY 2 (dY) 2 +

2 aZA/aYae ctedY +

a2An.z<~~e>z
Subetitution of equation lS into equation l3 gives:

(16) ct 2 b - ct 2Y -

ali/at

(dY) 2- 2

ali/at•

ededY

- aZAn.z<c~e>z
lubetitution of equation 16 into equation 1.2 &f-. equation 14 of

tbe teat

-

ai/dydY- ai/dede + l
azz
6
41 6

(17) clP • dY-

2
(dY) - 2 ·

/ata•

ctedy -

L
a2 i /41
~ Y-

taa2(de)

·
2

2
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II

Derivation of Equa tion 15
Taking the second total differential of money income and using

equation 2 .
2

(18) d(dY) • d Y •
(at /3 y

+ _!.
ap

a /ay ( at /ay dy + at /ilpdP)dy
dy

+ at /a pdP) dP

Siaplifying
a2y

(19) d 2Y •

/ay 2 (dy) 2 + 2

a2t

/ayap

dPdy +

a2y /ilp2 (dp)2
·subatituting equation 19 into equation 17 for d 2Y, and substituting
equation 2 for each dY term in equation 17 yields the required equation(20) dP • ay/ay dy + ay/ilp d P - iiA/iiY

(iiY/ily dy + ay/ilp dP)- iiA/ilede +

~

r

21

/ily 2 (dy) 2 + 2 iiY/apay dy dP +

2

2-

il t/ap2(dp)2_a A/ay2( aY/ay dy + aY/apd P) 2-

2 aXA/ayaede ( at/ay dy + iiY/ilp dP) a2i/'ae2 (de)2]

III Derivation of Equation 22

tat Cap • Cap (b, db, r 0 - rM)
tbe aa~tioa that d (r

0

and take a total differential vith

- rM) • 0

(21) dCap • iiCap/ilb db+ iiCap/il (db) ~b

lt.plifying
(22) dCap • iiCap/ilb db+~ d 2b
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Subatituting equation 6 and 13 into 23 y i elds the required res ults .

(24)

dP •

dY-

- aA/aY

aA/ay
dY

dy-

aA/aede + acsp/ab

_aA/aede ) + ~

(dy

(d 2 Y - d 2A)

"'\.

CHAPTER
~G-TERM

V

CAPITAL FLOWS ADDED

In Olapter 4, the discussion of devaluation vas extended to include
abort-term capital flows.

The addition of short-term capital flows

pointed to some potentially important effects of a devaluation which
have been previously ignored within the balance of trade models of a
devaluation.

This chapter carries the analysis of devaluation one step

further by examining long-term capital flows.

The addition of long-term

capital flows vill also point to potentially important effects of a deYaluation which are not evident when only the trade balance is analyzed .
Olaptar 4 assumed long- term capital flows constant, and therefore,

they dropped out of the analysis when changes in the balance of payments
vera exaained.
capital

fl~Ns

This chapter differs from the last, because net long-term
are no longer assumed constant.

Tb.i a chapter builds upon the analysis of the last chapter.

The analy-

aia of thia chapter uses the same basic equation as that of Olapter 4,
a~y

equation 1 below.

(1)

P• b

+ Ct + Cap + Cl

The b•ic equation states that the balance of payments is equal to the
•alaaca of trade plus net short-term transactional capital

infl~Ns

plus net

ebort-tana apeculative capital inflows plua net loag-tena capital inflows.

tba firat aaction of thia chapter diacuases long-term capital flowa.

Ia that aaction a functional relationship for loag-tena capital flowa ia
8Jeeified.

The next aection aubatitutu thia functional relationahip into
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)laic lquation 1 and then analyzes devaluation in terms of basic Equatioo
1.

Tbe third aection of this chapter eummarizes the important pointe and

aivee the implications of the analysis of this chapter.
I.

Long-term Capital Flows
Lona-tera capital flows from one nation to another in order to take

edvantage of profit opportunities in the field of investme.n t, since
laDg-term capital flows are usually for the purpose of investment.

When

deteraining whether to invest domestically, an investor would want to
ealculate his expected rates of return on different possible investment
opportunities.

A rational investor would not stop once be had compared

the rates of return on various domestic investment opportunities.

In-

atead, be would also compare the domestic investment opportunities to the
foreign investment opportunities.

If a foreign investment opportunity

...S a higher rate of return, then some long-term capital vill flow to
that country.
Therefore, 1o order to derive a functional relationship for long-tera
~ital

inflowa and outflows, one must determine what influences the ex-

,ected rates of return of investment at home and abroad.

lDvat-nt at ba.e and/or abroad is a
~e

and the inca.e level.

f~.mction

of both the interest

Diagram 1 illustrates the inveataent function.

!be rate cf interest 18 aeaaured on the vertical axis while the amount of
!IIY.t.ent 18 -aaured on the horizontal axis.
The aarJinal e.f ficiency of investment curve holds inca.e conatant.

a

Sacreaae in inca.e ahifta the marginal efficiency of inveataent curve

to tbe right.

Tbia -ana that at a &iven intereat rate, a Jreater quan-

------------------------------------0
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tity of invutment ia undertaken.

tbe devaluin& country '• long-tei'lll capital outflow is assumed to be
a function of the inc0111e level of the non-devaluing country, because in-

ca.e detenainu the position of the
acbedule.

~~arginal

efficie.n cy of investment

The higher the income level is, the greater will be the amount

of investment which can be supported in the economy of the non-devaluing
country (asswrlng other things constant).

This chapter assumes a constant

interest rate differential.
Dr. John Patrick sums up both his and Dr. Barry Johnson's feelings
concerning the impact of the income level on long-term capital flows in
the following:
"Iac:o.! aay have an effect on international
capital flows. Interest rates are an import.nt indicator of the rate of return to inveat.ent, but they are not the whole picture
by .ny aeans. The addition of incomes is an
atteapt to include the effect of economic
aetlvity in the tvo countries on rates of
return. Much of what I shall say on this
point vas anticipated in an iaportant article
by Barry Johnson . "1
Th,. • loag-tera capital outflows (oCl) fro• the devaluing country

wUl be aade a function of the inc0111e level of the non-devaluing country
(til).

Ia eddittoa to the position of the investaent curve of Diagram 1,
tbe • .., in which this curve would be ahiftin& would also be of ut111011t
:bportaace.

If the curve would be increaaingly aoving to the right, thea

1
J. PUrick, ''l'be OptiiiiUIII Policy Mix : Convergence and Consistency" in
lan.n .nd t.wrence, The Open Economy : Essays on Int erna tional Trade
8Dd Pinaace, New York, Columbia University Press, 1968, pp. 263-289.

lJO
~hJ.a

would indJ.cate ever increasing profit opportunities.

An increase

of output ctd/or income wou~d be shifting the investment curve to the
ri&ht.

Therefore, the growth of income

wou~d

be a factor in deter-

aJ.nJ.ng the change in investme.n t and the profitability of investment.
A arowing economy will have .ore profit able inves tment opportunities
thm m economy which is more sluggish .

Thus , long-term capital out-

flows froa the devaluing country wil l be made a function of the change
of the non-devaluing country's in come level (dYN) .
relationship of long- term

c-

outflows is expressed as Equation (2}.

oCl • oCl (~, YN)

(2)

Loaa-tera capital

capita~

The final function

outf~s

are a function of both the level of in-

md the change in inc011e of the non-devaluing country.

Other

things, auch as the exchange rate, will also det e rmine the profitability
of foreign invest-nt.

However, ita influence is minor, and long-term

capital flows which respond to expected exchange rate changes can be
placed vitb ahort-tena capital flows.
ID order to e:xaaine t .be determinants of long-term capital inflows
1Dto the devaluing country, one must examine the economy of the devaluJ.ng
couatry.

ID

particu~ar,

one aJ.St determine bow profitable investment op-

portunities are in the deva1u.lng country and what determines these profit
opportunities.

Aa in the non-devaluing country, a change in income and

tba inc- level -gnitude vill determine the profitability of inveat111e0t
_. hence, they will deteraJ.ne the
true under our uau.ption of a

~ong- tena

con~~tmt

capital inflow .

Tbia ia

interest rate differential.
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Equation (3) expresses the functional relationship of long-tera
capital inflows (iCl).

(3)

iCl • iCl(dY 0 , Y0 )

ly aubtracting Equation (2) f r om Equation (3), the expression for
the net inflow of capital is derive d.

(4)

iCl- oCl • iCl(dY 0 , yD) - oCl(dYN , yN)

Aa Equation (4) indicates, the net long-term inflow of capital is
equal to the inflow of long-term capital minus the outflow of long-term
capital.
Taking a careful look at Equation (4) vill point out an important
point about net long-term capital flows.

Net long-term capital flows

vill depend on the relative growth of the tvo countries and the inc0111e
level of the devaluing country relative to the income level of the DOlldevaluing country.

If the devaluing country starts to grow at a faster

rate thm the non-devaluing country, th e n there vill be a long-tera inflow
of capital induced, ba.rring other difficulties .

Also, a country vitb a

hilber in cOllie level vill probably be able to attract a greater a.>unt of
lona-tera capital than a country vith a lower income level, ceteris
partbua.
If devaluation increases a country 'a inc0111e level through in co- effecta auch aa the idle resource effect and the redistribution effect,
tbaa tbia ai&ht induce m inflow of lOllg-tera capital.

Any induced inflow

of lDDa-tara capital will help the balance of paymenta and hence the at•111ty of the currency.
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II.

The Model
The first step in the creation of the .adel is the substitution of

Equation (4), which represents the net long-term inflow of capital,
iDto Equation (1).
(5)

P•

b

+

Ct

+

Csp

+

iCl(dY 0 , Y0 ) - oCl(dYN,yM)

Equation (5) assumes that the 11100etary authorities hold the interest
rate differential constant in both the devaluing and the non-devaluing
couatry.

The balance of trade is equal to money inco- ainus aoney ab-

sorption.

Money absorption is a

change rate.

f~mction

of money incoaae and the ex-

Speculative short - term capital flows depend on changes

iD the trade balance, the trade balance itself, and the interest rate
differential.

The net transactions short-term capital flow is assumed

to be equal to (v 'M - veX), as was shown in the last chapter.
In order to analyze the influence of long-term capital flows, the

cb&Dge in the balance of payments must be examined.

Tak.J.ng a total

cb&Dge of both aides of Equation (5) gives an expression for the change
iD balance of payments.

dP •

(6)

db

+

dCt

Tha lut four

+

dCsp

ter.~

UCl

Cl!Cl

ayD

a(dYD)

+ - - ~ + __

2 0
d y

3oCit

3oCR

ji

' __),I

---drdl'
ayN
a(dYN)

of Equation (6) are the iaportant terwa for the ana-

lyst. of this chapter. The first two of these terwa o-.ly aiCldYD and

no

atCl
a(ciYD)

d~•

express the change in loog-tera capital iDflow..

The first
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:UCl
tera ( ~ dTD ) indicates that long-tei'lll capital in.fl00111 vi~l change
when incc.e dlangea.
toflovs

~

The second tei'lll indicates that loog-tera capital

change when the acceleration in income fluctuates.

Diagram 1

dYD ~

d2yD~

long-term capital inflow

Ita Diqr- 1 above illustrates, there are two influences on the

changes in long-term capital inflows in the devaluing country.

First,

cbauaes in tile devaluing country's income level and secood, the acceleratioo of tbe devaluing country's income level will influence long-tei'lll
capital 1n.f lows •
The t..t two tei'1118 of Equation (6) indicate the two influences on
the m-ae of loog-tei'lll capital outflows.

aocl dr..M

The ayN

tei"'II indicates

that loac-tera capital outflows will change when the inCOIIIe level of the
DGD-dewaluJ.na country changes.

As the income level of the non-devaluing

couatry increases, then this will mean that the profit opportunities in

tile

~eYaluing

country are increasing, which will induce a long-term

Cllfltal outflow frOID the devaluing country.
YalaiD&

eow~try

A decrease in the non-de-

'• income level will cauae a decrease in the loog-tei"'II

Cllfltal outflow.

~

!be

d 2YN

tei'1118 indicate that the acceleration of the income

3(.n-W)

1ftel of

~try N is also an influence on the change in long-tera capi-

tal outflar8.
-.cia

80n

The influence of the acceleration of tbe inca.e level is

ci.Uficult to analy~:e than the influence of tbe change in the
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;Lncc.e level.

If the

inc~

level 1a increasing, then an increasing

rate of increase vill indicate an accelerating economy vith a lot of
If the rate of increase is de-

profitable invest-nt opportunities.

clining. then thia vould indicate a slowing down of the acceleration
of the economy.

A slowing dawn of the acceleration of the economy

will -.an that profitable investment opportunities vill be growing at
a slower rate.

A look at Figure 3 and 4 can be helpful.

Figure 3 1a the invest..nt function in the devaluing country,
vbile Figure 4 is the investaent function in the non-devaluing country.

In both figures the investaent function is shifting to the right. Since
Fi~re

f'

3

Country D

Figure 4
("

I

I

Country N

~
/

c~

-:r--wr

0

I

0

I;~

~.r..
:r,.,.;,.,.,.;llti'T

inveat..nt is a function of the interest rate and the income level,
cbangea in the incoae level vill determine how much the investment curve
will shift.
the tvo tei'WI vbich represent the change in long-term capital inflows
otate that both the distance vbich the investment curve shifts to the
riabt and the apeed of the ahift are important.

The greater the apeed

of the ahJ.ft 1D the inveat..ut curve to the right, then the greater vill
. •• the inflow of capital.
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liaure 4 illustrates the shift of the investment function in country R.

Like the analysis of the capital inflow, the analysis of capital

outflows ia analogous, except one now looks at the economy of the nondevaluing country.

As the income level increases, the investment curve

will ahift to the right.

Capital outflows from the devaluing country

will be greater, the greater the shift of the investment curve to the
right and the greater the speed of the shift.

Hence, both the change

in income in the non-devaluing country and the acceleration of the inca.e level are both important.
The net long-term capital inflow will depend on which country is
arowing relatively faster and which country has the higher income level.
If the income level was decreasing in either country, then the analyaia vould be analogous to the increasing income case.

The greater the

decrease in the income level, the greater will be the decrease in the
capital inflow into that country.

If the decrease in the income level

ia decreasing at a slower rate, then this will allow more inflows, than
if the income level was decreasing at an increasing rate.
ly aubatituting the expressions we have already derived for the change
in the trade balance, the change in net speculative capital inflows and
the change in net transactional inflow into Equ.a tion (6), one gets a
ca.plete expression for the change in the payment balance.
(7)

dP • dYD- 31°/ayD dY 0 -

+
+

aX~3e

de+ v'dH- vedX- vXde

ac.p/3bdb + aeap/a(db) d 2 b +

31~1

at

dYD + diCl
d2yo_
o(dYD)

aeapla(rD-rN)d(~-r-)

3oCl dYN _ 3oCl
d2yN
a(dtN)

ayN
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!quatioo (7) puts together all of the models of Chapters 2, 4, and 5.•
The important information which Equation (7) gives, is that the balance
of payment depends on many things.

Both the change in the income level

and the change in absorption 1a important.

The influence of the change

in the exchange rate and its effect on absorption is important.

Changes

in import and export values, along with the transactional constants, are
iaportant.

Alao, one must examine changes in the trad e balance, the ac-

celeration of the trade balance and changes in the interest rate differlllltial and their influence on speculative capital flows.

III.

Implications and Conclusions
If the malysis is expanded to allow for a change in the interest

rata, then the effect which changes in the interest rate would have on
the long-ter. capital flow must be accounted for.

If an increase in

the interest rate aeans more profitable investment opportunities, as is
uaually assUJDed, then a change in the interest rate can change the longtara capital flow.

If the Tsiang model is utilized, then it is implied
capital in.flovs can be favorably affected by the de-

Tsiang shoved t .hat with a constant money supply the interest
rise in the devaluing country.

A rise in the interest rate

will -an an upward .ovement along the investment schedule.

This lEans

a biaber rate of return in the devaluing cot.mtry and a favorable change

ta

loDc-ter. capital inflows.

If the non-devaluing country experiences

a lawarina of the i .n tereat rate, this lowering can i .n duce a long-ter.
outflow froa the non-devaluing country.

Thia

i~lies

that both

md fuc.a l policy IDUSt also accot.mt for changea in the interest
inca.. md their effecta on lonc-ter. capital flowa when trying
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to aupport a devaluation.
Thu chapter baa exaained long-term capital flows in both the deYaluina country and the non-devalu i ng country.
both the change in

inc~

It has been shown that

and the income level in the devaluing coun-

try determine long-tera capital inflows.

Long-term capital outflows

are determined by income and the change in the income level of the nondevaluing country.
Since devaluation changes the income level of both the devaluing

aDd the non-devaluing country, long-t e rm capital flow s will alter. By
ianorlng long-teno capital flows, any analysis of devaluation such as
Taiang'a or Alexander's would be overlooking a potentially important
factor.

Whenever the incoae effects of d e valuation produce a favorable

change in income in the devaluing country, this vill induce a favorable
loaa-tera capital inflow.

Bence, when devaluation is examined taking

into account the long-tera capital flow, the importance of the income
effecu of devaluation u
pr~uced

increas e d.

In addition, the income effects

vi thin the non-devaluing country are important, since they

rill affect looa-tera capital outflows fr0111 the devaluing country.
The introduction of long-tera capital flows points to the i.-port-

ece of ex-tning both the relative income level of the devaluing and
aCID-dnaluing country.

In addition, the relative growth rates of the

two countriea a111t be exaained.

Since devaluation is capable of

cheaina both the incoae level and the growth of

incaw~e

in the tvo

coaatriea, a t .b orougb analysis of devaluation .uat exa:aaine the effect

of dnaluaUoa on incoae and the growth of incoae.
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A thorough examination of a devaluation's effect on the stability
of a currency, auat examine the relative growth positions of the deYaluing and non-devaluing countries.

This is necessary because

changes in the relative growth rates, which can be produced by the
in~

effects of devaluation, can alter the flows of long-term capital.

Bence, ooe implication of the introduction of long-term capital
flows 1a the potential importance of examining the growth of the econo.d~

involved in a devaluation.

Previous analysis of devaluation have,

for the .ast part, ignored the question of growth.
Another implication of the analysis of this chapter and the last
1a to indicate that the capital account and current account are tied

toaether.

Examination of only one of the accounts can fail to analyze

.-ny important relationships.
Both thia chapter and the last points to the necessity of examining
the balance of payments rather than the balance of trad e when examining
the influence of a devaluation on the stability of the currency.

C H APT E R VI

•

~RY

INVESTMENT ACCELERATOR HODEL

The previous chapters of this dissertation have analyzed, vith the
use of comparative static analysis, the effects of devaluation on both
the balance of trade and the balance of payments.

The present chapter

and the next are employing dynamic analysis in their study of a country's income level over time.

These two chapters attempt a

of some of devaluation theory in dynamic form.

A dynamic

fo~ation

refora~l. ation

of devaluation theory can give a new understanding to an old proble11.
Previously ignored relationships might prove to be important in deteraining the effectiveness of devaluation when analyzed from a dynaadc
approach.
This chapter begins the dynamic analysis by presenting a twocountry investment accelerator model.

The purpose of this presentation

1a to show that the stability of the two-country system is different
fro. the stability of either country acting by itself.

The chapter

pr•ents a .:>del which suggests that business cycles can be tran.sferred
fro. one country to another through international trade, which would
-

that effective policy would have to correct for instability by

Gaining and adjusting the economies of all the countries involved.

'lb1a conclusion augests that when instability of the trade bale1ce is
IIUalaed, policy 11uat correct for the instability by causing adjuat.a1t

witbf.D both of the trading countries.

This conclusion augests that

. . .aluaUon, which entails only unilateral adjustment would aiss the
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aark.

This issue is examined within Chapter 7, where expectational

spend in& is examined.
The solution to the tva-country accelerator model determines the
stability of the two-country system, not the stability of either country
operatin& by itself.

In addition to a discussion of the stability of

the tva-country system, this chapter demonstrates how the values of
the parameters within each country affects the stability of the system .
It is important to realize that the models presented in this chapter and the next do not exam.ine capital flows as was the case in the
last two chapters.

Instead, these two chapters examine the income

stream over time in order to be able to infer important results about
the balance of trade and the question of devaluation .

The implication,

vbich dynamic analysis can have on the balance of payments , is left
for future research.
This chapter has the following format.

The first section briefly

recapitulates Samuelson's accelerator theory, whereas the second section presents the two-country accelerator aodel.

The third section

analyzes the stability results of the two-country systea and the influences which the values of the parameters have on the stability. The
laat section concludes the analysis and mentions the implications derived from the analysis.
I.

Saa1elaon 1 e Accelerator Hodel
Saa~alaon

~

1

e accelerator model exaained DWVeaents of national in-

"when there exists a constant continuina level of aovernmeot
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apenditure. "

1

Saaueuoo 'a model deterained whether the injection of a

cooat11nt continuing level of government expenditure vould lead _.., fr0111
equUJ.briUII or whether it vould allow the inccnae stream to couverge to

a new higher equillbrium level .
found

1m

In order to determine this, Samuelson

expression for the income streaa over time.

S~elaon

'a a.odel assumed no international trade.

In addition, it

vas aaatmed that national in come is equal to government expenditure (g)
plus consumption plus investment.
(1)

Yt •

2

't + ct + 1L

Within SaJNelson 'a model, gove.rnment expenditure is asstmed to be
autona.:Jua, vhile in the present period consumption is equal to the marginal propensity to consume (a) times the past period's inccae level.
th1.a aa&UIIptioo indicates that i t takes a period for people to adjust
their COll8UIIption patterns to a new income level. 3

(2)

Ct • aYt-1

lha heart of the analysis centers around the invest.eot function .
S...elaon e.ployed the investment function of Hansen.

4

Hansen asaUIDed

that "induced private investment is proportional to the increase in con.u.ption betveen the previous and the current period . .,S

S~elaon, "Interactions betveen the Multiplier Analysis and the
Principle of Acceleration", Re viev of Economics and Stati.stics, May
1939, pp. 76-77.

J.,,

2Ibid, pp. 76-77.

Note; The income, conaumption md invest:w!nt variables
~tht. chapter and the next are all in value t e rms. AI.o, the subscript
t in equation 1 stands for the tilDe period. The t represents the present
period vhile a subscript t~l represents the past period.

3

JUd, p. 76.
4
'JIIid, P• 76-77.

Stbtd,

p. 76-77.
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(3) It • S(Ct - Ct-l)
'lh.ia relationship is expressed in equation 3 above, where B 1a a
coostant known as the accelerator.

The Samuelson-Hansen model made in-

duced investment responsive to changes in aggregate

consump~ion

of the

ecooo.y.
Certain implicit assumptions are included with the investment

faoctioo.
period.
riD&·

First, investment is assumed to be realized within one
Second, it is assumed that only induced investme.nt La occur-

In addition, the accelerator is assumed to remain

coos~ant.

Fourth, it is assumed that there are no limitations on the ·output capaclty in the capital goods industry in the short-run·.

Fi.ttb, invest-

..at decisions are made without a lag.
By aubstituting equation 2 into equation 4, the investment function

c.a be expressed in terms of income.
(4)

It • S (aYt-1- nYt-2)

BaY t-l -BaY t-2

Equation 4 e.xpresses the investment function as equal to the accelerator times the marginal propensity to consume times the inco-

leYel of the previous period minus the accelerator times the a.rginal
propenaity to consume times the income level of tvo periods .p revious.
Subatitution of equations 4 and 2 into equation 1 gives a atatement

of i.Dco.e in period t.
(S)

Yt • It

+

nYt-1

+

nBYt-l- nBYt-2

Factorin1 yielda equation 6.
(6)

Yt • It

~ioo

+ n(l + 8) Yt-l - nSYt-2

6 ie a aecond order difference equation whose roota can

. . fOUDd qu.ite euily with the help of the quadratic equatlcm.
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Solution of equation 6 yields the following income patn,
(7}

y(t) • gt/(1~}

+ Al

(rl)t + A2 (r2)t

The A•s are constants whicn are detei1Dined by the initial conditiClllll.

The r's are tne tvo roots of equation 6.

the stability of the income stream.

U

These roots detei'llline

either of the roots of equation

6 1a greater ttum 1 in absolute value, then the income stream will exhibit explosive oscillations.

U both of the roots are leas than 1 in

absolute value, then the income stream will exhibit damped oscillations.
In order for the Samuelson accelerator model to yield a stable

aolution, the marginal propensity to consume times the accelerator must
be less than 1, and the marginal propensity to consume must be less ttum
1. 6

U

a8 1a greater than 1, then the system will be unstable.

1a less than 1, then the income stream will be stable.

U

aS

However, if a8

1a CK&ct1y equal to 1, then the income stream will exhibit constant

oaeillatious of the same amplitude •
.Aa either the marginal propensity to consume (mpc) or the acce1era-

tor lDcreaaea in value, the instability of the income streaa will iner-e.
•

As the

llpC

increases, the induced consumption resulting fro.

i.Dcreaae 1D govem.m ent expenditure will increase, which in turn vill

tacr-e lDduced investment to a larger extent.

In addition, a larger

8Ccalerator yalue -kea induced investment respond to a greater extent

to • tt.e increase in conaumption.

'

1. Goldberg, Difference EqUations, Nev York, Wiley & Sona, 1967,
pp. 171-75. See these pages for a derivation of tnis boundary
ef aubility .
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. . . ically,

t~e

stability condition that aS must be leas than 1

refers to the reactions of induced investment and consumption to changes
ill JllOYenmalt expenditure and other autonomous changes.

When aB ia

areater than 1, the increase in government expenditure sets off changes
ill iDduc.ed investment and induced consumption which work in conjunction
to -.lte the income stream diverge from equilibrium.

When aS is leas

th.a 1, the increase in government expenditures sets off changes in
induced investment and induced consumption which work i.n conjunction
to aet off oscillations of the income stream.

th.a 1,

t~e

However,

w~

aS i.s less

i.nfluence of induced investment and induced consumption i.a

Dot strong enough to work in conjunction to make income diverge froa

equilibriua.

It i.a important to realize that it is the combination of

IHtth induced consumption and induced investment which determines s t bUity.
•

This i.a seen by reallzing that induced investment i.s dependent

the tt..e change in consumption.
'llllt DeZt secticm shows that when the model is expanded to a

COUDtry ayste. the stability for the
. .t

tv~country

tv~

system vi.ll be di.ffer-

tb.a the stability of either country examined by itself.

Si.nce the

s-elaoa accelerator 1110del is a way of explaining bus !.ness cyclea, the
c.o-CGW~try

.adel suggests an explanation of the propagation of busi.n.e as

qU. fro. ooe tradlng country to another.

D. 'rba

~o-Country

!la1a
~n...

~

~

Model

aasUIIea that thers are investment accelerators in both

Tba i.Jiporta of one country are equal to the exports of the

COUDtry.

K.ather tha:o solve t~e equation syste. lnvolved, thi.a
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paper aolvea only for the roots, since the focus of attention is priaarl.ly on the atability of the systea .

7

Equation 8 expresses what incoae in period t is equal to within
country D, while equation 9 expresses what income in country N is equal
to within p«iod t.

Income 1n both countries 1a equal to government

expenditure plus consumption plua investment plua exports minua imports.
(8)

YD • gD + cD + ID + xD - MD

{9)

yM • ~ + fll +

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

IN

t

t

+

t

xN - MN

t

t

In order to deriv e an interlocking system of two difference equatiooa, equations 8 and 9 must be expressed in terms of the income levels
of both countries.
•ari.blea involved.

This requires certain assumptions in regards to the
In order to keep the model analogous to Samuelson 'a

.odel, the aame assumptions regarding government exp enditure, consumptioD and investment are employed.
lleoce, it 1a assumed that government expenditure is autonomous
within both the otconomy of country D and in the economy of country N.

la addition, conaumption in both countries is assumed to equal the mpc

of

~

country times the previous period 'a income level.

Al.ao, inveataent in both countries ia assumed to equal a constant

tt.ea the d.ifference between the present period's consumption level and
tbe prniou.a period 'a consumption level.

Note that the conatant 1a moat

7- Da. -theaatical techniques employed will be analyzed within the
app.uif.z, Hence, the interested reader 1a referred to the appendix
ao aa to aae tha derivation of the equationa and results of thia
aectioo,
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likely to be different within the two economies,
In .tdition, imports in eitfler country are aasumed to be equal to

the aarginal propenaity to import (m} times the laat period's inc0111e
level.

Since exports in country D are equal to imports in country N,

it can be seen that country D 'a exports are equal to the -rginal pro-

penalty to import (mpm} of country N times the last period 'a income
level of country N.
In terwa of the above assumptions, the following interlocking

second order difference equation system is derived.

aD6D

Y~~2

- mN

11
N
N
NNN
NN
(11} Tt + (• ~ a -a 6 )rt-l + a 6

~JJ
rt_
2

DD
R
- m Yt-l • &t

(10) ~

+

(aD

aD

~6D)Y~-l +

~~l

8

•

~

It is iaportant to realize that both equations 10 and 11 are in
teras of the income levels of both countries.
~d

The addition of imports

exports into the accelerator analysis adds the incoeoe level of the

other country into the study of the income path over ti-. of country D.
Lit.viae, the income level in country D must be exa.m.ined when the in-

c:c.e path of country N is examined.
The roots associated with the solution of equations 10 and 11 detuaine the stability of the two economies acting in conjunction .

The

aubUity of either country by itself cannot be found, since the two
ICGDa.iea are tied together through imports and exports.

I
'Ibis

~t- i.a

derived in the appendix.
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The two country model examines haw autonOlDOus changes affect the
atabUity of the tvcrcountry system.
tion

~t

Induced investment and cons.mp-

be examined within both economies in order to detenaine the

atability of the system.
Severe oscillations within one economy will affect the stability
of the other economy.

Likewise, a very stable economy can cut dawn on

the instability of the other economy.

It is the combined influences

that both economies have on the other economy and its own economy,
which

deter~~~ine

the stability of the two-country system.

A situation

aay arise in which a very stable economy trades with an unstable econ-

o.y, however, the twcreconouv system will be stable.
In order to exam.ine the twcrcountry system's stability, the in-

vest11e11t accelerator and mpc must be examined in both economies.

lD-

duced responses of investment and consumption have to be analyzed
vi thin the two economies.

In addition, the

- t be examined, since both economies

lipiD

within both econoaies

deten~~ine

to a great extent tb.e

degree to which oscillations from one economy can be transferred to
~other

through trade.

In order to test for the stability of the twcrcountry equation

ayat . . , the four roots or eigenvalues of equations 10 and 11 INSt be
aolved for.

To acc011plish this task, 1t is necessary to express the

two aecond order difference equations as four first order difference
aquationa.

A characteristic aatri.x ia derived which is used to aolve

for the roota.

•

A c011puter prograa is also used.9

'!be appendix goes into the details of the solution. Dr. A. Ziebur
aolved the equation syste~a and Jerry Kaplan progrBlllllled the solution.
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Tbare are a

fe~~~

main hypotheses which. are tested by placing in

Yarioua values for the mpc, the accelerator and the mpm vithin both
countries.

Firat, it is hypothesized that the stability solution of

th.e two-country system vill yield an ansver vhich is different than
th.e atability of either country considered under autarky.

In fact,

tb.e atability of the two-country system should be somewhere in between
th.e aolution of the two countries' stability derived under autarky .
In addition, predictions are made about the influence vhich th.e

par.-eters of the two countries have on the stability of the

tw~

country system.

The larger the value of country D's mpc, then the greater will
be the instability of the system.

This is true because a change in

aovern-ent expenditure leads to a greater reaction in induced consumptiCXl.

A larger change in induced consumption makes for a larger change

:ID induced investment, since investment is proportional to the time

cbma• in coneumption.

Also, a larger mpc means a larger 11Ultiplier,

which -!tea for large.r changes in income.

In addition, a larger 11Ulti..-

pl1er .altea for a greater interaction between the repercussionary multiplier

e~d

the accelerator.

Hence, a large mpc will mean 1110re inata-

bWty for the country examined in isolation and for the two-country

a,.t-.
tbe laraer the value of country D's accelerator, then the greater

will be the rupoa.e of induced investment to my autonomous change auch
•

IO'Yenment ezpenditure.

Large responses of induced investmmtt vit.h .in

IIOIIDtry D aalta for greater oscillations vithin the economy of country D
. . within the two-country system.

Large oscillatione in inccaa pr~
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duced by a large accelerator mean large oscillation& in imports .

Large

o.cillationa in country D's imports produce income oscillations within
the econa.y of country N.

Hence, a large accelerator will make country

D. country N and the two countries acting in conjunction more unstable
than a s..Uer accelerator.
The analysis of the 111pc and the accelerator in country N is exactly analogous to the analysis of the mpc and the accelerator in country D.
A large -.pc in country N will mean that the two-country system

will be .ore unstable.

The larger the mpc in country N, then the

areater vill be induced consumption changes for any income change. The
areater induced consuaption change will mean larger induced investment
changes, because inveataent is equal to a constant multiplied by the
tiae change in consuaption.

Hence, a large mpc in country N produces

areater oscillations vithin country N.

In addition, these oscillations

will affect the stability of country D's income stream.

Country D's

ilu:o.e stre- 1a affected because oscillations of country N 's income
laval . .ana oscillations in country N's imports .

Since a large mpc

ultee for 810re instability within both the economy of country N and
country D. a large -.pc .alr.ea for more instability of the two-country
~Jatea.

aionary

A large .,c
~tiplier

aakea for a greater interaction of the repercua-

and accelerator.

tbe laraer the inveet.ent accelerator of country N, then the greater
will be the ilutability of the two-country syatee.

A large inveatment

accelerator vill -.n lArge reaponaea of induced inveatment for any

ebaDa•

in either inc~ or cooauaption.

Large reaponaea of inveatment

lSO

to incc.e change will mean greater oscillatioll!l within country N.

Oscil-

lations of country N'e income level will af f ect country D's income level,
because country N'e imports will oscillate to a greate r extent.

Since

a large ecce.le.r ator in country N makes for more instability within both
country N'e and country D's economy, then a larger accelerator in country N aakee for more instability for the two-country system.
The .oat difficult parameters to examine are the tvo mpm's and
their influence on the stability of the two- country system.

The larger

the apm in country D, then the greater will be the amount of imports,
ceteris paribus .

The larger the amount of imports, then the greater

will be the le.a kage from the economy of country D.

However, a large

..aunt of iaports will incre ase the exports from country N.

The diffi-

culty which arises is the same difficulty which occurs when explaining
the repercuesionary multiplier.

A change in one country's income level

leads to both an income increase through increas ed exports and to an inc - decrease through increased imports .

The final change can only be

deterained when all the parameters of the economies of both countries
are exaalned.
The • - difficulty arises when examini.og the influence of the mpm
of country 11.

A large ap• of country N will increase the i.nstability of

country D, since exports will fluctuate to a greater extent in country D

wbc country ll'e incoae level changes .

ln addition, a larger mp• will

ted to aake for 8Dre stability in country N, ei.n ce imports will respond
anatly to incc.e changee.

Notice that in equations 9 and 10 the sign

of t.,Grte 1e different fro. the sign associated with coneUIIIptiOO and
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1Dveataent. since imports are a deduction frena nation.a l income,

The

clwngea in imports work. in an opposite direction to induced changes in
c:onaumption and investment.

Hence, import changes t£Od to partially

offset changes in consumption and investment,
The final influence of a larger mpm on the stability of the two
econOirles and on the stability of the two-country system is unpredictable
without further information, since a large mpm leads to both influences
of stability and instability.

The mpm determines to a large extent

whether the oscillations of one nation's income influence the stability
of the other nation.

III.

The Test and the Result

In order to test the hypotheses of the last section. certain reasonable values were substituted for the respective countries' mpc. mpm
.nd the accelerators.
Yalues,

A Fortran program solved for the characteristic

The absolute value of each root was determi.n.e d to test for

atability.
Table 1 ia used to test for the hypotheses of the last section. Tb.e
tabla lists the six parameters which are exaained along the top rCJW. The
last entry along the top row represents the aagnitude of the largest of
the four roots of the two-country system.

Tb.is is t .h e only root which

Deeds to be ex&mined. since it dominates the syste. and determines whether
tba ayat- ia stable,

A ugnitude of the largest root of leas than one

iDclicat• that the two-country

ayste~~

will be stable.

pe&tar tb.l one indicates t .h at tha two-country

ayate~~

A aapitude of
will be unatable.

jQ unatable situation indicates ever 1Dcreaaing oecillationa of the income
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atr~

(acting in conjunction) of the tva-country system.

The hypothesis that the stability of the two-country system 1a dif-

ferent tlum the stability of either country examined under autarky can
be proven by examining row 1 of the table.

The stability of the two-

country ayat- is indicated by the magnitude . 95683 .

If the Samuelson's

one-country equation is used to solve for the stability value of both
country D and country N considered under autarky, then country D's inc~

atre- would have a root magnitude of 1.00 whereas country N's in-

ca.e

etr~

would have a root magnitude of about .91.

Notice that the

atability of the tva-country system is somewhere inbetveen the stability
of either country's income stream examined under a no trade situation.
Bence, the first hypothesis is established.
The Lnfluence of country D's mpc can be tested by comparing row 1

with row 2.

The only difference between row 1 and row 2 is that the mpc

in country D is larger in row 2.

1a .6.

In row 1 it is . 4, while in row 2 it

The aagnitude of the largest root increases from .95683 to

1.19419 •

the

~c

changes from .4 to .6.

Hence, it is proven that a

laraer JIPC in country D aeans more instability of the two-country system

than a eaaller

~·

This results fro• the larger amount of induced con-

8UIIptiou Cld the la.rger 11\lltiplier associated with row 2 as compared to
rar 1.

Thia c.o aho be tested by ca.paring row 25 to row 26.

The influence of the ape of country N can be tested by comparing
l'W8

1 aDd 4.

ill rar 1 u

The ouly difference between the value of the parCDetera

~ed

with row 4 h

Rlf 1, vher . . . it 1a • S in row 4.

that the mpc of country N 1a .4 in
The -gnitude of the largest root

CCI

•• • • - to be laraer in row 4, indicatin& that a larger mpc in country If

TAIL! 1

.
row

1

• 4

2

• 6

3

•
•
•
•

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
2.3
24
2.5
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

4
4
4
4

• 4

• 4
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4
4
4
4
.5
4
4
.5

oJS

• .5
•· 5
• 5
• .5
• 6
• 6
• 6
• 6
• 7
.55

.
.
.
.
.

4
4
4
4
4

•
•
•
•
•
•

3
3
3
3
3
6

. 4
• 4

B'

K'
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Magnitude of
largest
-!!J.env alue

2

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.4
0
.2
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
0
.1
.1
.2
.2
0
.1
.1
.3
.1
0
.1
.1
0
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2

.95683
1.19419
1.03997
.99999
1.05690
1.05962
1.21824
. 99788
.99999
.99792
1. 00000
1.00000
. 93893
. 89442
• 89442
1.08197
, 70711
• 72469
• 72468
. 74162
. 74273
.54772
.75220
. 74540
.71382
• 77202
1.04881
. 97707
.96965 "
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
.98916
. 94868
.94868
.92083
.91285
1.09544
.99327
1.03316

Yalue of Paramet e r s
I

2.5
2.5
3.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2 • .5
2. 5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.2
.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3 .0
2.0
2.6
2.8

K
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.4
0
0
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.3
.3
.3
0
.2
.1
0
.1
0
.1
0
.1
1
.2
.2
.2
.2

"'
.4
.4
.4

.s

.4
.6
.4
.4
.6
.4
.6
.6
.5
.4
.4
.4
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.5
.6
.6
.6
.4
.4
.4
.3
.3
.3
.3
.6
.2
.2

2
2
2
3
2
4
2
0
2
.5
.5
1
2
.2
3
1
1
1.1
1.1
1
.5
0
0
0
0
2
.5
.5
.7
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2. 5
2.5
2.5
1
2
2
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produces JaOre inat.Jlllity rlthin tM tvo...country system.

Th.1a 1a true

because the -...lt1pl1er and induced consumption ch.angea vi.ll be greater
in country N.

The teat can also be run by comparing row 33 vi.th raw 36.

1D order to a certain the influence of country D 'a accelerator on
the stability of the system, row 1 can be compared to raw 3.

In raw 3,

all the paaaeters are of the same value except for the accelerator of
country D, which 1s 3 in row 3 compared with its value of 2. 5 in rov 1.
The aagnitude of the largest root increases in raw 3 to 1.03997 compared
vith .95683 in row 1.

Hence, a larger accelerator in country D vill mean

JaOre instability for the

tvo~country

system than a smaller accelerator.

A larger accelerator in country D leads to a larger interaction between
the aultiplier and the accelerator which causes more instability in the
ec000117 of both countries.

This can also be tested by comparing raw 17

vith row 18 or by ca.paring rows 19 and 20.
The influence of country N 'a accelerator behaves much the same as
the accelerator of country D.

Comparing raws 1 and 5 shows that a larger

accelerator in country N at.akes for 1110re instability in the two-country
.yat-.

Tbia can also be tested by comparing raws 7 and 1.

ly CCIIIpa.ring row 20 with row 17, it can be shown that a larger accelerator in both countriea will cause more instability than the case
of a larger accelerator vithin just one of the countries (rows 18 and 19).
leca, the

accelerator~~

of the two countriea act in conjunction vith

e.cll other when setting up fluctuations within the two-country system.
Laatly, the

~

of th& tvo countries ars nov analyzed,

By comparing

I'GIN 1 and 8 vi.th that of r~ 24 and 25, the difficulty involved in

"'ed1ctioa the influence of the wpa on the stability of the system without

us
prior knowledge of both countries' parameters can be seen.

The only di!ference between rov 1 and rov 8 arises fr0111 the

111p111

1D country N hav~ a value of .4 in rov 8 compared vith ita lover value

of .2 in rov 1.

Notice that in this situation the larger mpm in coun-

try N makes for more instability in the system.

This can be explained

since the larger mpm of country N stimulates country D's economy through
exports to a greater extent than a smaller mpm.

However, country D vas

on the borderline of instability to begin with.

The larger mpm makes

country N'a economy more . stable.

In this situation the increase in

inatability resulting fro.m a larger mpm outweighs the increase in stability gained, and the net result is a gain in the instability within
the two-country system.

In rows 24 and 25, the end result is just the

opposite since the economies of both countries are very stable.

The

a.all increase in the mpm of country N (in row 25) adds instability to
country D's economy through greater exports, but it also adds stability
to country N'a economy through greater imports.

This time the gain in

at8bil1ty outweighs the loss in stability which aeana a net gain in stability froa .74540 to .71382.
'nle • - malysis md results hold for the
c:o~~paring

ap111

of country D.

By

row 29 with row 28, ooe can see that in this case a larger arpm

1D country D makes for more inatability for the two-country system. Coa-

parina rov 36 with row 37 indicates just the opposite situation in which
a laraer apa in country D aak.ea for aore stability.
a-ce, one -.at know whether the instability added by a la.r ger

11p111

1a dther country outveigba the stability added in order to deteraine the

CK&ct influence of the apa.
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IV.

l~~plications &

Conclusions

Tbu chapter has aet up a tva-country accelerator model in which

the atability of the tvo countries acting in conjunction can be examined.
The IIOdel presented suggeats a novel way of examining the propagation of a business cycle from one econOIIIY to another.

In determining

whether an economy will be severely af f ected by the instability of a
nation with which it tradea, the model suggests many potentially important factors to examine.
Firat, the size of the two countries' mpm will determine to a large
extent the interdependence of the two nations.

Secondly, the importance

of trade, as determined by the proportion of GNP which trade comprises,
ia alao a determining factor of the degree of interdependence.

If a

nation baa a very tiny proportion of its GNP composed of trade, then

_.en

aevere oscillations in a trading country will have little effect

an ita at ability.
In addition, the IIOdel may suggest that the old hypothesis that

larae nations will have strong effects on small nations whereas small
effect on larger nations is valid.
The t.portance of the two-country accelerator model is its illuatra-

of the interdependence of two countries.

This

times on a atatic level, but far fewer times on

a dynamc level.
The • alal auueau a few important policy implications.

First,

auuau that in cOIIbating a buaineaa cycle, • country must account
the para.etera' valuea both in the country inatituting the policy
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.od in nat10D.8 vith vhlch the country trades.

Th.e model alao points to

the novel conclusion that to correct for aOIDe buain.e sa cycles, policy
~t

be instituted in both countries.
ID addition, the model points to the importance of the par11111eters

1.n deterain.i ng the stability of the

ayste~a.

Since the values of the

parameters, such as the mpc and the accelerator, are of k.ey importance

policy af.ght, in

SOllie

instances, be better directed at changing the

af..&e. of the parameters than in manipulating the variables and autono.,._ factors.
the .adel points to the need for coordinated fiscal and monetary

policy to be undertaken within more than one country in order to solve
the at.tlllity problems vhich face so- nations.
the lnatitution of policy fr0111 a dynillldc level can be much. more

effective than the institution of policy derived from comparative static
.Uysia.

Th.ia is true because dynallic analysis examines the path en-

CGUDter aver tilDe of the variables whereas static analysis e:x;m.ines only

fiD&l poa !tiona •
.&Dother f.vorable factor of this .OOel is that it can s011eday be
allow for growth of inca-e.

Hence, policy can be deterwdned

try to achieve large growth with small oscillations.
Jaaardi.n& devaluation theory, the .OOel presented in th.ia chapter
.odel vhlch can be uaed to illustrate

tb.e fear of a devaluation.

Tb.1a .ade.l

Sa pr••ted in the ne:xt chapter.
ID addition, th.e analysis of tb.ia chapter suggests tb.at devaluation

chaD&• inoa.e and absorption af.gbt operate 1a1ch differently vhen

1S8

analyzed under a comparative static approach vs. a dynamic approach.

If

a country bad both a large mpc and investment accelerator, then induced
absorption lllight outweigh income increases even though the marginal propensity to absorb is less than 1.

Hence, with the addition of an invest-

aent accelerator the analysis of the Alexander absorption model, the
elasticity model, and the synthesis did not allow for the possibility
of an investment accelerator.

If a strong accelerator relationship

operates within a country, then it is necessary to account for it when
diacussing absorption changes.
In conclusion, the importance of this chapter was the development
of a

~~a-country

investment accelerator model.

In the course of the

chapter, the stability conditions were examin ed along with the various
iafluencea of the parame ters on the stability.

Although this chapter

baa been .are or less a digression from the other chapters, it has been
iaatruJDental in allowing a better understanding of the interlocking
uture of

two

trading countries .

This interlocking property must be

thoroughly understood when analyzing devaluation.

The degree of depen-

depends on the mpm, the size of the reper01aaionary aultipliers, the proportion of income which trade comprises
•cl the aUIIIber of trading countries.

etron& conclusions from the IIIOdel.

One is cautioned in drawing too
There are lll&llY situations in which

. . tradin& country is almost completely unaffected by the other.
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APPENDIX - OiAPTER VI

Equatioa (1) represents the income flow in period t in country D,
while equation (2) indicates the income flaw in country N.

D

D

D
D
D
D
+ ct + It + xt - Ht

(1)

Yt • 1 t

(2)

yt • It + Ct + It + Xt - Ht

B

N

H

N

N

N

The 1 stands for government expenditure while H stands for imports
and X stands for exports.
Both 1overnaent expenditure in country D and N will be assumed autona.oua and equal to a constant level of one.

(l)

D

It • 1

and

It

gt • 1

The value of government expenditure is unimportant for the dynamic
analyd.s which follows .

The important thing is the assumption that it

reaains coast ant when income changes .
CODS\mlptioa in either country will be assumed equal to the marginal
propensity to conauae times the previous period's income level of the

r ..pective country.
(4)

(5)

cf' • ~DyD
t

t-1

c: -~~-1

lquatioa (4) represents the conawaption in country D, where a

D

1.8

tlae . .r11na1 propensity to conau.e in country D, while equation (S) is
t'lae CODSUIIptioo function in country N.
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Inveata~nt

1n country D vill be equal to the accelerator 1n country

D (8°) times the difference between the present period consumption level
in country D and the previous period consumption function.
preas~

This is ex-

1n equation (6), whereas equation (7) expresses the investment

function 1n country N.

(6)

I~

•

e0 [c~ - ~- 1)

(7)

I~

•

e" [

C: - ~- 1]

vh~r~ 8JI 1a the investment accelerator in country

N.

Subatitut1ng equation (4) into equation (6) will yield an expression
for investment in country D in terms of country D's income level.

Also

aubatituting equation (5) into equation (7) will yield an expression
for investment in country H in terms of country N's income level.

(8)

_D
li
•

8

(9)

\

s" [ a~-l

•

D

[

D D

D D

J

a Tt-l - a Yt-2

•

aN~-J

D

n._o

D D D

8 a-lt-1 - 6 a yt-2
SHaN~

t-1

- SNaNYN
t-2

t.porta in the respective countries will be assumed to be equal to
country's aarglnal propensity to import times the preincome.
(10)

tiJt •

(11)

~- -~-1

iaDyD
t-1
vhare K ia the aarginal propensity
to !aport.

Iince one country 'a iaports are

th~

other country 'a exporta one

~

axporta in the respective country in terms of the other country'•
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~

propensity to import and the previoua period income level.
D

N N

.)f

(12)

~ •

(13)

X:-~-

"t •

m

Yt-1

DD

a Yt-1

Substituting equations 3, 4, 8, 10 and 12 into equation (1) will

yield an expression for the present period income level of country D
ill teras of the past period income levels of both countries and the

aar&tnal propensities to import and consume and the accelerators. Equatioa (14) 1a the final equation derived after factoring and simplifi~tioa.

_n

(14)

~

D

D

+ (a -

Q

-

Q

D D _D
B )~-1+

D D D

N__N

B yt-2 - a rt-1 • 1

Q

l!q-tion {15) is derived for country N by substituting equations
]

0

5. 9. 11 and 13 into equation (2).
_11

(15)

T

~tion

..~iODB.

t

If

+ (a

If
-Q

N N __N
-

Q

B )r l +
t-

N
Q

N__N

n__n

- .-yB r·
• 1
t- 2
t-1

(14) and (15) form an interlocking system of difference

This is a second order system of difference equations in

tiro Yariablea.

1llia ayst- can be solved so as to determine the income paths in

llotll country D and country N.
!be solution technique for the roots of the equation system 14-15

wtl1 •• to expreaa the aystea of two second order difference equations

t a t - of four first order difference equations.
yD

t.

ulf • yN

t

t.

J't •

yD

t-1

and ~ • yN
t
t-1

ln order to do thia
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Uaiaa the 8bove identities for the v and U variables one can derive
equatiooa 16 1111d 17 •

(16)

.J!t • u~-1

(17)

·= - ~-1

Substituting the expressions of U and v into equation 14 and 15
yield equations 18 and 19.
D

D D

D

D

D

D D D

N~

. If

N N

N

N

N

N N N

O..n

(18)

Ut • (a B + a -m )Ut 1 - a B v
+ m IJt-1 + 1
t-1
-

(19)

Ut • (a B + a-m )Ut_1 - a B vt_ 1 + m

ut- 1 +

1

Equation 16-19 can be writt e n in matrix form as equation 20 .

I,
aDBD+aD- mD

I uD \

(20)

I

t

0:vD 1-

.,.
t
t

I

.o

N

m

-

mD-aDBD

aNBN+aN-mH

0

1

0

0

Lo

1

0

0

I

N N'
-a B ,
0

I'

I

I

UD
t
N
ut-1

I .}!
I
t-1

o_jI

l

I

1

+I
I

0

'{_1 }

\ 0

'
Tbe aquare tera represents the characteristic matrix whereas the
t~

ia parenthesis are vectors.

The matrix is a four by four matrix.

Let the aatrilt be represented by A, whereas I2 represents the two
tvo identity aatrix.

U.ia& the t .h eory of characteristic value, the roots of equation

u

a;hen by the solution of the detenainant of (>.I - A).
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Where det (H

~

A) •

A -(aDD
a + aD..JJ
- )

...If

0

0

aN aM

0

1

0

1

0

A

1-(Jfa•+a•....!'>

... 1
0

J>sD

~

~

Settin& the determinant above equal to zero and solving vill yield
the four characteristic values (or eigenvalue.s ) for the solution of
the second order difference equation syst em.
The aethod followed vas to use a computer prograa which expressed
the determinant as a fourth desree polynomial in l..

Then another pro-

ar- found the zeros of this polynomial, the characteristic values of

our -trlx A.
The aasnitude of the largest roots will deteraine the stability
condition.

!

C RAP T E R V I I
A TWO-<:OUNTR.Y SPECULATIVE SPENDING ACCELERATOR

Tbe analysis employed in this chapter is dynamic, as vas the analysis

of the last chapter.

A dynamic reformulation of devaluation theory can

iDdicate 18portant relationships which have been previously uninvestigated,
Tbe dyuaaic analysis of this chapter points to the importance of exaaining
tbe para.eters of both the devaluing and the non-devaluing country.

It is

abovD that in some cases unilateral adjustment in only the devaluing
CDQDtry aight be ineffectual in curing the inherent instability of a aye~.

This indicates that devaluation policy might require certain adjust-

~

in the DOn-devaluing country as well.

!bia chapter is devoted to the examination of one of Alexander's

,rLce effects.

The dynamic price expectation effect is the most dynamic

of all of Alexander's

effects~-very

little has been written on this effect.

!b1a effect can occur before a devaluation as well as after a devaluation.
upon confidence in the stability of the currency.

Be-

if the people of a country feel that a devaluation ia
people will start to spend money on goods before the
Devaluation raises the price level because it aakea
worth leas in tel'liiB of foreign currency.

This -ana

in teras of domestic currency.
will ahift their purchase a into illlport substitutes, vhl.ch will
Prices of do-stic aoods which
i8ported r - -terials will also riae.

In addition, the increased

16S
foreian demand for expo rts vill raise the price of exports.

Also, the

biddina up of wages by unions vill also raise prices at timea of a devaluation.

Thus, devaluation will lead to a higher price level which in turn

lover• the real purchasing power of domestic currency.
The speculative buying, which occurs because of the price expectation effect, makes the situation worse by raising the price level even
fu.r ther.

This speculative buying is considered as speculative consump-

tion buying.

Nevertheless, this buying does not only include the buying

of consumption goods, but it also includes the buying of raw materials and
interwediate goods by firms before their price is expected to rise.

Past

wealth and savings will be used in order to finance this speculative
apending.

Eventually the price level and spending on both domestic goods

aDd t.porta vill reach such a

high level tha t a devalUAtion will be neces-

Therefore, the price expectation effect can by itself determine

.ary.

wbetber a devaluation would be necessary.

ease.

This is by no means always the

However, there are times when expectations become pessimistic and

thia seta adverse influences into motion.
If a country ba.s already devalued its currency, then there can still

be a price expectation effect.

The price expectation effect would operate

wbeD people of the country felt that the original devaluation waa too
a.all.

If the people expected another devaluation to occur in the future,

tbaD tbay would buy goods whose prices will rise even higher vhen a

a.cood devaluation would be undertake.n .

The process would only atop vhen

tbl ujority of a country's populace had confidence in the stability of
tbl currency.
!bia chapter formulates a model which allava the price expectations
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effect to operate.

Solution of the model vill determine the stability of

Aa vill be shown in the body of

the tvo countries acting in conjunction .

the chapter, an anstable situation vill probably mean that s devaluation
will be necessary.
I.

The Model
The speculative buying accelerator model is very similar in opera-

tion and analysis to the investment accelerator model of the last chaptar.

A two-country model is employed in which one country is the devalu-

ina

country, whereas the other country is the r est of the world (country

•>·

Two second-order difference equations are derived, as was the case

iD the investment accelerator model.

These two second-order difference

equations are inter-locking because of exports and imports.

The stabil-

ity conditions, as determined by the roots of the two equations system,
indicate the stability of both countries acting together.
The income level of country D during period t will be equal to coneu-ption plus investment plus government expenditure plus exports minus
illporu.

The same relationship holds in country N.
(1)

~ -e't

+ ID
t

+

D
It

(2)

~ -C't

+IN
t

+

gt

M

·~

-Ift

+r'
t

-tl't

Government expenditure is assumed to be constant and independent of

1Dco.a within both countries.
Conau.ption 1n country N is aasumed equal to the marginal propensity

to

c:oua~ma

"

of country N (c ) lllllltiplied by the previous period's inca..

J..al of that country.

Bence, a lagged consumption relationship is
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aaau.ed.
(3)

C: •

c~-l

Conauaptiou i .n country D ia comprised of two componenta.
ia compriaed of a usual consumption component (C
~c

0

ct

Firat, it

), vhich ia equal to the

of country D tiaea the previous period's income level.
(4)

~t

cD~-1

•

Equation 5 expressea the aasumption that consumption in period t in
country D ia equal to the usual consumption spending component, vhich ia
baaed on the inco.e level and a speculative buying component

crfat )

baaed on the deficit.
(5)

~

-

c~t + ~t

The apeculative buying component of consumption is the key factor in
the analyaia of thia model.

Speculative consumption depeoda directly on

the likelihood of a devaluation.

It is assumed that the greater the

likalihood of a devaluation, then the greater is the speculative buying
coaponent of

cona~ption.

The deficit of the trade balance

a aood indicator of the stability of the currency.

cKD -

XO)ia

As the deficit grova

laraer, the danger of devaluation becomes more imm.i nent.

Speculative

buyina ia aade equal to a constant (x) times the deficit of the previous
period.

( 6)

C:t -

:It

~-1

-

~-1>

Speculative buying ia dependent on the deficit of the previoua
period, becauae there uaually ia a atatiatical lag before the aize of the
trade balaoce
OD

u

-da known.

Therefore, conaumera baaing their a·peodin&

the ail:e of the d.e ficit vould probably have to uae the previ<J\a
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period's tabulated

deficit.

The .odel would change somewhat if specula-

tivs spendina vas a5stmed based oo this period's deficit.

The interested

reader can change the .adel and calculate the slightly different result
which indicates less stability.
The constant ia the speculative buying accelerator.

It ia shown

later that the sh:e of thls constant 1a very important in determining
whether the systes ia stable.

A larger spending accelerator means a

areater induced change in speculative buying resulting from the deficit .
Both equations 6 and 4 can be substituted into equation 5 in order
to aive a statement of country D's consumption level in terms of country D's income level, !aport and export level.

(7)

~

•

c~-l + z(~-l

-

X~_ 1 )

In order to complete the analysis, equation 7 must be ezpressed in
t~

of the previous period's inca.e level of country D and country N.

To acc011pliah this purpose, an expression muat be found for imports and
exports in

te~

of the past period's income levela.

x.porta of country D in any period are assumed equal to the 11Ulrgina1
propensity to !aport

~ltiplied

by the income level of the previous period.

The s..e relationabip ia aasuaed to hold in country N in terms of its in-

cc.e level.

The desired expressions are derived by realizing that one

COUDtry's exports are the other country's imports.
(I)
(9)

~

~

Jl-

..1'.¥t-1
t

""t

~-1
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lDveat.ent in country D in period t is assumed to equal the marginal
propenaity to invest (i) multiplied by the previous period's income level.
Country R's investment function in period t is also assumed equal to the
8pi (aarginal propensity to invest) of that country times its previous
period's income level.

o _ n__o

(10)

It

(11)

R
'N...N
It • i··yt-1

i-Yt-1

The assumptions above are sufficient to allow for so expression of
country D's income level during period t as equal to past period's income
leve.la of country D and country N.

Likewise, the same thing can be ac-

ca.plished for country N's income level.

This is accomplished by a series

of substitutions into equations 1 and 2 from the above assumptions of the

110del. 1
( 12)

(13)

D,. D
yt + ( • D-cD-i-JYt-1-

_n

TlW +
t

<•R-cN-iN)r·t-1
ji

D D
N..N
:r:a yt-2- m··yt-1

ILD
- .-y

t-1

1\1

N

D

+ Xlii""Yt-2 • gt

N

gt

!quationa 12 and 13 behave like the tvo equations system of the last
ch~ter.

These tvo second-order dJ.fference equatiooa form a tvo-country

interlocking system.
lotice that no speculative spending accelerator ia assumed in country

I, since country N ia nowhere in danger of a devaluation.

Some . .y argue

that country N vould experience non-buying activities in order to take
advantqe of the anticipated fall in the price level.

1
Details are in tba

~pendt.x.

H.ovever • if country
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I represents the rest of the world, then the effec t vh.icb a devaluation
in country D will have on the general price level of the reat of the
world will be amall.

Hence, the possibili ty of g ain from speculative

non-buying would be small.

For

th~s

reason there is no speculative non-

buying in the aodel presented in this chapte.r .
There aight be some non-buying activity in country N 1n regards to
country D's exports.

This arises because after devaluation the price

of country D's exports would be cheaper to foreigners.

The extent to

which people in country N engage in this type of non-buying activity,
depends directly on the size of the deficit of the devaluing country.

If thia activity is felt to be significant, then a non-buying activity
can be introduced ln t o equation 13.

(14)

<!t - -x"<~-1 -

~-1>

Equation 14 shows one possible representation of this non-buying
acti'rity based on country D 'a defidt.

In all l.lk.el.ihood, the constant

~will be considerably leas than country D's constant x, since non-buying
ill country H primarily affects the buying of country D'a exports and not
all aooda in general, as waa the case in the devaluing country .

The ad-

41tioo of speculative non-buying in country N aak.ea the .adel -.,re stable
aillca country H'a incOIM atreaa will be aore at.ble.

It 1a this writer's

lilal.J.af that the stability gained will be alight because speculative non111QJ1nl activity ia believed to be fairly

inai~ficant.

The .adala pre-

aaatad henca!orth only include speculative buyina activity •
. . turning our attention to country D, it ia noted that country D
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experiences speculative buying only after th.e balance of trade baa reached

a sufficiently large deficit to warrant a lack. of confidence in ita currency.

Therefore the deficit arust reach a certain liiit before the

speculative spending component of consumption starts to operate.
can think of this IDOdel aa a trigger mechanism.

Once the deficit reaches

a certain lillli t, the trigger releases and speculative spending is

taken.

One

~mder

The lilllit which arust be reached before the trigger release de-

pends on aany factors.
Pint, it depends oo the proportion of GNP which trade comprises.
A coUDtry such as England depends heavily on international trade.

A de-

Yaluation of the pound would mean a greater overall rise in the price
lavel than it would in a country which has only a small proportion of
trade.

This follows because i f only a small proportion of GNP ia com-

prised of trade, then devaluation's influence on the price of importa,
t.port substitutes, exports, and domestic goods using imported r - - teriala will be relatively unimportant to the general price level.
a country heavily dependent

Oil

Bence,

trade will experience a smaller t.breshDld

Yalue for the trigger release than a country less dependent oo trade.
Alao, a country which is JDOre dependent on trade will probably have a
larpr speculative buying accelerator than a

co~mtry

less dependent on

trada aillply because the inhabitants have IDOre to lose in th.e

co~mtry

with tha rreater &JDOWlt of trade.
A speculative buying accelerator would probably require larger U..aita

1D a key currency

co~mtry

carreac:y country would be

such aa the United States aiaply because a
~~e:>re

reluctant to devalue.

Thia

u

U,

because de--

the wealth poeition of t.ba other countries vhich
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have held the key currency in their reserves.
Thirdly, the limit depends upon the skill of the trade authorities
in concealing their intentions to devalue.

After a devaluation the limit

depends on how convincing the authorities are in making people believe
that the right policy measure has been taken.
In addition, the limit which the deficit must reach before specula-

tive spending ensues depends on the attitude of the people in regards to
speculative behavior.

If the people of a nation are very conservative,

then little or no speculative spending might be expected.
If there ia no speculative spending, then two terms of equation 12
became zero.

These two terms are -xmDv~_ 2 and Jy~_ 2 , which represent

the speculative accelerator times the deficit in terms of the past
period's income level of the two countri es.
The rest of the chapter assumes that country D is a country with a
speculative spending situation.

In addition, it is assumed that the re-

quired liadt of the deficit has been reached, meaning that the speculative spending accelerator is in full operation.
If the spending accelerator is operating, then any increase in in~

vill lead to .ore imports since imports depend on the income level.

jay increase in imports relative to exports will cause an additional

- t of speculative spending.

The change in income vill also cause

iDduced chmgea in conaUIIIption and investment.

The induced changea in

t.ports, conau.ption investment and speculative spending will lead to
•other change in in came, which in tum leads to JDOre induced changes in
the 'fariablea .

Decreases vould vork analogously in the oppoaite direction.
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U th.e change in 1ncosae seta off ever increasing induced clumgea
in cooau.pt1on, speculative spending and investment, then the system will
beca.e unstable.

A devaluation could solve the problem if it restores

coo.fidence to the currency, because then speculative spending would drop
dawn to zero.

The results of the next section show that the size of the

speculative spending accelerator is an important determinant of the stability of the system.
Since this is a two-country system, the influence of changes induced
1D the other country is important because of its influence on exports and
i.llporU.

A change in country D's income level will lead to a change in

t.porta vhich in turn will change country N 's
country N 's exports.
try D's exports.

level by changing

A change in country N 's inc~ level changes coun-

In addition, a change in country D's ~orts will in-

fluence speculative spending.
~t

inc~

Hence, the income level of both countries

be exaained in order to determine the influence of speculative

8pelld1ng.
Severe speculative spending in country D can cause some instability
1D the econa.y of country N through the increased

!be roots of equations U

~orta

of country N.

and D will determine the stability of the two-

- t r y syst-.

tbe ueit section gives the results of the solution of tha two-equa-

tlaD ayatea.

Particular attention is paid to the influence of the accelto conauae, i .n veat and i11port on the

ate1lity of the system.
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II.

The Stability Results

Thia aection tests the influence of the various parameters on the
atability of the two-country system.

In order to do this, the roots of

the two second-order difference equations system must be found.

The method

of approach is the same as the one which vas utilized in Chapter 6.

2

Table 1 represents the magnitude of the largest root for nine different sets of parameters .

In each of the nine rows of table 1, only one

of the parameters is varied, while all the others have the same value of
those of row 1.

In order to see the influence of a parameter on the sta-

bility of the system, one needs only compare the magnitude of the root
aasociated with the row where that parameter is varied to the magnitude
of the root in row 1.
Table 1 lists the magnitude of the roots in the far right colu.n,
vbile the row numbers are in the far left colu.n.

The various parameters'

colu.ns are designated along the top row of the table.
In row 2 the value of country D's mpc is .8, as compared with the

value of .7 in row 1.

The other parameters are held constant.

As can

be seen, the magnitude of the largest root 1a .86334 in row 1, vhereaa
the aagnitude is 1.00001 in row 2.

This indicates that row 1 is a stable

situation while row 2 is an unstable situation.
llpC

Hence, the larger the

in country D, the more unstable will be the two-country syste111.

A

l.araer ape indicates a larger change in induced consumption for a given
chana• in i .ncome.

The larger the induced C0118uaption change, then the

laraer are the secondary income changes.

In addition, a la.rger secondary

incoae change means a greater induced change in iaports, induced invest

2
The reader ia referred to the appendix for areater detail.

1n
TABLE

llov

1

Value of
Largest
loot

Parameter Values

•D

c

D

iD

X

•N

c

N

iN

1

.2

.7

.1

2

.2

.7

.1

. 86334

2

.2

.8

.1

2

.2

.7

.1

1.00001

3

.2

.7

.3

2

.2

.7

.1

1.09829

4

.2

.7

.1

3

.2

.7

.1

1.00000

s

.2

.7

.1

2

.2

.7

.1

.86334

6

.2

.7

.1

4

.2

.7

.1

1.11652

7

.2

.7

.1

2

.2

.9

.1

.93880

8

.4

.7

.1

2

.2

.7

.1

1.00000

9

.2

.7

.1

2

.2

.7

.3

.93880
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aent ...S speculative spending.

A large mpc in country D will alao in-

flueELce the stability of country N.
i~orta
~c

Secondary inc0111e changes will change

of country D, which are the exports of country N.

Hence, a larger

1D country D will slightly affect the stability of country N.

Then~

fore, a larger mpc in country D makes the two countries acting in conjUD~Oil

less stable .

!be situation in row 2 is unstable because the larger mpc is just

eDOUib to aake induced responses ever increasing.
~c -.aD8

In addition , a larger

both a larger multiplier and a larger repercussionary multiplier.

Alao there is a greater interaction between the multiplier and the speculati.e accelerator.
lD row 3 the aarginal propensity to invest (mpi) is equal to .3 as
ca.pared with its value of .1 in row 1.

The size of the largest root is

equal to 1.09829 in row 3, as compared with its value of . 86334 in row 1.
A larae.r l!pi will !Dean more instability for the

two--co~mtry

malyaJ.a of the mpi is analogous to the analysis of the mpc.

system.

The

A larger

l!pi 1D country D will mean a greater induced response of investment to
8DJ dbaa&e in income.

A greater response in induced investment will make

for a creater secondary response in income, vhich will mean a greater
cb-ae 1D 1-.porta and hence, speculative spending.

Also a larger mpi will

uka fo.r a larger repercuasionary INltiplier and thus a greater response
1D c:ouacry K's econocay which will in turn affect country D's econOIII)'.
lD rewa 4 md 6, the speculative accelerator is increased to a value
of 3 ... 4 respectively.
M

The IDBgnitude of the largest root indicates that

the apec:ulathe accelerator increases in value, the greater will be the

lDatellity of the syst...

Aa

the speculative accelerator increases, the
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areater vi11 be the responsiveness of speculative spending to a given
cbanae in the deficit, vhich will make for a greater change in income
and i.-ports.

A areater change in imports will make for an even greater

chmae in speculative spending in the next period.
The values of the seven parameters in row 4 yield a root magnitude
of exactly 1.00000, vhich is exactly on the stability boundary, as is
the value of row 8.

These tvo sets of parameters indicate just two

points on the boundary.

Unfortunately, a simple rule for stability can

not be derived as Saa.elson did in his one country accelerator model.
Thia follows because of the greater mathematical complexity of this
IIOdel, as coaq>ared to Samuelson's model.

The best that can be done is

to find certain points on the boundary, as was done in table 1, in order
to aet some idea of vhere it is.

However, it has been shown that a

laraer -PC, apt and speculative spending accelerator in country D make
for .are inatability vithin the two-country system.
Ill r011 7 the IIPC of country N increases to .9 as compared with its
valDB of .7 in row 1.

Notice that a larger value of the mpc of coun try

I aakea for aore instability within the two-country system.

A larger

.,c in country N v111 aake for larger changes in induced consumption for
a atva income change .

A areater induced response in country N 's con-

..-ptioa vill aake for a areater change in country N's income in the ne.x t
in turn vill increase country N's imports and hence, countEy D's ellpOrta vill change by more.

There are really two opposing in-

First, a larger mpc makes for more instability

ill c:owatry 11, beca1se induced coMumption vill respond .are fully to m
chm&•·

Secoodly, eince s higher -.pc in country N makee for
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ar-ter aecoodary inco.e changes in country N, this in turn will change
couatry l('a iaporta and hence country D' a exp o rts will chai13e to a greater
extent.

A greater change in country D's exports will aake country D both

aore atable and unstable .

It aalr.es country D more stable because an in-

creaae in exporta relative to imports will cut down on speculative spending.

A greater change in country D's exports will make country D more

uuat.tlle, because a change in exports makes for a change in income.

To

get the net influence which the greater mp c of country N bas on stability,
the at.tlility g.a in IIIUSt be added to the stability loss.

As row 7 indi-

c£es, the loss i.n stability will usually outweigh the gain in stability
ao that a higher mpc in country N will mean less stability for the twocountry aystea.
•otice that a change in country N 'a mpc by . 2 in row 7 does not
affect stability as liNch as a . 1 change in the mpc of country D.

This

1a because a greater ape 1.n country D only adds to instability, while a
greater

~c

in country N adda both to stability and instability making

the net effect on instability smaller.

It is important to realize that

although the model of the last chapter behaved symmetrically, this model
.,._ not behave symmetrically vlth respect to mpc and

~~

vith.in the two

c:auntries.
low 9 1Ddicatea that a arger mpi 1.n country N will result in more

t.t.tlility vitbi.n the tvo-COUDtry system.

A larger 8pi of country N pro-

atability Gld a gain in instability.
tl)' •

A larger api in coun-

aakea for areater responaea of invest•nt to inca.e changes.

Greater

for income changes will -an a larger 111Uland aore i .n atabUity 1.n country N aa well u

the two-country ayatea.
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In addition. since a large api aalr.es for greater secondary changes
in income. this in turn will make for greater changes in country N's imports. which are country D's exports.

A greater change in exports of

country D can increase stability if exports increase relative to imports,
aine2 this will mean less speculative spending.

The explanation of the

influence of country N's mpi is analogous to the explanation of country
M'a ape influence on stability.
The last parameter which will be analyzed is country D's mpm.

Un-

i:lke the investment accelerator model, ap• plays a very important role
in this model.

Row 8 bas a mpm in country D of . 4 in contrast to the

value of .2 in row 1.

The magnitude of the largest root is equal to

1.00000 in row 8 indicating the bord e r of stability in contrast to the
atable root of .86334 in row 1.
•ount of instability.

A la.r ger ap• will indicate a greater

This is true because a greater mpm will indicate

that a change in income will make for a greater response in imports.

A

areater import response will make for a gre ater response of the deficit,

wbich in turn will greatly influence speculative spending activities.
!be l1111Dy~_

2

tera of equation U

indicates that the mpm of country D and

the speculative spending accelerator work in cooj unction with each other.
have a significant effect
•

at ability through ita effect oo apeculati ve spending (assuming a apec-

alative spending accelerator greater than 1) .

ill

~tlbility

There is also a small gain

since more imports will tend to stabilize income in country

o.

this stabilizing effect is aore than offset by the decrease in stability
ting fro• speculative spending.
The

~

r•ult of this malysi.s i.a that the interaction of the re-
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percuaaionary multiplier and the speculative spending accelerator will
determine whether the two-country system is stable .
The mpm of country N will have an effect on the stability of the
ll)'atem through ita changing of country D's exports.

The 1malyaia fol-

lows that of country D's mpm, except that a larger mpm in country N will
increase the stability of the system while a larger mpm in country D decreased the stability of the system.
III.

Extensions--An investment-speculative spending accelerator model
The model of this chapter can be extended by c ombining the specu-

lative spending accelerator and the investment accelerator in one model.
Thia model is much more complex and is not solved here .
of the possible results are mentioned.

However, some

The only change in the assump-

tions from the assumptions previously employed in this chapter concerns
the investment function.

In the previous model, investment vas assumed

equal to the mpi times the previous period's inca.e level within the
r•pective country.

This section assumes that investment is equal to a

conatant (the investment accelerator) multiplied by the time change in
coaauaption.

Equation 15 below expresses the nev investment function

1D country D, whereas equation 16 expresses the investaent function in

(15)

I~

(16)

I~ • SK(~ - ~-1)

•

SD(~

-

~-l)

The llllalyaia of equation 16 in tei'1118 of the inc~ level of tha two

follow• the aame procedure tllat vas uaed in Chapter 6.

The di.! ...
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ferenc:e ariaea vhen country D'a inveataent 1a expressed in ter11111 of the
inc:a.e level of the tvo countriea.

This difference concerns the new ex-

pression for consumption in country D within period t and period t-1 .
Aa waa ahown in section 1, consumption in period t is composed of a

uaual consu.ption component and a speculative spending component.
(17)

~ • c:Dy~-1 + x(mDy~_ 2 - mNY~_ 2 )

Equation 17 above shows what consumption in country D is equal to
in period t.

The first term on the right- hand side represents the usual

conaumption component while th e compound term r epresents the speculative
apending component.

By substituting equation 17 into equation 15, an

expression for investment in country D in terms of the income level of
the tvo countries is derived.

ln order to get an expression for

c~-2'

the aubscripts were changed i n equation 17.

•N~t-2))-(cDyDt-2 +

x(mDyD
-mNyN 3))
t-3
t-

Equation 18 is the key equation of this model.

The terms of this

lot • S(cDyDt-1 + x(mDyDt-2 -

(18)

equation indicate that there is an interaction between both the investment
accelerator and the speculative spending a ccelerator.
~ltiplier

In addition, the

will interact wi th both of th ese accelerators creating a high

d..ree of instability.

D .D

Ter11111 such as Sxm Yt_ 2

and

DyD

Sxm

t- 3

indicate

that the tvo accelerators 8 and x works in a multiplicative way .

This

.aaaa that only very low values of the accelerators are needed for inetlbility (assuming that the accelerators are greater than 1) .

Thi.s

tadic:at .. that vhen both accelerators are operating, induced changes

cr..te

larae changes in income quite quickly causing a greater likelihood
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for the eyetem to diverge.

Thi.& indicates the almost certain need of a

devaluation to try to restore confidence in the currency by lovering the
deficit to a limit where the speculative spending accelerator vould no
longer operate.

The conclusion is different if either of the accelera-

tora 1.8 less than one.
This eyatem is especially unstable because speculative spending not
only directly influences induced consumption, but it also influences investment expenditure and in an accelerated relationship.
Since the accelerators' relationships are multiplicative, the tvo
accelerators reinforce each other when they are greater than one, vhile

they aitigate each other when they are less than one.
The larger the mpc in either country, then the greater will be the

ioatability, because both induced consumption and induced investment reapooda greatly to income changes.

In addition, th" larger the accelera-

tora in either country, then the greater vill be the instability.

Also

a large apm in country D makes for more instability because of its in-

fluence on speculative spending.
Equation 19 expresses the income level of country D in period t in

ter. of the past period 'a income levels of the tvo coW'Itries, vhile equti011 20 expresses country N's income level in period t in terms of past
period '• income levels.

These tvo equations are derived by aeries of

aubetitutions into the usual income equations.

3

3
Theee substitutions need not be repeated here since they follov ana-

loaouely from the previous derivation of the expression of a country'•
iDcoae level during period t.
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(l9)

D

Tt -

D D

S(c Yt-1

n..o

-~~-2 + xmN~-2 +
(20)

..JI

y-t -

NN

(8 c

n..D

N...H

+ xm-yt-2 -xm··rt-2 -c-yt-2

- c

N

(mD - cf1

T~-1

-

DD

-~ Yt-3

.Ny~-1

N _Jl
N N. .H
n..D
- • ) 't-1 + B c 't-2 - .-yt-1

+

N 11

~ Yt-3)
D

gt

N

gt

'1'hU tvo equation system can be solved by the usual techniques,

CKcept one is now dealing with a third- order difference equation because of the Yt_ 3 terms.

The solution would yield six roots.

A six

by aLa characteristic matrix would be needed to solve for the roots.
The tvo equations would have to be reduced to six first-order equatioaa • . The solution will not be deriv ed ln this paper since we already

know froa our experience with the other systems what the paraaeters'
Wluence vould be.

rr.

Three other ext ensions
'1'hU section discusses brie.fly three other variations on the spec-

u.ti'ft spending model presented in this chapter.

tb•e .:>c:!ela are not found.

The solutions to

The only thing which is discussed is the
of their possible implications.

JJ.tead of using the assumption that speculative spending ill equal
the previous period's trade deficit, one can

ass~

a conatant tiaes the difference in th.i a period's
the previous period's deficit.
(21)

f!Jat •

x(

Oft -

X~
t

-

(i>t-1 -

x0t - 1))

.._tion 21 represents a speculative spending function vhicb 1a
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equal to a coo.t-t tt.es the difference between period t ' s deficit and
the deficit

fro~~

the previous period.

I f speculative sp en ding depended

oo the llbove relation, then the change in the deficit over time would
deteraine specu1at1ve spending.

This model is quite similar in form to

the speculathe capital D:>del.
lD th1a .adel, a limdt is not needed since it is no longer the size
of the deficit vbicb detenainea speculative spending .

Any action by the

authorities vbich t.proves the trade balance helps the balance of trade
in two w.ys.

Firat, It helps the trade balance directly by helping the

current account, and secondly it helps indirectly by cutting down on
speculative buying.

The influe nce of the parameters should still hold

iD th ia .add •
A secood poasible variation concerns the spe c ulative spending accelerator itaelf.

So far it has been assumed that the speculative spending

accelerator ia a constant.
of the deficit. 4

Another possibility is to make it a function

When the trade balance is very adverse, then one can

. . .~ that the speculative accelerator would increase in size.

When the

trade bal.an.c e ia leas adven1e, then the speculative a c celerator would be
.-ller.

Vith this •swaption no explicit limit needs to be set on the

trade deficit.

The accelerator determines for itself whether it operates.

lD th1a type of

~el

the mpc, mpm of both countries would still have

the a..e 1Dflueoce oo atability.

However, the accelerator has a greater

Jnflualce, si.Dce a large deficit is lllultiplied by a larger accelerator.

1h1.a .adel c-. bec:c.e

un.at~le

faster than the •odel examined in sections

1 -..1 2 of th1.a chapter.

4
ODe probl- i.Dvo!Yed vith this assumption is that the model vill no
laaaer be li.Dear aod a solution might be impossible.

18S

A third variation concerns making th.e speculative spending component
depend on a number of accelerators times a number of past period's deficits.

(22)

c~t -

x1

(~

-

x~

+ x2

(H~-l

-

x~_ 1 >

+ x3

(H~_ 2

-

x~_ 2 >

Equation 22 expresses the situation in which the speculative spending
component is equal to a series of accelerators times past period's deficits.
The accelerator of the most recent period is larger than each of the accelerators of the past periods.

Hence, x

1

which is the accelerator asso-

ciated with period t, is greater than x 2 (the accelerator associated with
period t-1).

Also, x2 is larger

than~·

Thia aaaumption allows for the influence of past periods' deficits
OD speculative spending.

There is a weighting system in which the most

recent deficit has the most influence.
the weighting system.

The size of the accelerator is

With this assumption both the size of the trade

deficit and the way in which it is changing influence speculative spending.
The influence of all the parameters will be the same except for the
eccelerator.
of the system.

Now there are three accelerators which influence the stability
The accelerator associated with the most recent period will

be the one with the greatest influence because it is the largest.
Other extensions are alao possible, but will not be presented here.
l!pllcations and Conclusions
the dynaaic analysis of this chapter has so- important implications
of devaluation.

These implications concern both theoreti-
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The aain t.plication of the speculative spending accelerator is that
the parameters in both countries are important in determining the stability
of the two-country system.

This follows because international trade in-

tertvines two nations in dynamic analysis as well as comparative static
analysis.

In order to cure the inherent instability of the system, policy

aay have to be instituted in both nations.

This is especially true when

the non-devaluing country has a great effect on the economy of the devaluing country.

Unilat e ral policies such as devaluation may not be the

appropriate policy in some instances, unless additional policy is undertaken in the non-devaluing country as well.

An

e~irical

article by H. Robert He ller indicated that both the de-

valuing and the non-devaluing countri es adjusted to a devaluation .

This

adjustment was shown by calculating empiri cally expenditure switching and
expenditure reducing policy. 5
The analysis of the speculative spending model indicates that both
apenditure switching and expenditure reducing policy might not be enough
~mless

~c

and

policy actually changes the values of the parameters such as the
~··

Dynamic analysis points to the importance of these parameters.

In addition, it points to the importance of not only the marginal propen-

aity to absorb but also the accelerators and mpm as well.
Drn~c

analysis points to the fact that the size of the parametera

.uat be chanaed if lasting stability is to be achieved.
atOll incre.sea the

~ortance

Thia laat conclu-

of the effecta of devaluation auch aa the

J
I. l.obert Heller, "Some Evidence on the Burden of Balance of Ps}'lllenU
Adjuat.ent", Western Economic Journal, Dec. 1967, pp. 78-81.
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rediatribution of income effect, which changes the mpc and mpi of the
devaluing country.

Very little work has been done on this effect.

Mone-

tary and fiscal policy in support of a devaluation may be better directed
by trying to achieve to a fuller extent a redistribution of income which
would lower these parameters.

Needless to say, the obstacles which must

be overcome to achieve this objective may be formidable.
The analysis of the speculative spending accelerator underscores the
i~ortance

of confidence in a currency.

It is shown within this chapter

that the size of the speculative spending accelerator is an important
cleterainant of the stability of the two-country system.

Hence, any

policy which could effectively decrease the speculative spending accelerator (or eliminate it) would significantly help the stability of the
currency.

If devaluation can sufficiently restore confidence in the

curr.acy, then speculative spending would be eliminated.

From an ex-

pectational point of view, devaluation may initially be quite effective.
Devaluation would fail from an expectational point of view if the deficit
returned to a significant value after a period of time.

Also devaluation

would fail to cure speculative spending whenever it failed to do anything
the trade balance deficit.
The speculative spending accelerator indicates that devaluation must
deficit and restore confidence if it is to have a
This indicates that an analysia of devaluation muat deal
expectational buying, ai.nce it can have such s strong inThe effect of speculative spend. . _ to be a self-aeneratina process.

This ind.icates that the root

immediately by the authorities.

Any
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analyaia of devaluation which completely ignores this effect (or only
.entiona the effect in passing) aay be overlooking the potentially
atron&est effect of a devaluation.
the analysis of the investment-speculative spending accelerator
•odel indicates to an even greater extent the possible destabilizing

influence which the speculative spending accelerator may have.

Since

the two accelerators act in a multiplicative manner, the two accelerators reinforce each other whenever they are both gre ater than one in
value.

The investment-speculative spending accelerator model indicates

that the investment accelerator aay possibly act in conjunction with the
apeculative-spending accelerator.

This analysis indicates once again

that devaluation theory which ignores an investment accelerator model
by exa.in.i ng only the marginal propensity to absorb may be deficient.
thi.a raises the important doubt whether Alexander's rule, that a mar&inal propensity to absorb of greater than one would mean a negative
idle resource influence on the trade balance, is actually valid.

If

additional factors, such aa an investDent accelerator and a speculative
epeDdin& accelerator are present, then Alexander's rule may hide the
UDderlying dynamis•.
the analyeb of thb chapter has aade a beginning at analyzing the
probl- of devaluation under a dynamic systea.

Further research IDUBt

.ap.ad the analyaia in order to directly analyze the balance of paymenta.
mtaila the addition of .ore equatiooa and variables to the analyais.
1a a complexity which i.a n.ecesaary for a better underatandin& of

,......--
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APPENDIX - CHAPTER VII

It vill be assumed that the consumer accelerator only operates in
country D, vbich is in danger of devaluation because of a constant large
deficit (H- X).

In addition, it will be assumed that the deficit in

country D has reached the necessary limits so that the consumption expectational accelerator is operating.
Equations 1 and 2 express vbat the income level in period t is equal

to in country D and country N

respectively.

(1)

yD

+ID+XD
t
t

_

(2)

yD • C II +Ili+XR

-

CD

t

t

t

t

t

t

H D
t

H D
t

+

gt

+ gt

D
N

Govern.ent expenditure will be as s umed independent of income and is
conatant 1n each country.
(3)

(4)

D

't
't•

luYeao.ent will be assumed to be equal to the aarginal propensity to
the income level of the previous period.

This investment

assumed to exist in both econ.o aiea as indicated by

(5)

I D

(6)

It

t

•

DY

t-1

D

-

1

•

t• y t-1•

X.,Oru vil1 be aaaumed equal to the -rginal propenaity to !aport
within the respective countries.
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(7)

(8)

MD.

t

Kif

t

•

DY

NY

-

Ill

t-1

t-1

D

I

In addition since we are dealing with a two country 1110del t he importa
of country D will be the exports of country N, while the imports of
country N will be the exports of country D.

He.n ce, one can derive equa-

tiona 9 and 10.

(9)

~_ll

~ J)

x-· .D

(10) x-

D y

pr

. 11

-

pr·

-

Ill

-

Ill

t-1

HY

D

I

t-1

The conaumption during period t in country N will be

ass~

to be

equal to the marginal propensity to c<>u sume times the previous period in~

level of that country.

(11)

c•

c

t

HY

t-1

I

Substitution of equations 4, 6, 8, 9 and 11 into equation 2 will
yield an equation of the income level of country N in period t 1n terma

of the past period inc0111e levels in country N and country D.

Siap lifi-

cation of this equation will give equa tion 12 which will be one of the
C.O equationa in our two country consumer accelerator model .

(12) yt.

+

<•"

c

H

i

H) y

t-1

B

- •

D Y 1D
t-

-

~

B

Tbe coasumption durin& period t in country D will be aasuaed to be

Firat, consumption will be equal to a uaual

laaaeci

conaumption function (C

ct

) and aecond, it will be equal to a

of the fear of devaluation (est).
conaumption expenditure bei.D& under-
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uk.eD

.o u

yaluat~on

to buy as many goods as possible vitb past savings be fore delowers the real purchasing power of the currency by raisin& the

price level.

(13) ct • cct + cat
Equation 13 expresses that consumption in period t

of both a

wi~l

be comprised

usual consumption function and a speculative part.

Tbe usual consumption function will be assumed equal to the mpc of

couotry D tt.ea the previous period income level of country D (Equation (14).
Dy
D
(14) cct • c
t-1
Speculative consumption will depend on the trade balance deficit of

cbe previous period since this will indicate to the people bow weak the
,a-ltlon of the currency is at anytime.

Equation 15 expresses the

the amount of speculative conaumption will be equal to a
the consumer

~erator)

times

previous period (Equation 15).

(15) cat • x (Mt-1

D

D

- xt-1 >

labatitutin& equations 14 and 15 into equation 13 will give a complete
of country D's total consumption during
(16) ct

- c o Yt-1

D

p~riod

D

+ x (Mt-1 - xt-1

.... titutlna equation 7 and 10 into equation 16

t.

D)

will express con-

iD period t in ter111a of the put inca.e levels of country D and

••
(17) ct

DY
•

C

t-1

D

+

DY

X

(a

t-2

D

- a

MY

I
t-2 )

. . .titutina equation 3, 5, 7, 10 and 17 into equation 1 vill give

r
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an equation for the income level of coun try D's at time t in terma of the
past period inco.e levels of country D and country N.

Simplifying and

factoring vill give equation 18 which is the other equation in our two
equation syst-.
(18) y D + (aD _ CD _ iD) y
t

t-1

D_

mD y

X

t-2

_ mN y

t-1

+ x

ID!f

y

t-2

D

• It

Equations 12 and 18 below express a two equation system which must
be solved by aatrix algebra so that one can determine the four roots.

(18) yt

D

+ (•
• It
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D
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- i ) yt-1

D

D

N

- x m yt-2 - m yt-1 + x •

N

yt-2

D

(12) y I' + (•I - eN - iN) y
N - mD y
D•
N
t-1
t-1
gt
t
Using the exact same technique as was employed in the last chapter
ooe can deteraine the charac teristic determinant (AI -A') where A' is
the characteriatic matrix.
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Sobatitllting in various values for the par.-etera, • D, • W, c D, cR,

•

iD, 1

and

lt

will prove certain thing• about the atabtlity of the aodd.

A coapllter program was used to solve the ayatea.

CBAPTI ..

VIII

COBCLDSIOI

This chapter sums up the argw.ents and implications of the dissertation, and presents an over-all picture of the models presented within the
body of the dis s ertation.

The first section of this chapter discusses

the objective of the dissertation, while a short description of each of
tbe .odels presented in the dissertation is given in the second section .
The findings of the dissertation are stated in the third section.

The

fourth section is concerned vith the over-all significance and the policy
t.plications of the findings.

The final section briefly deals with the

possibilities for future research.
I.

The Objective
Tba dissertation has three primary objectives .

The first objective

1a to expand the trade balance analysis of devaluation into a balance of
,.,_nu analysis.

The analysis of devaluation has traditionally been

tlealt vith under a balance of trade approach .

This vas true of the elas-

ticity, absorption and the synthesis approaches.

Econoaists have felt

that the balance of trade would be an excellent proxy for determining the
effectiveness of a devaluation .

Although previous analys t s vere aware of

illlportance of the capital account • they failed to incorpoCate it in devalu.tion .adele.

lftn

tbou&h

a devalu.tion t.provea the trade balance, this alone

.... DOt inaure tb&t the balance of psyae.n ta vill implVt'e aa vell.

19~
blp~nta

in the trade balance can be offset by adverse capital flovs.

SiDce the international position of a country's currency is deterlained

1ty the balance of pa}'lllents, a thorough analysis of devaluation IIIUst exalliDe both the trade balance and the capital account.
~rwle

In addJ.tion, if the

balance and the capital account interact vitb one another, as DJst

ecoooaists have hypothesized, then a separate analysis of only one account
1a certaJ.nly of questionable value.
In order to make the analysis of capital flovs less general, capital

flows were dJ.vided into short and long-term flows.

Short-term capital

fl.ovs -re further d.ivided into speculative capital flows and transactional
eapital flows.

This division made possible a more careful analysis of the

iDterrelationahip of each of the three capital flows vith themselves and

che interrelationship of each of the flows vitb the current account.
Tbe addition of capital flows led to sa.e i-POrtant implications reaardJ.ng ..anetary and fiscal policy.

In order to be better able to see

the .:Joetary policy implications, the interest-rate vas allowed to vary

11J

uauaing that the authorities held the D)Qey supply constant.

Tbe second objective is to expand the study of devaluation into a
~c

~

analysis in which expectational buying entered.

There have been

co.parative static analyses illustrating the i .n terdependence of two

CDaDtriaa; any analysis employing the repercussionary .ultiplier is a
study.

There have been far fever analyses vh.icb
of two countrl . . on a ctyn.aic level.

Tbe dyn-.ic analysis presented in the dissertation 1a applicable

to

theory, since a dytWII.ic two-country 80del vh.icb illustrated
prlce axpectation effect of S.S. AleJUDder vu presented.
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&.Dee, an objective of the dynamic analysis was to attempt to derive a
.udel which explicitly accounted for expectations and speculative spending
that occur at times of a devaluation fear.

In addition, the dynamic

aD&lyaia allows for a more flexible study of devaluation, since the
.araiual propensity to absorb (mpa) is made variable.

The dynamic analysis focused on the stability of the income stream
of the two countries acting in conjunction.

In particular, the disserta-

tion vaa interested in discovering whether the stability of the two
couotrtes acting as a system would differ significantly from the stability of either country's income stream under the circumstance of autarky.

Tbe influence of the parameters on the stability of the two-country
.yat- vaa also examined.
The .oat iaportant objective of the dynamic analysis was to derive

policy iaplications which might differ from the ones derived from the
· eD&lyaia of the three approaches.

Unfortunately, the dynamic model did

• t aD&lyze capital flows aa was the case in the previous models; this
~d

have been too complex an endeavor at this point.

The third primary objective of the dissertation was to examine long

... short-run effects of a devaluation in order to determine how they
ollffer fr011 one another.
·~leas",

U.S.

Previous analyses of devaluation have been

since little vas said about the behavior of the effects over

The prt.ary purpose of the period analysis vu to give the reader

a . .tter conceptual understanding of a devaluation by e.xplaining the

1a addition to the three prtm.ry objectives, the dissertation baa
Firat, the dissertation baa the objective of
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of airtng a aurvey of the literature vr.itten on devaluation t he ory.

This

aurvey ex-ined separate.ly the elastic! ty, absorption and the synthes i s
approaches so that the simil.ari tLes and differences could be .ore readily
recognized.

Possible shortcoudngs in the literature were also indicated

whenever they

appeared.

Second, the synthesis IIIOdel is exa.i.ned in real

and .oney terms in order to analyze the differences which vould arise.

II.

The Models

The dissertation presented many models.

This section vill briefly

aketch the most important.
In Chapter 2, both a real-.term and a money-term IIIOdel of devaluation

vera presented.

The real-tera .odel examined the change in the trade

balance resulting from a devaluation by examining the change in real incc.e and the change in real absorption.

The difference between the

change in real income and the change in real absorption yields the
change in the real trade balanc e.

Ileal absorption vas aade a function

of real income, the price level and the exchange rate.

This functional

ralationahip of real absorption alloved for income, price and substitution
effect&.

Since all t .hree typea of effects vere present, the rea.l-tera

.odal vas a aynthesia model.
The 8008y-tena .odel vaa alao a synthesis .odel having the s baaic atructura aa the real-terw .odel.

ln contraat to the rea.l-tera

.oclal, however, the .oney-te.na .odel exaained the change in the .oney
trade balance by anal.yzi.ng c:hangea in 1110ney inca.. and .oney abaorption.

llaaey abaorption vaa aade a function of .oney income and the u:cbange
nte.

loth real iDca.e and price laval influencu are n.o v incorporated
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ill the effect of .aney income on lDOney absorption.

Chapter 3 presented a period analysis of devaluation vhich vas baaed
upon the .aney-tena model.

This period analysis allowed for each effect

of devaluation to operate vithin a number of time periods following a
devaluation •

The time period analysis vas conducted by exam.ining the

probable changes of the effects of devaluation over time .

Quantitative

reaults could not be derived because of the lack of informatiou,

The

beat that could be done vas to derive some qualitative results, basing
the analysis on some fairly restrictive assumptions.
~ted

The analysis

to deriving a typical pattern of effects rather than presenting

all possible patterns of effects .

By introducing capital flovs, Chapters 4 and 5 transformed the
analysis of devaluation from a balance of trade model into a balance of
pa~nts

.adel.

Soth Chapters 4 and 5 are based on the lDOney-tena balance

of trade .adel vbich was presented in Chapter 2.
Tbe fourth chapter added short-term capital flows into the analysis

by aasuaina long-term flows constant.

Soth net short-term speculative

capital inflows and net transactional capital inflows were analyzed.

!iet

speculative capital inflowa were -de a function of the trade balance,
the change in the trade balance and the interest rate differentials.

A

chanae ill either of these three independent variables will change net
speculAtive capital inflows and hence the balance of payments, since tbe
balance of pay.ents equals the
J.oaa-tena

capital inflows.

BUill

of the trade balance and net short aDd

laprovements in the trade balance and the

illterut ra.t e differential induce speculative capital inflows.
%boa - t tranaactional capital inflows were analyzed by examining
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both infla.n and outflova.

The transactional demand for foreign currency

arose because people need to buy foreign goods.

The size of the trans-

actional demand depends upon the amount of income generated abroad.

Since

exports determine the amount of income generated abroad, transactional
~ital

outflows depe.n d upon exports • while transactional capital inflows

depeDd upon imports.

Essentially • the balance of trade determines net

transactional capital inflows so that any change in the balance of trade
would change net transactional capital inflows.
Bet long-term capital inflows were allowed to vary within Chapter S .
. . t long-term capital flows depend upon the profit opportunity for in•ea~nt.

The net long-term capital inflows were made a function of the

nl.ative incoae positions of the two countries and the relative growth
ratea of the

tvo

countries.

If the devaluing country's income position

t.proved relative to the non-devaluing country's income position, then a
f-orable change in long-term capital flows will occur .

Likewise, i f the

arovtb of the devaluing country increases relative to the non-devaluing
couotry, then this will also induce a favorable change in long-term capital flovs.

Chapter 6 presented a two-country Samuelson accelerator model with
•

ilr#ea~nt

accelerator operating in both countrie s.

The investment

flmctioa took Saauelson' s form of a constant times the time change in
coa.~tioo.
~.

Govera.ent expenditure in both countries was assumed auto-

Cona~tion

,_.ity to

cona~

Sa period t -re

in period t vas assumed equal to the aarginal pro-

(J~Pc)

au~d

times the income level of period t-1.

Imports

equal to the -rginal propensity to import times

tM 1Dc.o.e level in perind t-1, within the respective countries.

Since
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the 80del vas a tva-country model, imports of one country vere equal to
the exports of the other country.

Tbe above assumptions allowed for a difference equation representation of the income level over a number of periods of both countries.

Two

difference equations, which were derived in this manner , were interlocking because of exports and imports.
eyetea were found.

The characteristic values of the

In addition, various values of the parameters were

tested in order to determine their influences.
Tbe seventh chapter presented a speculative s pending accelerator

.odel which was quite similar to the investment accelerator model of
Chapter 6.

This model allowed for the existence of speculative buying

which would result because of the fear of devaluation.

Since a devalu-

ation raises the price level of the devaluing country, people will accelerate spending before a devaluation in order to take advantage of their

.aney'• real buying power before it falls.
Tbe speculative spending accelerator model was a two-country model .
The oon-devaluing country's consumption in period t was equal to the mpc

tt.ee the income level of the previous period.

Investment in period t

waa asau.ed equal to the marginal propensity to invest times the income
of tbe previous period within the respective countries.

Also, imports in

period t vere assumed equal to the marginal propensity to import times
tbe inc:o.e level of the previous period within the respective countries.
Co.ara.ent expenditures were assumed autonomous in both countries.
Within the devaluing country, consumption in period t was aaaumed to

M c:o.poaed of two parte.

First, it was composed of a oormal coneUIIption

equal to the

~c

ti-s the incOIUI level of the previous
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period.

Second, it vas c011p0sed of a speculative spending coapone.nt vh.i ch

was set equal to a constant times the deficit of the trade balance of the
previous period.

The speculative spending relation vas aade dependent on

tbe trade balance deficit, because the deficit would be a good indicator
of the need for a devaluation.

The speculative spending accelerator

relationship only operated when the trade balance deficit had reached a
critical limit.

This limit vas determined by the attitude of the people

aDd by the economic structure of the devaluing country.

Speculative non-

buying in the non-devaluing country vas assumed not to exist.

Tbe structure of the model yielded two -coupled second-order difference
equations which were solved in order t o determine the stability of the
in~

stream within the

~-country

system.

Before the findings of the dissertation are presented in the next
.. ction, a few words on the methodology are in order.

The dissertation

1a caapletely theoretical, no data were explicitly used to make any of the
coacluaions.

Any references to empirical results were implicit whenever

articles based on empirical observation were cited to support an assumption.

UI. The Findings
This section lists the aajor findings of the dissertation.
1.

The real-tera and the money-term ayntheais models can give
answers to the question of the effectiveneaa of a devaluation.

2.

The price effects and income effects in the money - tera .odel
an analysis of the elasticities of the aupply and demand curves

Wports and exports, since these effects i .n dicate the change in the
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'\'alua of absorption and income.
3.

The .oney-term .odela introduce a .oney income-price effect

which is not present in the real-term .adel.

The 110ney income-price

effect indicates the influence which chan&elJ in the price level have on
.oney income •
4.

The addition of capital flows indicates that the current account

and the capital account are interrelated.

This is true because changes

in the current account will affect both speculative and transactional
capital flows.

In addition, changes in income will affect long-term

capital flows.
S.

When examining short-term speculative capital flows, both the

chanae in income, absorption and the acceleration of these variables must
be

~ined.

6.

The addition of the transactional demand for foreign currency

to tbe speculative capital flow model will tend to make the model more
stable, since transactional capital flovs will usually move in an opposing
direction to speculative capital flows.
7.

If tbe interest rate is allowed to vary, then the stability of

tba speculative capital flow model will increase.

If the money supply is

probably increase the interest rate in
turn will increase the interest rate dif-

An increase in the interest rate differential will induce
capital inflows.
I.

If the intereat rate is allowed to vary, then the lona-term
flows will be favorably affected.

9.

Positive income affects of de'\'alU&tion can help stimulate lona-
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tara capital inflows.
10.

There is an interaction between price, inco.e and subst i t ution

effects, vhich makes a separate analysis of each effect quite difficult .
ll.

Short and long-run effects of devaluation a.re quite different

regarding changes in the balance of trade.
12.

Tbe differential changes in the trade balance over time will

aake for differential effects on capital flows over tt.e.

13.

Price effects do not die out immediately, but are present many

periods after a devaluation.
14.

Price and substitution effects react more quickly and more

often than income effects.
15.

Tvo countries are tied together by trade into a dynamic system.

16.

The stability of the two-country system will differ from the

atability of either country examined unde r autarky.
17.

The parameters determine the stability of the system.

In the

iaveso.ent accelerator model:
a.

A larger accelerator in either country will increase the

inatability of the system.
b.

A larger mpc in either country will increase the instabi-

lity of the system.
c.

The

~m'a

will be one indicator of the interdependence of

the tva countries.

18.

Inatability in one country can affect the stability of a trading

19.

The

~a

aight not remain stable becauae of acceleration
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20.

In the speculative spending accelerator .odel, the par-tera

baYe the following influence:

a.

A larger

lllpC

and/or mpi in the devaluing country vi.ll

aaka for a less stable system.
b.

A larger specuiative spending accelerator makes tbe ~o

couotry system less stable.
c.

A larger mpc and/or mpi in the non-devaluing country

..Jtes the

~o-<ountry

influence of these two

system less stable, however, the
parame~rs

will be smaller than the

destabilizing influence of the devaluing country's mpc and mpi.
21.

The speculative spending model allows the mpa to vary.

22.

Confidence in the currency is an important determinant of

whether a devaluation vill be successful.
23.

The addition of the investment accelerator onto the speculative

apending accelerator model makes for a multiplicative interaction

be~een

tbe two accelerators.
Tbia concludes the list of the major findings of the dissertation .

!be next section will present the implications of these findings.
The Si&nificance and Implications
'lbe findings of the analysis of capital flows indicate the inter-

capital account and the trade balance.

This finding

policy which supports a devaluation
DDt only account for the effect policy aay have on the trade balance,
adjust for the effect policy may have on the capital acMonetary policy, vhich can directly affect the interest rate,
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~t

adjust DOt only for the trade balance but for the capital flov as

-u.

Bee&uae both monetary and fiscal policy affect the income level

aad the grnvth rate, they arust account for their influence on long-term
e&pital flova as well as short-tena capital flows.
Iince capital flows must be examined in order to determine the
atabillty of a currency, approaches such aa the elasticity approach may
be of questionable value.

In particular, very little can be determined

about the effectiveness of a devaluation by examining the sum of the de.aad elasticities.

In addition, both the absorption approach and syn-

tbeaia approach may indicate a favorable change in the trade balance,
although the final change i.n the balance of payments may be unfavorable.

tbe ayntbeaia and absorption models can lose validity whenever the capital flow can be severely changed by a devaluation.

Also, the analysis of

.:.pital flows raises doubts about the usefulness of any empirical study
tlbich

~ines

t!•-•

only the balance of trade in order to predict the effec-

of a devaluation.

Tbe dynamic analysis indicated that using only the mpa as a deter-

a - t of induced expenditure changes can hide some potentia.l ly important
nlat:ionahips.

In particular, the mpa does not allow explicitly for any

S....taent accelerator relationship.

In addition, an assumption of a

eDaat&Dt -Pa aay be an oversimplification which can greatly distort
The speculative spending accelerator is a mea.n s for allowing the

linearity of the model.

The speculative

that a devaluation could restore stability

e. a

~try

syst . . if it can reatore confidence to the currency,
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Tbe ayutbeaia .adel can be considered deficient since it does not

allow for a speculative spending accelerator.

If speculative spending

ia a strong influence 1n a nation, then the synthesis model vill fail to
account for a potentially important absorption component.
Since the stability of the two-country system was primarily deteraiDed by the parameters, the dynamic analysis once again indicated the
iaportance of these parameters.

Unlike the Alexander absorption model,

the dynamic model stressed the importance of the parameters in both
countries.

The importance of the parameters on the stabiliry of the two-

country system suggests that a more careful analysis of the redistribution
of inco.e effect is needed.
Aaotber implication of the dynamic analysis was to point out that in
eome instances policy must be instituted in both the devaluing and the
DOD-devaluing country .

It is possible that the non-devalulng country adds

ao sreatly to the instability of the two-country system that the system
will still be unstable even after a devaluation.

The importance of the

par... ters indicates that in some instances supporting monetary and fiscal policy is needed in one or both countries to help to lower the value

of -

of the parameters.

Also, the parameters indicate that i f a

devaluation does not restore the system to stability , then it is not
aeceaaarily true that an appreciation of the currency would have the
. .aired affect.

If neither a devaluation nor an appreciation alter the

Y&luaa of the par ... ters, then the inherent instability of the system
w1ll r-...ln.
lD .ddition to the analysis of capital flowa and the

d~c

tt.a period analyaia yields aome important implications.

analysis,

The first

S.,lication ia that supporting aonetary and fiscal policy .uat be applied
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at different periods since the short and long-run effects of devaluations
are different. Since both the balance of trade and the capital flows are
changing from period to period, the supporting policy must adjust for
both.
If the immediate effects of devaluation are indeed more favorable
than the later effects, then little supporting monetary and fiscal policy
is needed.

This implication suggests that both France and Great Britain

aight have been pursuing the wrong policy with their last devaluation,
since they instituted immediate supporting monetary and fiscal policy.
If the time period analysis is correct in allowing for different
aarginal propensities to absorb for e ach effect and time period since
different people are being affected, then a model such as Alexander's,
which assumes mpa to be constant, may be of questionable value.

The analysis of the real and money-term model also has some important
t.plicationa.

The comparison of the real-term and money term model

raiaaa a real doubt about the usefulness of Alexander's absorption ap proach, which is in real terms, for policy implementation.

The change in

tbe .oney trade balance is the thing which an analysis of the effective.... of devaluation must be interested in.

Since the change in the money

behaves quite differently from the change 1n the real trade
any analysis which studies only the real trade balance may
This conclusion is not novel since Fritz Kachlup had alia 1955.

In fact, when Alexander reformulated his

expressed everything in his synthesis model in money term..
'l'be analysis of the aaoney-term synthesis model also indicates that

alaaticitiaa of the demand and supply curvea for imports and exports
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are still t.portant in the analysis of devaluation.
....tne oot only changes in income and

absorptio~

Hence, policy .uat

but it must also examine

the elasticities,
Tbe next section concludes the chapter with a discussion of future

reaearch possibilities.
Y.

Future Research
There are three major areas in which the dissertation indicates the

prospect for future research.

First, the dissertation indicates the

-ed for aoae complete balance of payment models of devaluation which

would thoroughly analyze both the balance of trade and the capital flows.
The analysis of the capital flow and the balance of trade should care-

fully indicate the interdependence of the two accounts.

The model must

be built upon a synthesis model of the balance of trade or otherwise
t.portant income or substitution effects will be lost.
carefully examine the three capital flows.

The model must

Actually, further refine-

- t s of the capital flows into more categories may produce an even
better understanding of the interaction of the two accounts.
aDCe

Any bal-

of payaent model must include the money markets of both countries

1D the analysis.
More detailed analysis on the empirical level of both the reaction
of the trade balance and capital flows will further the understandina of
the effectiveness of a devaluation.

In addition, an empirical inveati-

ptiou of both accounts vill teat to some extent the validity of the an-

alyaia of the devaluation.
More c:o.plu an.a lyeia of capital flova and the current account .ust
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alao explicitly analyze the effects of supporting monets.r y and fiscal
policy vbich can increase the effectiveness of a devaluation vben uaed
properly.
The dynamic analysis of the dissertation should be expanded to
explicitly include the balance of trade.
another variable and equation.

This means the addition of

The addition of the balance of trade vill

allow a direct calculation of the trade balance stream over time.

The

stability of the trade balance could then be seen directly.
lD addition, the analysis can be expanded to study the balance of
payaents directly by adding in capital flows to the analysis.

This ad-

dition vill be of great complexity, since not only vill a capital variable have to be added, but the interest rate must also be added, as well
u

tbe supply and demand for money.

If the dynamic analysis is expanded

to include the balance of payments, then the balance of payment stream

can be directly analyzed in order to determine the stability of the
balance of payments.

Tbe time period analysis also suggests some possible extensions. The
affects of a devaluation must be empirically analyzed over time so that a
better understanding and theory of the effects over time can be developed.

Alao, capital flows must be examined over time and incorporated vith the
&Dalysia of the trade balance.
fUture research must try to develop a complete time period analysis
ill wbich the effects of devaluations can be predicted over time.

Such a

a .ore effective i.nstitution of supporting .onetary
8DII fiscal policy.
Additional vork muat also be done in trying to develop a better
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.ynthesis model than the ones existing today.
All in all, there is still a vast amount of theoretical and empirical work which must be accomplished so that a country can time and insti-

tute a devaluation properly without the risk of failure.

This disserta-

tion has attempted to achieve an analysis of some of the important issues
aod problema which must be solved before the final goal is reached.

the

articJ~a

A1l

written on devaluation, including this dissertation, have

only let in a slight crack of light from a window which still remains
closed and dark.
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